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vAbstract
The main objective of this PhD thesis is the study of Diesel sprays under
evaporative conditions by means of Large Eddy Simulations (LES) techniques.
This study has been performed implementing a precise, low-demanding LES
model in the free, full-purpose Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code
OpenFOAM.
The starting point was a careful and exhaustive review of the physical pro-
cesses involved in sprays. An emphasis in CFD methodology, particularly for
LES methods, was essential for the thesis, as we were able to find the pos-
sible problems and limitations of our approximation. Moreover, as the most
widely used techniques for the industrial simulation of sprays are based on
the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes models, we have highlighted the many
advantages of LES modeling. As the latter are, by definition, more computa-
tionally expensive than RANS, we made an optimal configuration that, while
it is able to recover accurately the experimental results, its characteristic time
is in the same order of magnitude that RANS ones. As applicability is a must
in this thesis, we use the surname “Engineering” LES.
One of the key points of the thesis has been the correct configuration of
the flow turbulent conditions on the inlet. In order to get accurate results,
the turbulent structures coming from this inlet need to be time- and space-
coherent. An adequate calibration of this conditions is needed to perform any
spray simulation.
Last but not least, all the simulations performed where validated against
experiments, obtaining a very good agreement even close to the nozzle.
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Resumen
El objetivo principal de esta tesis es el estudio del modelado nume´rico
de chorros diesel evaporativos mediante la te´cnica de la simulacio´n de grandes
remolinos (LES por sus siglas en ingle´s). Este estudio se ha realizado mediante
la implementacio´n de un modelo LES de altas prestaciones y poco consumo
informa´tico en el co´digo libre de dina´mica de fluidos computacional (CFD)
OpenFOAM.
El trabajo de esta tesis ha partido de una revisio´n exhaustiva de los pro-
cesos f´ısicos que tienen lugar en el chorro desde la perspectiva del modelado
CFD en general y LES en particular. Esta revisio´n nos ha permitido identificar
los problemas y limitaciones de nuestro planteamiento. Adema´s, dado que la
principal te´cnica CFD usada para el modelado de chorro diesel en procesos in-
dustriales son los modelos basados en las ecuaciones promediadas de Reynolds
(RANS), se ha incidido en la tesis sobre las ventajas del modelado LES. Dado
que estas te´cnicas son inherentemente ma´s caras que los me´todos RANS, se ha
hecho hincapie´ en conseguir una configuracio´n o´ptima que, siendo lo ma´s fiel
posible a los resultados experimentales, este´ cercana a los tiempos propios de
las te´cnicas RANS. Entendiendo que se quiere hacer e´nfasis en la aplicabilidad
del modelo, se habla de “Engineering” LES.
Uno de los puntos claves de la tesis es la adecuada configuracio´n de las
condiciones de contorno turbulentas a la entrada de la tobera, que necesitan
ser coherentes tanto en espacio como en tiempo. La calibracio´n adecuada de
estas condiciones es clave para una correcta simulacio´n del chorro.
Por u´ltimo, todas las simulaciones realizadas han sido validadas contra
resultados experimentales, obteniendo un muy aceptable comportamiento de
nuestro modelo incluso cerca de la tobera.
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Resum
L’objectiu principal d’aquesta tesi e´s l’estudi del modelatge nume`ric de
esprais die`sel evaporatius mitjanc¸ant la te`cnica de simulacio´ de grans remolins
(LES per les sigles en angle`s). Aquest estudi s’ha realitzat mitjanc¸ant la
implementacio´ d’un model LES d’altes prestacions i reduit consum informa`tic
en el codi lliure de dina`mica de fluids computacional ( CFD ) OpenFOAM.
El treball d’aquesta tesi ha partit d’una revisio´ exhaustiva dels processos
f´ısics que tenen lloc en l’esprai des de la perspectiva del modelatge CFD en
general i LES en particular. Aquesta revisio´ ens ha perme`s identificar els
problemes i limitacions del nostre plantejament. A me´s, com que la principal
te`cnica CFD per a la modelitzacio´ de esprais die`sel en processos industri-
als so´n els models basats en les equacions mitjanades de Reynolds (RANS),
s’ha incidit sobre els avantatges del modelatge LES. Com aquestes te`cniques
so´n inherentment me´s cares que els me`todes RANS, s’ha posat l’accent en
aconseguir una configuracio´ o`ptima que, sent el me´s fidel possible als resul-
tats experimentals, esta` propera als temps propis de les te`cniques RANS. Per
e`mfatitzar l’aplicabilitat del model, es parla de “Engineering” LES.
Un dels punts claus de la tesi e´s l’adequada configuracio´ de les condicions
de contorn turbulentes a l’entrada de la tovera. Per tal d’obtenir resultats
precisos, les estructures turbulentes procedents d’aquesta entrada han de ser
coherents en temps i espai. El calibratge adequat d’aquestes condicions e´s
clau per a una correcta simulacio´ de l’esprai. Finalment, totes les simulacions
realitzades han estat validades contra resultats experimentals, obtenint un
comportament molt acceptable del nostre model fins i tot prop de la tovera.
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1.1 Introduction
eauty is the glow of the true and the good that radiates from
every ordered state of being (Joseph Pieper). This thought which
I found within some reflections to the letter to all artists by H.H.
Pope John Paul II should be the basis of any honest research (specially those
using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations). There is a common
feeling of excitement in the very moment we understand something. At the
instant when one apprehends reality, that glow of grasped truth (which has
always been there for us) produces a powerful joy students and researchers
(lucky longterm students) experience every now and then.
Far from being a vague introduction to a thesis titled Engineering LES of
diesel sprays, the beauty definition sets its framework. Why do we do CFD?
Because it is beautiful and consequently useful. Because when properly per-
formed, CFD is able to show (in detail) realistic evolution of complex systems
involving transport of mass and energy within a fluid. And why do we do
LES1 (i.e. instead of RANS2)? Because it is even more beautiful. We are able
to see more of that truth about the studied phenomena (which entails a higher
degree of use)3.
The underlying hypothesis here is that complete understanding of the stud-
ied phenomena has not been achieved and cumulative previous knowledge
helps us discover more about it. However, that is not enough to inspire and
promote neither research nor even study. In fact, there is also some commit-
ment involved: “The objectivity required by science rightly rejects all ideological
neutrality, all ambiguity, all conformism, all cowardliness: love for the truth
involves the life and entire work of the scientist” (St. Josemaria, address at
honorary doctoral degree conferral ceremony by the University of Navarra, 9
May 1974.)
One of the aspects of the commitment to truth is the contribution to the
common good. The truth that we come to know from studied systems, brings
goods that can be managed and put into the service of mankind. And has
1Large Eddy Simulation
2Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
3RANS and LES are two different ways of turbulent modeling. For the sake of argument
let just say LES has a higher potential of physical description. A detailed explanation is
provided at section 2.3
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anything ever had a greater impact than engines on people’s daily life? The
reasons and history are beyond (and the cause of) well-worn statistics4. From
the historical point of view -apart from its ancestor, the steam engine- we will
just cite a few milestones in the early timeline of internal combustion engines
(ICE from now on). A complete synopsis can be consulted in the first chapter
of [PD11] (also, further information can be found at the references included
here [Ame08; Cum89; Cum93; NS80; SAE97; Suz97]). One has to look back to
1854-57 to find an ICE-like machine that worked based on the combustion of a
mixture of air and an inflammable gas. Eugenio Barsanti and Felice Matteucci
had invented a device5 able to use the energy contained in nature to extend
human will beyond its bodily power. Hence, a sufficient knowledge of the true
and good from matter, available materials and constructive structures was
brought into play in a unique form. In 1861 Alphonse Beau de Rochas patented
the 4-cycle engine to hand on the invention. Coincidentally6, Nikolaus August
Otto was the first one to build and sell an engine in less than a year, putting
it in this way into the service of common good. However, more than 30
years had to pass (1893) before the pioneer on -back then- alternative fuels
and combustion modes: Rudolf Diesel, driven by the ideal of high efficiency
engines, based his own 4-cycle engine on the Carnot cycle (published in 1824).
Once today’s most widespread cycles were set, more than three genera-
tions of passionate engineers trying to optimize this use of matter’s energetic
contents on daily basis, led us to the present transport situation and progress.
In more than a hundred years of ICE history and technological evolution some
improvements have been shared by both types of engines and some are specific
for each cycle. Regarding the first ones, some noteworthy advances are: forced
induction, position and number of valves, electronic control and advances in
lubrication, materials and manufacturing technologies. These last three confer
one of the highest levels of mechanical reliability on current engines. Ignition
and mixture formation are key advances to Otto engines as injection systems
to diesel engines. Although injection is being used for both types of engines,
it had a specific evolution for each of them. The same can be applied to emis-
4Transport currently accounts for half of global oil consumption and nearly 20% of world
energy use, of which approximately 40% is used in urban transport alone. The IEA expects
urban transport energy consumption to double by 2050, despite ongoing vehicle technology
and fuel-economy improvements.(2013 IEA report)
5The request bears the no.700 of Volume VII of the Patent Office of the Reign of Piedmont.
There is no text of the patent request, but a photo of the table which contains a drawing of
the engine. Fondazione Barsanti&Matteucci (http://www.barsantiematteucci.it)
6They did not know each others work
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(a) Sketch from the 1861 Barsanti & Matteucci
patent
(b) First operational engine
designed by Diesel (1897)
Figure 1.1: Precedent of actual ICEs
sion control technologies which have played an important role in the last three
decades of ICE evolution.
Consequently, any effort to better understand the processes involved in
ICEs may have a great impact on the environment due to their widespread use.
Also it will help move forward to the future combustion concepts diversifying
the technologies for a more sustainable transport.
Although optimization processes are part of the personal commitment with
a responsible management of natural resources; pollutant restrictions imposed
by legislation and the necessity to keep production costs bounded, encour-
age researchers with specific goals (ambitious) to optimize the efficiency of
ICEs. Fuel sprays play a major role in achieving the required combustion
characteristics and pollutant emissions’ reduction on ICE, and therefore, an
accurate prediction of spray’s behavior is required to perform reliable engine
combustion and pollutant simulations. In particular, diesel engines entail two
problems: soot and NOx7. It is a well-known fact that there exists a di-
rect relation between emissions and instantaneous values of both temperature
7NOx is a generic term for mono-nitrogen oxides NO and NO2
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and fuel concentration fields inside the engine [KB88]. Although the improve-
ment of spray development and combustion has throughly been investigated
(mainly by experimental means)8 it is still a challenging task nowadays due to
the complex interrelated phenomena taking place, some of them still not fully
understood. Moreover, several new systems have recently appeared in the field
of ICE (i.e. direct injection spark ignited combustion, Homogeneous Combus-
tion Compression Ignition systems (HCCI), urea injection systems associated
with DeNOx catalyst, Reactivity Controlled Compression Ignition (RCCI)).
This great variety makes it even more challenging to accurately understand
and predict the behavior of multiphase sprays, which -as already stated- is
vital to successfully fulfill current restrictions imposed by legislation.
Nowadays, engine research has two complementary areas: experiments
and simulation. Experimental research advanced along with the evolution
of technology: continuous reduction of size and increasing range of tempera-
ture and pressure sensors, fuel rate indicator (1966), rapid compression ma-
chines (1974), pulsed shadowgraphy and double-pulsed holography along with
fast high-resolution cameras, the use of laser diagnostics (droplet anemom-
etry 1988 or Laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) (1991) induced fluorescence
(2002), phase-Doppler anemometry (PDA) (1998) transparent engines or x-
ray absorption (2001) are some of the scientific advances that increased the
precision and depth of the information acquired from ICEs.
Although the experimental research has prevailed over simulations, no mat-
ter how accurate the technique or small the sensors may be, the complexity of
ICE makes the non-intrusive measurements in real conditions difficult. Hence,
the alternative is clear: solve the equation system of the physics involved in
that problem. Contrary to experiments, simulations of the fluid dynamics have
access to any field at any time without affecting the flow itself9 and make it
almost trivial to perform changes in the design and operation points. Math-
ematical equations governing the physics involved have been known for more
than 140 years. However, it is also accepted that they are impossible to solve
in case of any technological problem10. Researchers have adapted them to
8CMT-Motores Te´rmicos itself has since 2000 more than 50 publications in journals (39
on experimental research and 13 in simulations) and 24 phD thesis
9Note we refer to both types of models to study ICE following Heywood’s classifica-
tion [Hey88]. Thermodynamic and fluid dynamic simulations will be explained afterwards
[chapter 2].
10Moreover, the existence and uniqueness of the solution of Navier Stokes equations in a
general 3D domain is still an open problem. It is one of the six problems of the Millenia for
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the level of physical description required and -since the sixties of the previous
century- to the computational power available over time. The consideration
of restrictive hypothesis may even provide analytical solutions to simplified
problems [Des+07], but to look for them in such a complex problem as the in-
jection of fluid in a cylinder is considered an expensive waste of time nowadays.
In order to get the level of physical description needed to move forward in the
optimization of performance and fuel consumption, a compromise must be
reached between the impossibility of solving the general Navier-Stokes equa-
tions and the excessively simplified models that provide an analytical solution.
From the physics’ point of view, probably one of the most difficult problems is
turbulence. Therefore, in order to obtain results with the desired accuracy, we
need to model turbulence. This is usually done in two ways: RANS (models
every turbulent scale) and LES (models smaller turbulent scales). In this way,
the proper use of simulations11 has helped researchers in understanding the
flow behavior and also in allowing predictions of the results of different con-
figurations without the cost of testing them experimentally. For reasons such
as the aforementioned, simulations have become an essential tool in helping
both the analysis and design of many parts12 of an ICE.
With time (and money), knowledge about nature increased and diversified
into fields requiring more time and as a consequence people dedicated to,
moving from the concept of wise men to experts and researchers of both pure
and applied science as well as product developers. Historically engineers, have
been filling the gap between the former ones putting the “new”knowledge into
the service of mankind. Following that great tradition of continuous service
in little things, this thesis aims to bring LES closer to (automotive) industry.
Finally, LES is not a matter of cultural/scientific fashion or current fads,
nor a fulfillment of Parkinson’s law to the increase of computational power.
Beforehand examples of advanced combustion modes and emission control
system require not only the accurate prediction of the temporal evolution of
an ensemble average of the field but also the instant values and their standard
deviation from the mean, which is key in understanding the actual evolution
and its influence on e.g. the cycle to cycle variability [Vit+12].
the Clay institute of Mathematics, prized with 1 Million Dollars.
11Provided that the simulation tools had been properly validated against experimental
results
12Any related with a fluid motion such as, the intake and exhaust systems, injection
system, piston bowl, lubrication and refrigeration, HVAC and external aerodynamics
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1.1.1 CFD codes
The simulations mentioned previously are the result of the synergy between the
current degree of mathematical description of the physics and computational
capacity of solving non-linear problems. However, there is a difference (already
established by Pope [Pop00]) between modelling and simulation. In the first
case (i.e. modelling), the equations being solved are a suitable representation
of a simplified reality that allows prediction of some mean quantities of the
flow. Hence, models appear in response to lack of knowledge or computational
power (or reasonable patience). By contrast, in a turbulent-flow simulation,
governing equations are solved for a time-dependent velocity field that, to some
extent, represents the actual13 velocity field for one realization of the turbulent
flow. The distinction is required here because, as its name states, Large Eddy
simulation (LES) solves the governing equations up to a certain scale, and
models the influence of the smaller-scale motions. In addition, spray cases
require models to describe the evolution of the liquid phase and its interaction
with the gas phase.
Governing equations and models are implemented in CFD codes. The ker-
nel of the most successful CFD codes (Ansys or CD adapco and the similar
ones) is supported by a great number of experts and to create one of these
codes from scratch is a totally unachievable task for an applied Engineer.
Nonetheless, the CFD codes are used in a wide range of engineering appli-
cations. Regarding the degree of physical description, the most commonly
used are the one-dimensional and the three dimensional CFD models14 whose
use is constantly increasing. One-dimensional CFD codes allow us to under-
stand global behavior of a flow system in terms of flow rates and pressure,
having a good resolution in unsteady compressible problems. These codes
solve a simplified version of the fluid flow governing equations in cases that
have a dominant direction. Their main advantage is the low computational
cost. However, if a good geometrical resolution or a more detailed flow field
is needed, 3D simulations become essential. Three-dimensional CFD codes al-
low one to obtain an accurate solution of the flow field of the studied system,
but with a higher computational cost, especially if non-steady simulations are
considered.
13not averaged
14Note, “models”is used to refer to both simulations and to turbulence models, when the
distinction is not needed
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CMT-Motores Te´rmicos has developed a 1D CFD code, particularly de-
signed for the calculation of gas jet evolution in a constant volume vessel under
diesel-like conditions. DICOM is an open source one-dimensional gas dynamic
model able to compute the evolution of the spray at the axis and infer from
there the radial profiles of velocity and concentration of the equivalent gas
jet under both inert [Pas+08] and reacting conditions [Des+08]. Thus, it is
originally a 1D code extended to 2D. Its precedent [Des+07] calculates the
analytical solution of the stationary, isothermal equivalent gas jet. The code
is based on momentum flux conservation in the axial direction of the diesel
spray and considers local density variations. Validation of such concepts is
achieved by comparing model predictions with both CFD 3D gas jet simula-
tions and experimental diesel spray measurements. Consequently, it has been
used in the present work as a reference trend line, as well as to set up inlet
B.C. (sections 3.2 and 4.2).
Dealing with three-dimensional computations, CMT-Motores Te´rmicos has
experience with several commercial and open source codes. The main compu-
tational tool used in the current work is the OpenFOAM R©software [Ope10].
OpenFOAM is a free, open source CFD software package providing an ex-
tensive range of libraries to solve anything from complex fluid flows involving
chemical reactions, turbulence and heat transfer, to solid dynamics and elec-
tromagnetic. They provided an excellent framework to implement and modify
the necessary models needed for the present study. In particular, the use of
an open source code has the advantage of having full accessibility to the flow
variables and to the code itself which facilitates intermediate steps and check
points. To point out the main drawback, OpenFoam has the inconvenience
of being far less user friendly and intuitive than other standard commercial
codes. Although, the learning curve may be slightly longer, it can be argued
that working directly with libraries of equations helps to become aware of the
hypothesis and boundary conditions applied, as well as reinforces the physical
meaning of each term.
Many CFD packages are available for spray modeling and simulation as
shown in table 1.1. Standard CFD code can solve single-phase flows or multi-
phase flows, and 2D or 3D problems. In addition, specific spray and turbulent
sub-models for spray simulations are implemented in each computational code.
As already stated, in our case the code chosen was OpenFOAM.
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Software Developer
Star-CD CD-adapco
AVL Fire AVL Advanced Simulation Technologies
ANSYSCFD/Fluent ANSYS, INC
CONVERGE CFD Convergent Science, Inc
KIVA The Los Alamos National Labs,
The Engine Research Center (UW - Madison)
OpenFOAM ESI Group-OpenCFD Ltd
CT-FUEL Gamma Technologies
CFDS-FLOW3D Computational Fluid Dynamics Services, Inc.
PHOENICS CHAM ltd
CFD-ACE+ ESI-Group
TransAT/ CMFD ASCOMP GmbH
JETMIX/JETEVAP TESSTM Southwest Research Institute (SwRI)
SURFER Code Universite´ Pierre et Marie Curie
Gerris Code Stephane Popinet at NIWA, NZ
Table 1.1: CFD codes for spray modeling and simulation
1.2 Objectives
The present work aims to contribute to the effort of bringing the potential
of LES close to the industry and more applied research. In this regard, this
study focuses on the engineering LES of non-evaporating spray. The concept
of engineering LES was introduced in 2011 by Rutland [Rut11] when applied
to the study of applications and practical devices. Among Rutland’s comments
and suggestions regarding the use of engineering LES, the author would like to
highlight one which states that it is up to the user to evaluate the suitability
of the method as well as its relative impact on the results.
In order to keep the scope of the thesis at an affordable size, the objectives
will focus at the first level on evaporating non-reacting multiphase jets. The
extension to combustion sprays will be proposed in the scope of a continuation
project as future work [section 5.2].
Thus, the main objective of the thesis is to develop and validate a CFD
spray model based on LES methods for turbulence modeling at a reasonable
computational cost (RANS-like). This main objective includes the implemen-
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tation and development of the two-phase spray model on the open source
CFD code OpenFOAM, the analysis of different turbulent models and their
interaction with the phenomenological spray models, and the validation of the
results compared to experimental data. In order to achieve the main goal, the
following specific objectives have been proposed:
• Implement several LES methods for the simulation of two phase flows.
Different LES subgrid models will be programmed into OpenFOAM
code, and evaluated in order to select the most suitable for the flow
characteristics found in sprays.
• Development of sub-models for spray atomization and disperse phase dy-
namics. This second objective will be dedicated to adapt available mod-
els, for spray atomization and droplet/particle-gas interactions within
the framework of CFD-LES simulations. The main goal is to take ad-
vantage of the more accurate flow field predictions of LES methods,
compared to RANS, on which standard spray atomization and dynam-
ics sub-models were based.
• LES-spray vaporization model interaction. This objective concerns va-
porizing liquid spray and aims to analyze a liquid evaporation model,
which accounts for the different spray droplets conditions, from near
nozzle field to diluted spray region. Although previous studies report a
proper behavior of the phenomenological models beforehand mentioned
they do not include the dynamic structure turbulent model implemented
in the code. Therefore the analysis must be included for completion.
• Manipulation of LES fields to mimic experimental data base for spray
modeling validation. The main advantage of the use of CFD is that
the complete flow field can be analyzed, in contrast to the current ex-
perimental measurements, in which the data available is restricted to
global variables or -at most- to a surface perpendicular to the measur-
ing device. Therefore, there is an acknowledgeable effort performed by
CFD researchers to resemble experimental data in order to be able to
validate their results [Kem07]. Both macroscopic (spray penetration and
dispersion) and microscopic (drop size and velocity) spray characteriza-
tion measurements, already available in the research group, will be used
for validation.
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Since this is the first thesis at CMT-Motores Te´rmicos which has as a main
core a CFD analysis of LES of sprays, a collateral objective is to develop a
methodology to set up the cases and characterize the behavior of a diesel spray
obtained by means of this type of simulations. Additionally, the methodology
intends to optimize the use of the current computational resources available,
obtaining enough resolution for practical purposes in a workday.
Finally, the advantage of CFD in terms of amount of data available, in
contrast to experimental measurements, has already been exposed. The last
objective is the use of this new information available to help increase related
knowledge, particularly for the transient flow regime.
1.3 Methodology
As clearly stated, the objectives will focus firstly on evaporating non-reacting
multiphase jets. In terms of computational difficulty (table 1.2) the spray is
meant to finally be injected into the cylinder of a reciprocating engine (the
most difficult). Hence, the complete characterization in a constant volume
vessel is required in order to distinguish particular problems when simulated
in an engine cylinder. Within this complex problem we can differentiate the
contribution of three interrelated phenomena: gas-gas interaction, liquid-gas
interaction and the phenomenological models regarding liquid evolution (i.e.
injection, turbulent dispersion, breakup, atomization and evaporation) Fol-
lowing Leibniz method of complex problems approach which consists of a
combination of simpler ones, the methodology of the thesis begins with a sim-
plification of the problem and will successively eliminate restrictive hypothesis
in order to study the diesel spray under evaporative conditions (in a constant
volume vessel with an inert atmosphere). This procedure has been reflected
in the outline of chapters 3 and 4.
First the study focuses on the gas-gas interaction. Experimental informa-
tion [Pas+08] shows that diesel sprays under both non-vaporising and vapor-
ising conditions can be described by a mixing-controlled approach, and thus
15number of directions of statistical inhomogeneity
16statistically stationary, boundary layer approximations apply
17e.g. plane jet: in similarity variables, turbulence-model equations for two dimensional
self-similar free shear flows have a single independent variable
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Dimension15 Boundary layer16
Statistically sta-
tionary
Not statistically
stationary
0
Homogeneous
shear flow
1
Fully developed
channel flow;
self-similar free
shear flow17
Temporal mixing
layer
2 Jet in a co-flow
flow through a
sudden expansion
in a 2D duct
Flow over an os-
cillating cylinder
3
Boundary layer
on a wing
Jet in a cross-flow
Flow in the cylin-
der of a recipro-
cating engine
Table 1.2: Adapted from [Pop00]. Examples of turbulent flow of various levels of
computational difficulty (the difficulty increases downward and to the right)
they can be simplified to an equivalent gas-jet18. The approach of diesel-like
gas jet has three clear advantages. Firstly, sensitivity and independency study
(i.e. mesh procedure, temporal schemes, boundary conditions) are not in-
fluenced by spray phenomenological models. Therefore, the results will shed
some light on the advantages and drawbacks of the specific LES turbulent
models analyzed. Secondly, it offers a unique template where both the near
nozzle and the disperse region of the spray can be compared. Consequently,
the range of validity mixing-controlled approach can be delimited. Finally,
depending on the temperature of the chamber, evaporative sprays evolve as
gas-gas interaction downstream of the liquid length. Therefore, gas jet results
in set up convergence may apply to this region and we can set these fields as
a reference to the simulations of evaporated fields.
In the second phase, liquid is introduced by means of discrete blobs in
a non-evaporative ambient. Special attention is given to the liquid-gas in-
teraction on a sub-grid level and its influence on the LES turbulent models
previously studied. The analysis will include both atomization and breakup
18Since fuel-air mixing process is significantly influenced by fuel atomization, breakup and
collision this simplification is even more restrictive for LES due to its degree of physical
description
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models in an attempt to isolate their effect from the evaporation process.
Finally, the spray under the Engine Combustion Network (ECN) Spray-A
conditions is simulated with LES models. CMT-Motores Te´rmicos is con-
tributing to the ECN with experimental data and RANS simulations in this
specific case. The analysis is focused on the effect of the evaporation model
on the turbulent evolution of the spray. Also, the comparison with previous
simplified simulations provides closure to the physical description of the diesel
injection under evaporative conditions.
Once the main lines of the thesis’ formal logic have been established, the
particular methodology followed in each part (i.e. diesel-like gas jet, non-
evaporative spray, Spray-A) is now described.
1. Mesh
The meshing process in a CFD simulation is fundamental in order to
obtain accurate results. A good mesh can save a lot of time if adequately
designed from the very beginning. Using a pure gas jet, our first studies
will be about the meshes needed for the LES methods to work. Meshes
made in the previous studies are modified in order to improve the results
and limit the computational cost with the required accuracy. We are
also interested in following droplets in the jet, so new studies about the
meshes will be needed reaching a compromise in size and morphology
in both cases (i.e. Eulerian-Eulerian and Lagrangian-Eulerian). In this
way we avoid taking into account the mesh factor when comparing all
three types of simulations. Having said that, for the diesel-like gas jet
case, scientific type of meshes have been calculated as well. The purpose
of this high definition (HD) simulations is double. On the one hand,
they are used as a reference of how restrictive the engineering meshes
are, not only in terms of the flow scales simulated but also the accuracy
of the inlet boundary condition (BC) needed by the turbulent models.
In this regard, the initial idea was that poor physical discretization may
require poor turbulent description on the imposed inlet fields (e.g. not
physically consistent random perturbations on the inlet). Note that, in
the interest of time and simplicity the comparison was focused on the
disperse part of the jet and the initial zone was omitted at the scientific
meshes. On the other hand, we also wanted to check how restrictive
inlet BC in the case of scientific mesh are, as a function of the type of
LES turbulent model.
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2. Models development and implementation
This is the most important task from the CFD point of view. This part
gathers the study, implementation and validation of the models used
in the thesis. Data provided by previous CMT experiments and those
results from specialized literature are used.
Regarding LES models, as in the case of RANS ones, many of them have
appeared in the literature since Smagorinsky first presented his own in
a publication in 1963. Different LES methods can be found both in
commercial and open codes. At first, implemented methods in Open-
FOAM are evaluated for diesel-like gas jets. Afterwards, those found
in the literature that showed a potential improvement are introduced
in OpenFOAM. Although, dynamic structure was chosen for its special
treatment of gas-liquid phase interaction, it has been included in the
Eulerian-Eulerian study as well. Unlike already implemented LES mod-
els in OpenFOAM, dynamic structure is a non-viscous model19. Because
of this interesting feature, the turbulent model was selected over other
models proposed for future works.
Apart from LES turbulent models, Lagrangian-Eulerian spray simulation
is characterized by the phenomenological models required to describe
liquid evolution. In recent years there have been many studies about
the mechanism that controls the primary and secondary atomization of
a jet [Vil+04; Che+09; JL10; Koj+12], but due to the complexity of this
phenomenon and the large amount of mechanisms involved in it, both
experiments and CFD simulations are evolving and therefore the issue
still remains an open problem. We observe both phenomena through
the implementation of the last known methods and validate the results
obtained. As with the following models, part of the challenge consist in
the analysis of their interaction with LES methods and their adaptation
if needed.
3. Particle Tracking and Clustering.
In this part of the study we are interested in the behavior of non-
evaporative jets with droplets inside. It is necessary to evaluate and
validate the sub-grid schemes for the movement of these particles. Also,
it is complementary to the study of evaporation models in order to dis-
cern specific contribution from related effects. Moreover, one of the
19Difference that we will further discuss later on.
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advantages of LES methods over RANS ones is its capacity to reproduce
some of the turbulent scales and thus better recreate the structures of
the flow. Hence, the different structures that the particles can adopt are
analyzed.
4. Evaporation models
In many cases, as in the diesel sprays, the evaporation of the droplets is
needed for the combustion. We use the model provided in OpenFOAM.
By comparing the LES results with the RANS ones and the data ob-
tained form the experiments we are able to measure the interaction with
LES method and the improvement of the results.
5. Spray Boundaries and Final Integration
Here is where the LES methods show both their strengths and weak-
nesses. Compared to RANS, the use of low-cost LES is very recent and
the results need a complete validation against experiments. LES can rep-
resent the boundaries of the spray better than RANS, but they require
a detailed study of the boundary conditions and of the LES schemes
used to represent accurately the behavior of the fluid, especially near
the boundary.
Finally, the thesis has no interest in the development of all these codes
to solve a theoretical problem, but as a tool for solving real life problems of
great industrial interest. Consequently, a great effort is continuously made to
achieve the minimum computational power needed to get reliable results and
assess the degree of credibility. In this regard, there is an obvious danger to
face. As in the case of new products or emerging technologies expected to meet
and even surpass satisfaction levels of consolidated previous ones, LES results
have to compete with more than 30 years of RANS validated calculations. At
this point, it is important to establish some interrelated principles:
• Subsidiarity. Applied LES has its own market/scientific niche, which
will be progressively defined along with LES growing experience. This
idea lies behind the methodology proposed.
• Patience. Most of the validation process required for LES has been
already established for RANS over the years. Skipping or underesti-
mating the importance of this task for LES calculations may provide
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a nice-looking20 unfounded outcome which will generate a high level of
expectations and the proportional disenchantment if the results do not
match reality. In order to avoid the consequences of an unfortunate
overreaction, the methodology proposed tries to contextualize obtained
results.
1.4 Outline of the thesis
The thesis is structured as follows: A basic understanding and significance of
the project’s background, sources of motivation, as well as the aim and scope
of the project have been explained in this chapter.
The state of the art about the spray modeling and the different theoretical
approaches to the physics of sprays are briefly reported in chapter 2 together
with the main governing equations of the model.
In chapter 3, the detailed description of the LES numerical set up, under-
lying principles and computational procedure are presented.
Chapter 4 firstly presents the outcomes of the LES of diesel-like gas jets,
followed by non-evaporating diesel sprays and finally under evaporating con-
ditions.
Chapter 5 presents the main conclusions of this job, together with the
future work.
20In contrast to beautiful
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2.1 Introduction
nsight in the behavior of an evaporating fuel spray is of great impor-
tance for engine designers. Improvements in injection systems reduce
emissions and increase power by means of a more effective combustion
process. Therefore, a deep understanding of the physics of diesel spray provides
some fundamental knowledge for the design of more efficient, less consuming,
and cleaner engines. Nowadays -more than ever- experimental research relies
on spray simulation in order to help engine optimization, development, and
design.
Figure 2.1: Spray dynamics within ICEs. Adapted from [Lip+05]
In this chapter, diesel spray physical description and related models are
presented. Methodologies of spray simulation as well as key physical processes
in liquid-fuel spray mixture with air (Figure 2.1) are reviewed. Note Figure 2.1
omits combustion and wall impingement1 processes because they are out of
the scope of the present thesis.
In summary, the physics of the spray can be described as follows: after start
of injection, the spray increases turbulent level, liquid core is dispersed into
blobs and droplets and flow decelerates along with air entrainment as a result
of processes depicted at Figure 2.1(i.e. Atomization, coalescence, momentum
transfer, turbulence interaction and evaporation).
1Splashing and deposition, film transport and spread, film vaporization.
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Spray simulation models may inherit the more general classification pro-
posed by Heywood for ICEs [Hey88]: thermodynamic and fluid dynamic mod-
els:
• Thermodynamic models, based on conservation mass and thermodynam-
ics’ first law, can be zero-dimensional or phenomenological, depending
on whether they include geometric characteristics of the flow movement
(i.e. spreading rate, radial velocity distribution...) (Figure 2.2)
(a) Scheme of a diesel-like gas jet model (b) Scheme of packet model
Figure 2.2: Gas jet phenomenological models [Pas+08; Hir+83]
• Fluid dynamic models are based on the governing equations coming from
continuity, momentum and energy. Versteeg et al [VM95] and Pope
[Pop00] give an excellent introduction at their books.
Two different coordinate systems can (and will) be used2. Taking cylin-
drical coordinates, the circumferential coordinate will be denoted by φ
and the radial by r. In the case of using cartesian coordinates, the span-
wise ones will be denoted by (x, y, z) = (x1, x2, x3). Using the latter,
the final form3 of the evolution equations applied to a compressible4
multiphase spray are cast here as follows:
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂(ρuj)
∂xj
= Sm, (2.1)
2Let x be the axial coordinate.
3As they are implemented at the OpenFOAM solver used for the present work
4Newtonian fluid
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∂ρui
∂t
+
∂ρuiuj
∂xj
= − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂ρΓij
∂xj
− ∂ρτij
∂xj
− ρg + SM˙,i, (2.2)
∂ρhs
∂t
+
∂ρujhs
∂xj
− ∂
2(αhs)
∂x2j
=
Dp
Dt
+ Sh, (2.3)
∂ρYk
∂t
+
∂ρujYk
∂xj
= ρDk
∂Yk
∂xj
+ SY,k, (2.4)
where ρ, p, Γij , τij , hs, Yk and ui, are gas phase density, pressure, viscous
stress tensor, Reynolds stresses5, sensible enthalpy, species mass fraction, and
velocity, respectively. In eq. 2.4, Dk is the species diffusivity coefficient, and
in eq. 2.3, α is the thermal diffusivity of the gas. The effect of liquid phase
(droplets or parcels) can be treated as source terms for mass, momentum,
energy and mass fraction in the gas phase governing equations6. The spray
source terms in eqs. 2.1 - 2.4 (Sm, SM˙,i, Sh, SY,k) are defined at section 2.5.
2.2 Spray characterization
Generally speaking experimental research is previous to CFD, and its bench-
mark in terms of validation and comparison. As a consequence, physical char-
acterization of the simulated processes tend to emulate experimental derived
variables and visualization methods. Typically, spray characteristics are clas-
sified into two sub groups, macroscopic and microscopic (Table 2.1).
Macroscopic characteristics Microscopic characteristics
Spray tip penetration Velocity and concentration distribution
Liquid length7 Droplet size (D10, D32
8)
Spray cone angle / Spreading rate
Entrainment
Table 2.1: Macroscopic and microscopic spray characteristics.
5In LES it denotes the sub-grid stresses
6Assuming that the characteristic dimension of each droplet/parcel is much smaller than
the surrounding discretized gas
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In order to help explaining in detail spray characteristics, a general (classic)
spray description9 must be provided: two different sub-regions are present at
Diesel sprays ([HA90; Des+06] and [Des+07]). First, the so-called steady
region, which is a region located inside a conical-sharp of spray starting from
the nozzle exit to approximately 60%-70% of the farthest distance of the whole
spray. The temporal average shown in the results of this thesis is delimited
to the steady region of the spray at the time the average was initiated. The
rest of the spray is defined as the unsteady or transient region as shown in
Figure 2.3. This region is also referred to as the plume.
Figure 2.3: Visualization of a spray taken at 825 µs after the start of the injection
(Pinj = 80 MPa, d0 = 0.14 µm, and ρcha = 20 kg/m
3) [Des+07]
Macroscopic description pays attention to spray basic geometric charac-
teristics such as penetration, liquid penetration, known as liquid length (LL),
spray cone angle or entrainment. On the other hand, microscopic description
looks over the internal structure of the spray. The parameters analyzed are
the distribution of velocity and concentration (for both liquid and gas phase)
and the droplet size.
• Penetration.
7Liquid spray only
8Representative diameters of the spray droplets see 2.14
9It applies for gas jet and liquid spray under both non-evaporating and evaporating
conditions.
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Spray tip penetration (or simply called spray penetration) is defined as
the axial distance from the nozzle exit to the spray front. This macro-
scopic parameter is an important mixing process indicator. Particularly,
knowing this length is crucial to predict when the spray impinges on the
wall which greatly affects combustion and soot formation.
Desantes et al. [Des+06] relate the penetration of a non-evaporative
spray, S(T ) with nozzle diameter d0, and pressure drop between the
injector and the chamber and as inversely proportional to ambient gas
density ρa and spray angle, θ, as follows:
S(t) ∝ ρ−0.25a ∆P 0.25D0.5ef tan−0.5(θ/2)t0.5 (2.5)
Under evaporative conditions, Naber and Siebers [NS96] observed a re-
duction of penetration up to a 20% due to the increase of the mixture
density (ambient gas and fuel vapor). The change on density is caused
by the temperature decrease due to the evaporation process. For the
same reason (i.e. temperature effect on density) penetration increases
under reactive conditions.
Note how, the phase that determines penetration differs from evapora-
tive to non-evaporative conditions. In this sense, spray penetration and
liquid penetration coincide for non-evaporative cases. However, spray
penetration under evaporative conditions is delimited by the gas phase.
In this case LL stabilizes at a certain value while vapor penetration keeps
increasing with time. In the present work, vapor penetration is defined
as the farthest location of a cell containing more than 1% of mass frac-
tion of fuel vapor where LL is the length including 99% of the liquid
mass in the chamber.
• Spray cone angle / Spreading rate
Along with penetration, spray cone angle is commonly used for spray
characterization. There are different definitions of the spray cone angle
in literature. Bae et al. [Bae+02] set the spray angle as the angle
between two lines connecting the nozzle tip and the spray boundary at
50% of the spray penetration. Other authors obtain this value at 60%
of spray tip penetration [Lef89], [Pay+08b]. Despite the reference (i.e.
50% or 60%) or the technique used, spray angle depends on the air-fuel
density ratio [NS96; Ran58; RB79; Wu+84; Del+05; Des+05] (see eq.
2.6). Under non-evaporative conditions the range of the density ratio
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exponent varies from 0.2 to 0.5, although for Naber and Siebers [NS96],
0.19 is the exponent that better fits experimental measurements.
tan−0.5(θ/2) ∝
(
ρa
ρl
)0.19
. (2.6)
Regarding present results, experimental reference angle is 21.6◦[Pay+08c](N1
nozzle, Pinj = 80MPa, ρa = 40kg/m
3) for the non evaporative case.
Also, in order to be consistent with penetration measurements, gas jet
limit is defined by a Yf = 0.01 isosurface.
Figure 2.4: Macroscopic parameters of spray.
Consistently with penetration, spray angle changes under evaporative
and reactive conditions. Under evaporative conditions, spray angle suf-
fers a contraction. Conversely, the increase of temperature due to exother-
mic reaction increases the angle.
A consideration must be done about spray angle and spreading rate.
From an experimental point of view, spray angle is based on opacity
differences with the background due to fuel concentration and density
variations. Therefore, the spray contour is defined by the concentra-
tion threshold recognized by the post-processing tool10 which CFD fields
must mimic to quantitatively compare simulated injections. The predica-
ment relies on the comparison of pictures11 -where 3D experimental in-
formation has been collapsed into a 2D image- with pure 2D cut planes
of the simulated field (e.g. contour plots of Yf )
In contrast, spreading rate is defined by velocity field. The advantage is
that the field can be directly compared with measurements from different
experimental techniques. In terms of the mean axial velocity field, ≡
10Shadowgraphy like images or X-ray radiography measurements [Yue+01; Kas+09]
11or numerical data extracted from pictures (i.e. angles)
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〈U(x, r, φ)〉, which is independent of φ, the centerline velocity is defined
as
U0(x) ≡ 〈U(x, 0, 0)〉, (2.7)
and the jet’s half width as
1
2
U0(x) ≡ 〈U(x, r1/2(x), 0)〉. (2.8)
The spreading rate is thus defined as the rate of change of jet’s half
width along x, i.e., S =
∂r1/2
∂x for round jets. In the case of plane jets an
equivalent definition is obtained by means of a variable change y = r,
S =
∂y1/2
∂x .
In this way, the definition of spreading rate is applicable to both round
and plane jets. Therefore, spreading rate is preferred from a turbulence
point of view, since axis velocity reference (U0) makes self-similar treat-
ment easier.
Measurements of velocity field by means of LDA (Laser Doppler anemome-
ters), hot-wire and velocity probes are point source that can be extended
to a line, a surface or a volume by moving the sensor. Therefore, one
can achieve same dimension (e.g. 2D in space) of information than cut
planes of simulated velocity fields. In this case, simulations can be di-
rectly compared with experimental measurements. In the case of PIV
images, comparison must be done with caution since the 3D to 2D col-
lapse of information previously related is inherent to the experimental
technique.
Finally, note how axis velocity is the reference to locate spreading rate.
Although different average velocity decay law rules round jet (U0 ∼
x−1) and plane jet (U0 ∼ x−1/2), both present the same spreading rate
(S ≈ 0.1) [Pop00]. Consequently, conclusions from turbulent model val-
idation of plane jets’ spreading rate should be of general application12
and therefore valid for round jets (i.e. diesel-like gas jets). Quantitative
comparison with S is restricted to temporal average of the stationary
part of the spray13.
12Under similar spatial discretization
13The ensemble average of distinct simulations under the same BC is valid as well.
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• Entrainment.
Air entrained volume allows to quantify fuel-air mixing process. It gives
an idea of the overall fuel concentration and it is a parameter to take
into account when analyzing spray evaporation process. There are two
entrainment functions to quantify such process: mixture rate and en-
trainment coefficient.
Lo´pez [Lop05] evaluates entrainment based on the evolution of the mass
fraction on the spray axis. Hence, mixture rate is defined as
MR(x) = deq
∂(1/Yf,cl(x))
∂x
, (2.9)
where equivalent diameter (deq) is defined as follows:
deq = d0
√
ρf
ρa
. (2.10)
In his work, Lo´pez deduced a universal14 evolution of this expression as
a function of x/deq, approaching a constant value (MR ∼= 0.2045). Al-
though the conclusion was achieved with non-isodense isothermal spray
simulations, a review on experimental investigation confirms a range be-
tween 0.194 and 0.230 for the same relation [HO99]. In addition, gas
jet simulations produced values between 0.18 and 0.19 for the stabilized
zone [GO06].
Regarding entrainment coefficient (Ce), Ricou and Spalding [RS61] and
Han and Mugal [HM01], experimentally measured the entrainment in
turbulent round jets under no iso-dense conditions, defined as follows,
Ce(x) =
deq
m˙0
∂m˙(x)
∂x
, (2.11)
where m˙0 is mass flow rate of fuel at the nozzle exit . The entrainment
coefficient was determined to be 0.32 for the steady part of the jet15.
This value agrees with measurements on iso-dense cases [Hil72]. Hence,
both parameters are useful not only during the validation of simulations,
but for the methodology to determine the turbulent model coefficients.
14Independent of density, injection velocity and nozzle diameter
15Depending on the velocity profile at the nozzle exit, initial evolution of Ce may differ.
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Note, equivalent diameter (deq) has been included in eq. 2.9 and eq.
2.11. Therefore both iso-dense and non iso-dense cases are taken into
consideration.
• Velocity and concentration distribution.
Velocity and concentration distribution can be addressed from a spatial
point of view (i.e. axial and radial directions of the spray) and attending
to the phase (i.e. gas phase and liquid phase)
Axial characterization of velocity and concentration has been modeled
for diesel-like gas jet under stationary conditions [Des+07]. Tendencies
and magnitude of the model have proven suitable for the disperse part of
the diesel spray. Consequently, the model has been used as a reference
for both instantaneous and average simulated fields. In order to be
consistent with the model, only the axial component velocity is taken into
account for the averaged axis velocity decay of the simulations. In fact
at this particular location, averaged perpendicular components are order
of magnitudes smaller than the axial one. Otherwise the result would be
overestimated. The axis velocity of liquid phase is extracted from the
axial component of the parcels located inside the cells surrounding the
center line (i.e. |x| < 0.5mm and |y| < 0.5mm)
As for axial decay, radial distribution of velocity and concentration av-
eraged profiles show isomorphism within the self-similar region. Both
exhibit a Gaussian-like shape that can be modeled by exponential ex-
pressions [Des+06]:
u(x, r) = u0(x)exp
(
−αs
(
r
R(x)
)2)
, (2.12)
Y (x, r) = Yf0(x)exp
(
−αsSc
(
r
R(x)
)2)
, (2.13)
where Sc is the Schmidt number16, R the cone radius that limits the
spray, and αs the shape factor of the Gaussian distribution (αs = 4.6).
These are the functions that better fit the available experimental data
in the literature [PM96; Hin75; Pas+00].
16Schmidt number (Sc) represents the relative rate of momentum and mass transport
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Figure 2.5: Average velocity profiles. Adapted from [Cha13]
Again, these models for the developed region in the spray are used as
a reference of the velocity fields and the droplet concentration coming
from LES.
Figure 2.5 outlines the averaged radial and axial velocity profiles pre-
viously described. There are three different regions. Region II (self-
similar) and III (spray plume) have been already discussed. Within the
steady state part of the spray, there is a certain distance where the in-
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jected gas, located at the jet axis, does not interact with the surrounding
phase (i.e. region I). Therefore, the gas remains at the same velocity as
it was injected in what is known as the non-perturbed zone where the
transition between top hat like velocity profile and Gaussian profile of
eq. 2.12 takes place.
There are several reasons to highlight this region. Firstly, it plays an
important role in the boundary conditions setup and the domain de-
limitation of present simulations, as explained in the following chapter.
Secondly, there is a parallelism with the liquid-core length (Lbu) that
will be discussed in detail at the atomization model section.
• Droplet size.
The degree of spray atomization can be defined by the droplet diameter,
dab . Since, droplet diameter varies with time and space, Mugele and
Evans [ME51], proposed a expression to get a diameter representative of
the whole spray:
dab =

N∑
i=1
Nid
a
i
N∑
i=1
Nidbi

1
a−b
, (2.14)
where di is the droplet diameter and Ni the total number of droplets
with that diameter. Depending on the values assigned for a and b, dif-
ferent characteristic diameter can be obtained. In our case, arithmetic
diameter (a = 1, b = 0) and Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) (a = 3,
b = 2) are the most commonly used for diesel spray characterization. In
particular, SMD represent the droplet diameter of a monodisperse spray
equivalent (i.e. same volume-surface ratio) to our polydisperse 17 diesel
spray. Hence, the lower the SMD the higher the surface of the droplet
(in relation to the volume) and thus increasing the efficiency of both
mixing and evaporation processes. Note, liquid phase is discretized by
parcels instead of droplets and SMD can be written as:
d32 =
∑
Nd,pd
3
p∑
Nd,pd2p
, (2.15)
17I.e, non-uniform
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where Nd,p is the statistical
18 number of droplets gather by the parcel
and dp is the diameter they have in common. SMD temporal evolution
takes into account every parcel in the domain at a given time step. Radial
distribution at different spray sections is also analyzed.
2.3 Turbulent approaches to simulate diesel sprays
There are three distinct streams of numerical solution techniques: finite dif-
ference, finite element and spectral methods. Here we are solely concerned
with the finite volume method, a special finite difference formulation that is
central to OpenFOAM as well as to the most well-established CFD codes (i.e.
ANSYS, Star-CD...)
Regarding two phase flows, CFD models can be classified as a function
of the type of conservation equations used: Navier-Stokes, Laplace, Lattice-
Boltzmann. Navier-Stokes equations are the most commonly used19. At the
same time, CFD models can be classified depending on the degree of turbulent
resolution of the continuous phase in: DNS, LES and RANS. The extent of the
field resolved by the governing equations (2.1 - 2.4), i.e. only average, large
scales or direct and complete resolution depends on the turbulent approach as
is further expounded on this section.
2.3.1 Direct Numerical Simulation
As its name states, DNS directly20 solves the conservation equations for the
instantaneous flow, and consequently, all the relevant turbulent scales. Al-
though results obtained by means of DNS have the same validity as experi-
ments [Jim03], their prohibitive computational cost21 restricts DNS to funda-
mental research.
Since DNS provides the highest spatial discretization22 , the highly non-
18It does not have to be a natural number.
19By the aforementioned CFD codes
20Without further approximation or modeling
21Since the smallest structures of the flow have to be solved, the computational cost
increases as Re9/4 and the resources required for most practical cases are above current
computer hardware limitations (and will probably be in the next 20 year [Jim03; HJ06]
22Turbulence-wise.
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Figure 2.6: Main achievements in the DNS of jets and sprays.
linear phenomena controlling fuel liquid breakup process, surface break-up,
and turbulent multi-phase mixture can be better captured by this approach.
As a consequence, DNS of primary breakup for diesel spray has garnered the
attention of the scientific community [M+´06; Leb+09]. Note, the spatial reso-
lution required by the surface of two-phase flows may be greater than the limit
imposed by turbulence. Also, the underlying physics of fuel sprays and two-
phase flows are not well understood to perform DNS. Hence, we need to rely
on sub-grid scale models developed based on experimental evidence.A review
of DNS approach applied to multi-phase modeling and fuel spray is listed in
chronological order in Figure 2.6.
2.3.2 Reynolds-averaged Navier-stokes
Contrary to DNS, RANS approach has the highest level of modeling and it can
be seen as a successful interpolation between experimental data sets. Hence,
without a careful check of the results against experiments, little can be said.
Regarding diesel spray injection, the most commonly used codes in the
automotive industry -up to now- are based on the RANS approach because
of their reasonably accurate results and relatively lower computational cost.
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Figure 2.7: DNS simulation of diesel spray. Computational domain is (0.3 x 0.3 x
2.2)mm, grid size is 128 x 128 x 896, d0 = 100µm, U = 100 m/s, ρinj = 696kg/m
3,
ρcha = 50kg/m
3, computing time 10,000 h on 14 processors (Lebas et al., 2009
[Leb+09])
In addition, coupled to probability density functions (PDF) RANS is able
to overcome combustion simulations with similar computational requirements
[Saf+10] to inert ones.
There has been a continuous work in this field since the first RANS models
were developed in the earlier ’60s. We will describe briefly the k− ε turbulent
model used in this work. A detailed description of this and other models can
be found in [Pop00; VM95; ET83; YO86; LS74].
The main difference between RANS models is the calculation of τij (Reynolds
stresses term) from eq. 2.2. The most common form of turbulence modeling
involves the use of turbulent viscosity, µt. Using the Boussinesq [Sch07] or
mean-gradient assumption gives the following traditional model
τ rij = −2µtS˜ij , (2.16)
where τ rij is the anisotropic portion of τij (e.g. see Pope [Pop00]) and S˜ij is
the rate-of-strain tensor
S˜ij =
1
2
(
∂u˜i
∂xj
+
∂u˜j
∂xi
)
. (2.17)
From equation 2.16, the turbulence model requires an expression for µt.
Usually, k−ε-like models represent µt as a function of turbulent kinetic energy
(k) and other quantity to obtain velocity and length scales. In the case of k−ε
the other quantity is the turbulent dissipation (ε) obtaining the turbulent
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viscosity as
µt = Cµ
k2
ε
, (2.18)
where Cµ w 0.09. In the case of the k − ω methods, quite popular also, the
inverse of dissipation (ω) is used instead of ε. The transport equation for k
comes directly from Navier-Stokes and energy conservation equations, while
the equation for the other variable is more or less constructed by means of
dimensional analysis. In particular, standard k − ε turbulent model obtains
these terms from additional transport equations as follows:
∂ρk
∂t
+
∂ρku˜j
∂xj
−
(
µ+
µt
σµ
)
∂2k
∂x2j
= G− 2
3
ρk
∂u˜j
∂xj
− ρε, (2.19)
∂ρε
∂t
+
∂ρεu˜j
∂xj
−
(
µ+
µt
σε
)
∂2ε
∂x2j
=C1ε
(
G
ε
k
− 2
3
ρε
∂u˜j
∂xj
)
− C2ερε
2
k
− C3ερε∂u˜j
∂xj
.
(2.20)
Note µt equation and k and ε transport equations have been written here
as they are coded by default in OpenFOAM. Also, the tilde over ui means
velocity field has been Favre-averaged,
Φ˜ ≡ ρΦ
ρ
. (2.21)
The only modification on the model has been applied to the value of C1ε in
order to avoid an elevated dispersion of the jet [JP82; Dal98; Nin07; Cha13].
Janicka et al. [JP82] and Dally et al. [Dal98] recommend values of C1ε 1.52
and 1.60, respectively. In a recent thesis, Chavez [Cha13] confirmed the values
proposed for C1ε comparing the entrainment of both diesel-like gas jets and
diesel spray calculations with the constant found by Ricou and Spalding (i.e.
Ce = 0.32). In the present calculations, C1ε = 1.60 have proven a good
agreement with experimental penetration 4.3(a).
In the interest of completeness in the physical understanding of the model,
it is useful to rewrite the model (eq.2.18) based on a physical interpretation
using a velocity and length scale
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µt = u
′`, (2.22)
then k and ε provide a turbulent velocity scale u′ ∼ √k and a turbulent length
scale of ` ∼ k1.5/ε. In this interpretation, the length scale is thought of as the
integral scale of the turbulence even though the flow is not homogeneous.
2.3.3 Large-Eddy Simulation
Although a brief introduction on RANS models have been provided in the
previous section here we go back to the main subject of this thesis, and LES
methodology is introduced. The parallelism established between RANS and
LES models is a pedagogic device emulated from Rutland’s general review on
LES for ICE [Rut11]23.
RANS velocity field is decomposed in two components: averaged and fluc-
tuating. In the case of LES the decomposition divides the field into spatial
filtered u˜ and sub-grid scale u′.
u = u˜ + u′. (2.23)
Note, we intentionally keep the same notation for both turbulent ap-
proaches. The operation that produces the tilde24 and the prime25 are purely
conceptual and, as a consequence, they are not explicitly formulated in CFD
codes. The final choice of the turbulent model26 specifies the actual formu-
lation of those operators. As a filtering operator the tilde (˜) filters some of
the scales for LES where it filters all of them for RANS. Consequently, LES
puts higher demands on the validation process than RANS [Kem07] due to
the higher physical description of turbulence and its newness when applied to
some fields of research.
In the same way, τij is never calculated in the code but modeled by the
specific turbulent model. Here, not only the name of the variable (i.e. sub-grid
stresses instead of Reynolds stresses) but the model used sets the first actual
23In addition, the author of the thesis highly recommends the reading of the review.
24Ensemble averaging in RANS or spatial filtering in LES
25Fluctuating in RANS or sub-grid in LES
26Note the distinction between turbulent model (e.g. k − ε (RANS), Smagorinsky (LES),
One equation eddy (LES)...) and the turbulent approach (i.e. RANS, LES, DNS)
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difference between LES and RANS. Therefore, at the equation level, the simi-
larity is clear and it is probably best to view LES as an evolving development
of turbulence modeling rather than a completely new approach distinct from
RANS [Rut11].
Following, we present the differences on the turbulence modeling of the
term τij for the models used in the present thesis. The selection of the mod-
els is focused on those commonly found in engine applications. Besides ba-
sic turbulence modeling equations, specific formulation to address particular
turbulent-related problems (e.g. spray liquid-gas interaction) will be included.
2.3.3.1 No sub-grid scale model.
In this case the modeling relies on the numerical dissipation related to the
methods selected, and no further modeling is done. Hence, the cell size must
be restricted so that numerical dissipation is equivalent to the one generated
by the eddies contained within the cell (i.e. viscosity of modeled eddies).
This “equilibrium” can be achieved by means of very dissipative numerical
methods [Bor+92] or a very refined mesh. This last option can be seen as a
LES approaching DNS spatial discretization or a low resolution DNS. However,
both situations and the lack of control of µt prevent from using this approach
for practical engine application, as already discussed.
2.3.3.2 Smagorinsky.
The Smagorinsky turbulence model was the first applied to LES [Sma63].
The model obtains the sub-grid stress term (τij at eq. 2.2) as a function of
turbulent viscosity and the strain rate. Back to eq.2.16, the turbulent viscosity
is algebraically modeled without extra transport equation as
µt = ρ(CS∆)
2|S˜ij |, (2.24)
where CS is the Smagorinsky constant. This constant has a theoretical value
in the range [0.1-0.2] [Pop00]. ∆ is the filter length, and |S˜ij | measures the
magnitude of the resolved strain rate27. The filter length (∆) is a measure
27Frobenious norm: |S˜ij | =
√
2S˜ij S˜ij
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of the actual cell size: cube root of the cell volume, maximum length of the
cell edges, maximum distance between cell center and cell faces, etc. Hence
∆ filters flow scales that can not be captured by the spatial discretization
providing a distribution of the sub-grid scale characteristic lengths (similar to
Figure 3.5). Following previous analogy of µt as the product of velocity and
length scale, u′ ∼ ∆|S˜| and ` ∼ ∆.
The Smagorinsky constant varies with both aspect ratio [Sco+93] and the
mean shear [Hor93; Yak+89]. Although some dynamic implementation of the
Smagorinsky model allow to determine CS as a function of time and position
[Ger+91], some studies show little to be gained in the case of high Reynolds
number free flows of the type considered [Jon+10]. Moreover, despite the im-
provements achieved by an automatic algorithm to set the turbulent coeffi-
cient, inherent drawbacks from viscous formulation remain unsolved. Fun-
damentally28, Boussinesq assumption expressed in eq. 2.16 is known to be
incorrect (i.e. principle directions of τij do not align with S˜ij)
29 [Cla+79].
Finally, a note on the actual implementation of the model in OpenFOAM.
In order to keep an uniform structure within the viscous models, CS does not
appear explicitly but as a function of two different constants, Ck and Cε. In
the specific case of incompressible flows CS can be obtained as follows:
CS =
C
3
4
k
C
1
4
ε
, (2.25)
and the sub-grid scale turbulent kinetic energy is coded as follows:
k = 2
Ck
Cε
∆2|S˜|2, (2.26)
which allows to obtain characteristic sub-grid velocity30 u′ ∼ ∆|S˜| from the
sub-grid scale field for k generated by OpenFOAM as u′ ∼ √k.
28 There are other drawbacks, the model provides dissipation over a wide range of length
scales instead of being focused at the small scales (dense grid required), and the lack of an
specific equation for sub-grid kinetic energy (required for combustion and spray models) but
the main restriction of the model is the Boussinesq assumption.
29Principle directions of τij do not align with S˜ij
30Needed, for example, to complete radial distribution of Reynolds stresses
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2.3.3.3 Spalart-Allmaras.
Compared with Smagorinsky model, the Spalart-Allmaras one [SA94] intro-
duces an extra transport equation. Here, µt is calculated by multiplying the
transported variable νˇ (modified turbulent kinematic viscosity) by a function
(fv1):
µt = ρνˇfv1, (2.27)
where
fv1 =
χ3
χ3 + c3v1
, (2.28)
χ =
ρνˇ
µ
, (2.29)
and the one-equation model is given by:
∂ρνˇ
∂t
+
∂ρνˇu˜j
∂xj
− ∂
∂uj
[(
ρνˇ +
µ
σ
) ∂νˇ
∂xj
]
(2.30)
− ρcb2
σ
∣∣∣∣ ∂νˇ∂xi
∣∣∣∣2 = ρcb1S˜νˇ − ρcw1fw ( νˇdˇ
)2
. (2.31)
Additional definitions are given by the following equations:
S˜ = fv3
√
2|∇ × u˜|+ fv2 νˇ
κ2dˇ2
, (2.32)
where the first term of the right hand side is proportional to the supposed-to-
be magnitude of the vorticity. dˇ takes into account not only the filter size, but
the distance from the field point to the nearest wall (dˇ = min (cdes∆, ywall)),
and
fv2 =
1(
1 + ρνˇµcv2
)3 , (2.33)
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fv3 =
(1 + fv1)
cv2
3
(
1 + χ/cv2 + (χ/cv2)
2
)
(1 + χ/cv2)
3 , (2.34)
fw = g
[
1 + c6w3
g6 + c6w3
]1/6
, (2.35)
g = r + cw2
(
r6 − r) , (2.36)
r = min
[
νˇ
S˜κ2dˇ2
, 10
]
. (2.37)
The constants in the previous formulas are given at Table 2.2.
σ cb1 cb2 cv1 cv2 cdes κ cw1 cw2 cw3
2/3 0.1355 0.622 7.1 5.0 0.65 0.41 cw1 =
cb1
κ2
+ 1+cb2σ 0.3 2.0
Table 2.2: Spalart-Allmaras model constants (compressible flow)
The original Spalart-Allmaras model (1994) is a one equation model de-
veloped for aerodynamics applications including boundary layer separation
[SA94]. The model as it appears coded for compressible flows in OpenFOAM
does not fully match with any of the fourteen versions found in literature.
However, this compressible form has certain changes that appeared at the
SA-salsa31 version [Run+03]
Finally, compared with Smagorinsky model (zero-equation model) the ex-
tra computational effort of the transport equation must to be compensated
by an improvement in the results. Note, regardless of the complexity of the
model (i.e. ten model constants) it still inherits the drawbacks of the eq. 2.16
viscosity models previously addressed.
31Primarily developed to extend the predictive capability of the model for non-equilibrium
conditions.
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2.3.3.4 One equation eddy (OEE).
OEE turbulent model [YH85] is a viscous model, like Smagorinsky and Spalart-
Allmaras ones. As Spalart-Allmaras does, it introduces an extra transport
equation, but for the sub-grid turbulent kinetic energy (k). Consequently, it is
also known as a k-equation model where the sub-grid turbulent viscosity (µt)
from eq. 2.16 is modeled as a function of k as follows:
µt = Ckρ∆
√
k. (2.38)
For compressible flows, the transport equation for k is implemented in
OpenFOAM as
∂ρk
∂t
+
∂ρku˜j
∂xj
− (µ+ µt) ∂
2k
∂x2j
= G− 2
3
ρk
∂u˜j
∂xj
− Cερk
3/2
∆
, (2.39)
with Ck = 0.094 and Cε = 1.048 as default turbulent coefficients. The last
term of the right hand side is known as the sub-grid dissipation source term
(ε). The other two terms are known as the sub-grid production source term.
Note, from eq. (2.38) that sub-grid turbulent velocity u′ ∼ √k and length
scale ` ∼ ∆. Hence, ε is not used to obtain length scales or time scales as it
is in RANS modeling. Thus, dissipation modeling is much less critical, and
simple models seem to work reasonable well.
This one-equation may allow the use of coarser grids than no-model or a
zero-equation model because it considers additional processes at a sub-grid
level (i.e. convection, dissipation and production of sub-grid kinetic energy).
Also, as the Smagorinsky model, there is a formulation to compute turbulent
coefficients for any cell at any time step [KM95]. Although already imple-
mented in OpenFoam for incompressible and compressible flows, this advanced
formulation is not tested since this feature has not been developed for the dy-
namic structure model. In this way all models are equally treated.
Finally, some implementations of the model include a source term to ac-
count for the effect interaction between the gas phase and the liquid on the
sub-grid kinetic energy. Again, spray cases within this thesis has been calcu-
lated with the model as implemented by default in OpenFOAM (i.e. no source
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term on the k-equation). The influence of gas-liquid interaction on k has been
addressed for the dynamic structure turbulent model.
2.3.3.5 Dynamic structure (DS)
Contrary to the models previously presented, the dynamic structure model,
developed by Pomraning and Rutland [PR02] does not use the turbulent vis-
cosity approach. The model was implemented in OpenFOAM as it appears in
a work of Bharadwaj and Rutland [BR10a]. In his work, Bharadwaj presents
a complete derivation of the DS model as well as LES continuity equations for
Lagrangian-Eulerian simulations of two phase flows. The following is a brief
presentation of the model to show the actual implementation and highlight the
main differences with viscous models. The model obtains the sub-grid stress
term, τij as a function of a tensor coefficient, Cij and the sub-grid turbulent
kinetic energy k,
τij = ρCijk, (2.40)
where k is obtained from a transport equation
∂ρk
∂t
+
∂ρku˜j
∂xj
− µt ∂
2k
∂x2j
= − ρτij ∂u˜j
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Production
− Cερk
3/2
∆︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dissipation
+Sk, (2.41)
and the tensor coefficient comes from the dynamic approach [Ger+91]
Cij = 2
Lij
Lkk
, (2.42)
where Lij is the modified Leonard stress tensor given by
Lij = ̂˜uiu˜j − ̂˜ui ̂˜uj . (2.43)
This quantity is known in the sense that it can be calculated from the grid
level velocities. Here (̂) indicates the test-level filter, which is larger than the
grid-level filter.
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Regarding gas-particle interaction, a general review on the effect on the
turbulence of the gas phase as well as a specific study on the influence on the
sub-grid part of the flow can be found at Bharadwaj’s thesis [BR10a]. In eq.
2.41, Sk is the spray source/sink term which models the effect of droplet-gas
ambient interaction on the sub-grid turbulent kinetic energy as a dot product
of the filtered drag and the gas phase sub-grid velocity.
Sk = −Fiu′i, (2.44)
where Fi is the summation of parcel drag within the cell
Fi =
(∑
p
Fi,p
)
/Vcell, (2.45)
and the sub-grid gas velocity u′i is modeled as
32
u′i = 2u˜i − 3 ˜˜ui + ˜˜˜ui. (2.46)
Hence, spray source term for sub-grid turbulent kinetic energy, Sk can be
written as
Sk = −3
4
CD
Vcell
∑
p
{
mpρ|Urel|
dpρl
(Urel)
(
2u˜i − 3 ˜˜ui + ˜˜˜ui)} , (2.47)
where CD is the parcel drag coefficient, Vcell is the cell volume and |Urel| is
the magnitude of the relative velocity between the liquid droplet and gas33,
Urel = up,i︸︷︷︸
uparcel
− (u˜i + ud,i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ugas
. (2.48)
32Obtained after applying an approximate deconvolution on the filtered gas velocity
[Sho+07]. The extra tilde operations (˜) in this equation imply additional filtering applied
through a test filter formed by an extra cell layer around the cell being filtered [BR10b].
33Note the sign of equations 2.44 2.47 is opposite to the original papers because the
definition of Urel.
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Here, ud,i is the turbulent dispersion velocity as explained in section 2.5.6
and up,i the parcel velocity. Note, Sk is included here because it is specific of
DS turbulent model. The rest of source terms for the continuity equations (eqs.
2.1 to 2.4) can be found at its particular section within the phenomenological
spray models 2.5.
Through τij , a budget of turbulent kinetic energy is maintained between
the grid scale velocity (eq. 2.2) field and the sub-grid k-equation. Note how
Leonard stress tensor re-shapes k to provide a higher momentum to those di-
rections of higher filtered velocity. Also, the word “dynamic ”refers to this
feature of the turbulent model but has no relation with the automatic esti-
mation of the turbulent coefficients as it is understood for other turbulent
models.
Besides already mentioned engine applications of LES models, the follow-
ing review is focused on the state of the art of LES of the spray. Part of it
have been covered with the exposition of the previous basic model.
As with the approach of the present thesis, the studies on jet flows are
the precursor of spray simulations and diesel spray in particular. Regarding
the “simpler” model, back in 1992 Boris et al. [Bor+92] already reviewed
mesh convergence of LES for a jet flow34. The equilibrium happens when
the residual numerical diffusion present is smaller than eddy diffusivity of the
turbulent flow. From the pure description of the phenomena the delicacy of
the balance reveals its instability (e.g unsuited for engine conditions). That
said, some studies have used this approach for diesel applications with fine
meshes [Vuo+08].
Others include this model as a reference to compare with. This is the
case of [Xue+13] where the results with no sub-grid scale model are checked
against Smagorinsky (viscous, zero-equation model) and Dynamic Structure
(non-viscous, one-equation model).
Smagorinsky model has been used for direct injection gasoline sprays: with
RANS correlations [Ara+07], with the VOF method to simulate internal and
near-nozzle flow [Bia+07] or to examine cycle-to-cycle variations [Ado+07;
Gra+12]. Regarding diesel sprays, some of the most recent work has been car-
ried out by a group at Argonne National Lab. (ANL) in Chicago. Som et al.
34Due to the trade off between the smaller simulated eddies and the numerical diffusion
of the method.
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[Som+12] showed that a Smagorinsky-based LES model captured the instan-
taneous equivalence ratio and soot contours more accurately than a RANS-
based model. This model has been used as well to better understand HCCI
[Yu+07; Joe+08; Vre+08].
Another zero-equation model is the scale similarity. This is not a viscosity
model nor uses an energy budget to track the sub-grid kinetic energy. Instead,
it assumes that unresolved sub-grid scales can be approximated by the smallest
resolved scales. Hence the concept supposed a break through when proposed
by Bardina et al. in 1980 [Bar+80]. Despite its initial instability, studies of
HCCI combustion with diesel fuel have been successfully carried out [Yu+06;
Yu+08].
OEE and DS represent a higher order of turbulence model (i.e. an ex-
tra transport equation) Regarding the viscous OEE, comparisons with RANS
model for direct injection diesel engines have been reported [Kaa+03]. Here,
the turbulence model was coupled with advanced combustion models (i.e.
Magnusson Time-scale model) for which the extra transport equation term
is used. Afterwards deVillers et al. [Vil+04] coupled the turbulent model
with VOF to study near-nozzle flow and primary breakup in a diesel spray.
More recent studies on the coupling of this turbulent model with classic spray
models belong to a group at Doshisha University [Hor+06; Hor+07; Hor+08;
Fuj+09].
Short after its implementation, DS had been already used to better un-
derstand advanced combustion strategies with the “Engineering LES” spirit
followed by this thesis. In this regard, studies by Jhavar et al. report the mix-
ing effects on HCCI [JR06] and the combustion modeling on PPC [Hu+07].
The proven robustness and flexibility of DS has encourage researchers
to implement the model into open-source as well as commercial codes. In
this regard it is worthy to mention a recent investigation on grid conver-
gence under diesel spray conditions [Sen+13a]. The study is carried out with
CONVERGE R© where calculations are performed with AMR, drawing similar
conclusions than unvaried meshes from the present thesis.
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2.4 Interface and particle tracking
Besides the type of governing equations used and the turbulent modeling, two
phase flow simulations can be classified depending on the approach to resolve
the liquid phase. As a consequence, specific methods to follow the liquid-gas
interface evolution may be needed.
Liquid phase can be addressed from a Lagrangian or a Eulerian frame
of reference. Given that the gas phase is solved with an Eulerian reference
frame, the two basic approaches are the Lagrangian-Eulerian (L-E) and the
Eulerian-Eulerian (E-E)35. L-E combines two numerical approaches:
• Gas phase is solved by Navier-Stokes equations applied to each of the cell
volumes defining the mesh which is known as the Eulerian description
• Liquid phase is discretized into small amount of fluid such as droplets or
parcels. A parcels gathers a statistical number of droplets with the same
characteristics (i.e. diameter, mass, velocity, temperature, ...). Fluid
units are labeled and followed through space and time in a Lagrangian
reference frame. Temporal evolution of the liquid position and charac-
teristics [Wil85] are modeled by phenomenological spray models of injec-
tion, atomization and break-up, collision, coalescence and evaporation
(Section 2.5)
The statistical approach originally proposed by Dukowicz [Duk80] is known
as the Discrete Droplets Model (DDM). In this method, liquid fluid is dis-
cretized in parcels. Note droplets within a parcel do not interplay with each
other [Hey88]. Also, the liquid spray equation is solved by means of Monte-
Carlo method. Compared with Continuum Droplets Model (CDM) -where
each single droplet is represented- it has a lower computational cost and it can
be controlled in the first place by the number of parcels being injected.
Since the singular interface droplet-gas can not be extended to the whole
spray due to computational restrictions (as it happens with turbulent scale
resolution) the flow processes must be addressed on a greater scale than the
35Here, nomenclature designs first liquid phase and then gas phase. This is not the tra-
ditional way, but we choose this in order to better distinguish from advanced atomization
models ELSA as we will see later on
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droplet diameter [Sti03]. In this regard, phenomenological spray models take
into account the gas phase flow to calculate each parcel evolution and at the
same time they collect the changes for all of them (i.e. the entire spray) on
the spray source terms. To close, gas-liquid interaction is fulfilled by including
those spray source terms at the continuity equations (eq. 2.1 to 2.4).
L-E model was initially developed for disperse sprays. Void fraction36
limit on CFD codes to ensure the proper coupling between gas and liquid
equations37 is low (∼ 0.1). However, L-E method has been extended to simu-
late dense sprays due to the simplicity and reasonable efficiency to track liquid
position and evolution. Depending on the flow regime, Diesel spray presents
a liquid core near the nozzle (i.e. Parcels with diameter about the nozzle di-
ameter dp ∼ d0). Hence, some practical considerations restrain the use of L-E
method for Diesel spray simulations:
• Near the nozzle exit, the void fraction limits the minimum size of the
cells. It is clear to see how if there are cells within the nozzle orifice, in
those cells the void fraction is 1.0, violating model hypothesis. In this
regard, Abraham [Abr97] showed that d0/2 is the minimum resolution to
model a turbulent gas jet with RANS38. Hence, we reach a implicit con-
tradiction that prevents from having enough spatial discretization near
the nozzle. This lack of mesh resolution affects phase interaction such
as break-up and coalescence as well as momentum transfer as displayed
in section 4.3.
In order to overcome this limitation different strategies have been used
over the years:
– Avoid the trouble spot [Vuo+08; Vuo10]. Here the inlet BC is not
place at the nozzle exit but several diameters far. At the inlet,
gas velocity and droplet velocities are specified in addition to the
initial size distribution of droplets. Similar strategy has been used
by Martinez et al. for the E-E method [Mar+10; Til+13]
– Place the injector at the intersection of four cells. Note how the
injector location in relation to the grid can be arranged in two
possible ways (i.e. in one cell or at the intersection of four cells).
36Ratio between gas volume and liquid volume
37Note, liquid and gas phase equations are artificially linked up
38d0/4 is the minimum recommended
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As shown by Fabian Peng Ka¨rrholm et al. [Fab+08] this has an
effect on the penetration, even if both grids have the same cell
sizes.
– Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) [Sen+13b] can include a void
fraction limit. However, Xue et al. [Xue+13] have recently shown
how this approach maintains stability for large liquid volume frac-
tions such that cell sizes below the nozzle diameter can be explored.
– Mesh independent 1D models [Yan+00; Cha13] have overcame L-
E model limitations for near-nozzle dense flow region modeling,
where model basic hypothesis are not longer valid. In this re-
gard, Chavez [Cha13] developed an approach combining Eulerian
1-D spray model based on turbulent jet theory and L-E 3D-CFD.
The 1D phenomenological model was used to determine the gas-
phase velocity along the spray axis and modify the relative velocity
between the gas and liquid phases within the vicinity of the noz-
zle (five times the non-perturbed zone). Although applied to RANS
simulations, LES present the same limitations and the solution may
improve them as well.
Finally, the following three remarks are proposed by Stiesch [Sti03] to
ensure a proper simulation of L-E sprays.
• Limitations to the integral scale: within the spray region, the turbulent
scales are restricted to the spray diameter.
• Mesh conformed to the spray: the mesh set-up is adjusted to the spray
orientation
• Avoid spray where droplets are modeled in great detail: spray sub-
models including droplet interaction (e.g. coalescence) complicate sta-
tistical convergence. Also, O’Rourke’s collision model is inherently grid
dependent39 [SR00].
As L-E is recommended for the disperse part of the sprays, E-E model
provides a better prediction for the internal nozzle flow, the atomization region,
and the zones with high concentration of droplets (e.g. dense zone of the Diesel
spray). There are two approaches to differentiate between phases. Note, here
39Its use may disguise the influence of the turbulent model within the refinement process
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(a) Lagrangian (DDM) (b) Eulerian approach
Figure 2.8: Scheme showing treatment of droplets (Adapted from Vujanovic et al.
2009 [Vuj+09])
we refer to flow phases with different state of the matter (i.e. liquid-gas) but
same state mixtures may be resolved as well (i.e. liquid-liquid and gas-gas):
• Two-fluid model provide a group of continuity equations for each fluid.
Those models are usually distinguished based on the method to track the
interface. There are basically two groups of methods: sharp interface and
diffuse interface. The diffuse interface is tracked by means of an extra
surface density equation [Ish75]. Among sharp interface models two must
be highlighted for their characteristics and applicability to Diesel spray
simulations.
On one hand, Volume of fluid (VoF) [HN81] models small-scale topol-
ogy fragmentation, hence, it is very suitable for Diesel sprays. The
work of Deshpande et al. [Des+12] assessing the validity of a modified
VoF approach included in OpenFOAM (interFoam) is of special inter-
est. Simulations of capillary flows relevant to atomization resulted in
good agreement with the results from literature. However, more than 20
years after the model was proposed, they found certain lack of superficial
quality: a not inconsiderable (∼ 10% ) scope for improvement for the
curvatures computed.
VoF model remains expensive in computing time since mesh requirement
depends on the interface resolution required which implies simulations
closer to DNS.
On the other hand, Level set method (LS) [Set99; SP00; SS03], solves a
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hyperbolic equation for the topology to track the interface. For the fuel
injection modeling, the LS method captures the liquid and gas interface,
and follows it in time describing the liquid surface. Of special interest is
the work of Anumolu et al. [AT13] where they address the well-known
issue of volume loss. With the current implementation, the problem is
solved even for objects that are of the size of one grid cell, and whose local
radius of curvature falls below the local grid size. Hence, this powerful
technique allows a detailed localization of the interface for coarse meshes.
• Single-fluid model provides NS equations for a single fluid of variable
properties depending on the proportion of each of the phases. Sharp
tracking interface models (LES-VOF [Vil+04]) as well as diffuse interface
(ELSA [Val+01] and Sigma-Y [Nin07]) are used.
• Other methods applied to the computation of multiphase flow are: the
Ghost Fluid Method (GFM)[Fed+99], the front tracking method [Try+01;
Du+06], and Lattice-Boltzmann Method [San+99; Tak+00; Ina+04]. All
these methods are mentioned here for the sake of completeness but their
use is out of the scope of the present thesis.
In the present work diesel-like gas jets have been modeled with the “sin-
gle fluid” approach (i.e. one phase -gas- compound of the same specie with
two different names) and the liquid diesel spray with the L-E method. This
modeling strategy has several advantages: it offers a good efficiency for RANS
as well as for LES40 when a good prediction of macroscopic variables are
achieved. Also, it has been proved to successfully include any of the processes
taking place inside a the ICE combustion chamber. Finally, as we have seen,
the L-E approach has a inherent mesh limit where alternative E-E approaches
need higher mesh refinements. Since one of the main goals is to keep the
computational cost limited, it is important to maintain liquid-gas modeling
requirements and turbulent modeling cost in the same order of magnitude.
2.5 Phenomenological spray models
In this section a brief introduction of the physics depicted at Figure 2.1 along
with related phenomenological models for L-E DDM Diesel spray simulations
40A priory same computational cost for both turbulent approaches
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is presented.
2.5.1 Spray injection
Injection systems have been already mentioned (section 1.1). A critical part
of the injector system is the nozzle, which channels the fuel to the combus-
tion chamber, by means of the important pressure drop existing between the
chamber and the injection. Chamber pressures are about 5−15MPa where the
range of injection pressures are 10−200MPa. Such pressure differences are the
key for the fuel to break up into small droplets, which enhances vaporization
and air mixture.
The present work is focused on the air-fuel mixture after the nozzle. Hence,
the characteristics of the previous wall bounded flow is not analyzed. However,
the flow at the nozzle exit sets the inlet boundary conditions for the spray sim-
ulations, which implies a minimum knowledge of the basic parameters deter-
mining the initial spray structure. Following, some of the parameters needed:
the values of discharge coefficient (Cd)
41, theoretical mass flow rate42, mass
flow rate (m˙)43, total mass injected, and temperature. Geometric characteris-
tics and the injector topology (e.g. single orifice axisymmetric) are necessary
as well. Amongst geometric parameters, nozzle diameter (d0), characteristic
length (L0), and curvature radius (r) warn about the presence and intensity
of cavitation. Several investigations confirm the influence of cavitation, not
only on the injection area and effective velocity, but on the atomization, the
spray shape and mixture process [Sal03; Gim08; Mor11; Par+08] (Figure 2.9).
Hence, if present, cavitation has to be taken into account both on the injection
and the atomization models.
As it has been mentioned, spray simulated under the L-E DDM approach is
injected into the domain on specific point(s)44 that can be located anywhere
in the domain. An injection point can be placed on a cell vertex or cell
centre [Fab+08] or multiple points can be randomly distributed following a
certain topological restriction [Xue+13; Vuo10]. In any case, it is necessary to
provide initial velocity, angle, diameter, mass and temperature as well as fuel
41Ratio between measured and theoretical mass flow rate.
42Obtained through Bernoulli equation.
43Or momentum flux M˙ .
44An entity that has a location in space or on a plane, but has no extent.
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(a) Turbulent flow (b) Starting
point of
cavitation
(c) Growth of cavitation (d)
Hydraulic
flip
Figure 2.9: Diesel flow characteristics under different cavitation stages (Adapted
from Park et al. 2008 [Par+08])
composition of the parcel injected.
Nozzle empiric sub-models determine injection velocity and effective area.
Depending on geometric parameters, flow regime and in-cylinder conditions,
these sub-models take into account the effect of cavitation inception and de-
velopment as well as flow detachment inside the nozzle. Some models imple-
mented in CFD codes are the Max Plank Institute model (MPI) developed
by Obermeier [Obe91] (Star-CD) and Sarre et al. [von+99] (KIVA). Primary
atomization models are applied to the injected parcels to generate the initial
droplet population as explained in the following section. However, parcels may
be injected with a certain size distribution (in contrast to dparcel ∼ d0) replac-
ing the effect of primary atomization. In order to model statistical distribution
of droplet sizes a characteristic average diameter has to be known beforehand.
Moreover, a previous evaluation of different functions is required in order to
find the one matching experimental distribution [Lef89]. Amongst these func-
tions45 Rosin-Rammler one [RR33] is the most widely used for Diesel spray
simulations. As an example, the expression is included here:
Q = 1− e−
(
Dd
X
)q
, (2.49)
where X and q are constants46 and Q is the fraction of total volume taken by
45Normal, Log-Normal, Nukiyama-Tanasawa [NT39].
46The higher the exponent q, greater the homogeneity of the spray. Usual values are within
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droplets smaller than D.
These functions modeling the statistical distribution of droplet sizes are
commonly used to initialize parcels in combination with empiric sub-models
[BR10a]. With those, the only parameter missing is the direction of injection.
Figure 2.10: Discrete number probability function, its corresponding continuous
number PDF, f0(D), and its corresponding continuous volume PDF, f3(D)[Asg11])
2.5.2 Atomization and Break-up
Generally speaking, atomization is the physical process in which the kernel of
a liquid jet is broken up into droplets. As a consequence, the liquid surface
area seen by the gas phase increases, enhancing subsequent processes such as
vaporization or momentum transfer. Applied to Diesel sprays, it is usually
divided into two stages:
1. Atomization: liquid core first break up into blobs or droplets due to
internal forces such as liquid turbulence; inertial or jet velocity profile
rearrangement effects, liquid supply pressure oscillations, and cavitation
(figure 2.11) in competition with surface tension (which competes against
the others drawing the liquid core together)
1.5 and 4.
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2. Break-up: affects big blobs and droplets generated on the atomization47
and generate smaller droplets. Both internal and aerodynamic forces are
taken into account.
Figure 2.11: Atomization mechanisms at the nozzle exit [Bau06])
In his book, Lefebvre [Lef89] write down an excellent historical review on
atomization. Just to cite some names, we can say that about 150 years ago,
Lord Rayleigh [Ray78] presented a theory on jets instability. In his work,
non viscous liquids are injected at low velocities and atomization occurs when
surface tension is exceeded. Weber [Web31] extended Rayleigh’s theory to vis-
cous liquids and the effects of aerodynamic interaction when injection velocity
increases. Reitz & Bracco [RB82] proposed the following atomization regimes
as a function of increasing injection velocity:
1. Rayleigh mechanism of breakup (B): At low velocities, axisymmetric
oscillations growing on the surface due to surface tension cause the jet to
47Or previous break-up stages, provided that the droplet diameter is bigger than a critic
diameter.
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disintegrate into drops of fairly uniform size. Drop size is proportional to
liquid viscosity and inversely proportional to jet velocity. Drop diameter
is higher than jet diameter.
2. First regime due to aerodynamic interaction (C): At higher velocities,
the break up into drops is caused by the growth of small oscillations on
the surface (e.g. smaller than at the previous mode). Hence, breakup is
caused by oscillations of the jet as a whole with respect to the jet axis
so that the jet has a sinuous appearance. Drop diameter is similar to jet
diameter
3. Second regime due to aerodynamic interaction (D): As jet velocity in-
creases, the surface forces due to the relative velocity with air are greater.
Hence, smaller waves on the surface become detached from the jet sur-
face to form ligaments. Drops generated from the ligaments are much
smaller than the initial jet diameter.
4. Atomization (E): At very high relative velocities atomization is complete
within a short distance from the nozzle. A wide range of drop sizes
is produced, the mean drop diameter being considerably less than the
initial jet diameter.
These atomization regimes can be seen in figure 2.12 along with the sta-
bility curve where the liquid core length (Lbu) is related to injection velocity.
Note, dripping (A regime) has not been mentioned.48
Arre`gle [Arr97] states that under current operating conditions, Diesel spray
is within the last two atomization regimes. At the last regime Lbu has no
dependency on injection velocity or droplet size. There are few points of
agreement about Lbu under in-cylinder conditions. At the least, Lbu depends
on the geometry of that nozzle and the presence cavitation, and the density
ratio between the liquid injected and the air [RB82; Cor98]. It is important to
properly asses this length, since physics involved in atomization and break-up
are different and so the models address one or the other.
Regarding the first stage, besides Lbu, by generating the first droplets
around the jet, it sets the initial conditions for the disperse region of the spray
and the break-up stage [Fae96]. Unfortunately, there are several circumstances
that difficult the study of this first stage of atomization: visualization of the
48It has no interest under actual Diesel spray conditions.
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Figure 2.12: Atomization regimes. B (Rel = 790, Weg = 0.06); C (Rel = 5500,
Weg = 2.7); D (Rel = 16500, Weg = 24); E (Rel = 28000, Weg = 70) [Dum08])
dense part of the spray and the almost immediately effect of break-up which
modifies initial droplet population before experimental measurement can be
performed.
Also, break-up and droplet distortion concur [Fae96]. Aerodynamic force
distorts the droplet which eventually entails its break-up (if surface tension is
exceeded). Moreover, distortion increases transport rate between phases and
so affects mixture rate and at the same time break-up effect on droplet size
affects mixture rate as well. Several break-up mechanism are represented in
the figure 2.13 as a function of Weber number.
The atomization models commonly applied to diesel sprays are:
• Atomization sub-models: Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) model (as outlined
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Figure 2.13: Break-up modes [Wie90]
by Reitz [Rei87]), Huh-Gosman (HG) model [HG91] and the more re-
cent Kelvin Helmholtz-Aerodynamic Cavitation Turbulence (KH-ACT)
model [SA10].
• Break-up sub-models: Reitz-Diwakar (RD) [RD87], Hsiang-Faeth (HF)
[HF92a] and Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) models [Tay50].
• Break-up and droplet deformation sub-models: O’Rourke & Amsden
[OA87] laied out a model based on Taylor’s analogy (TAB) [Tay63]
Atomization sub-models can be arranged into two groups. The first group
(e.g. HG, Nishimura et al. [NA00], KH-ACT) is based on the conservation of
energy. Energy from the break up of cavitation bubbles or the wall friction
is added to the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) which adds a rupture force
(additional to aerodynamic forces and surface tension). The second group
(e.g. KH) was developed following the theory of liquid jet instabilities due
to aerodynamic forces. Hence, the first group’s formulation accounts for flow
characteristics previous to the nozzle exit where the models of the second
group do not consider such effects. These last models are purely based on the
liquid core-gas aerodynamic interaction49.
Sub-models usually describe different phenomena and they are usually
combined to better model the different atomization mechanisms. As an ex-
49In this regard, the second group provide simpler models. However, when different noz-
zle designs are simulated, the second group of models require an adjustment of the model
constants to reproduce the differences at the initial jet conditions [Sti03]
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ample, the combination of the models KH and RT is briefly introduced below.
KH, also known as wave-breakup model, is based on the analysis of a Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability growing on the surface of a cylindrical liquid jet. Due
to the turbulence generated inside the nozzle, the jet surface is covered with
a spectrum of sinusoidal waves with an infinitesimal axisymmetric displace-
ment η = η0 exp (Ωt) (figure 2.14(a)). Gas-liquid interaction enhances wave
amplitude (η) until stripped from the liquid core in form of a droplet. New
droplet’s diameter is a percentage50 (∼ 60%) of the faster growing wave (Λ).
This instability is the only one applied to the injected blobs51 within the nozzle
exit and the liquid core length (Lbu). Note, stripped parcels from the blobs
are no longer part of the liquid core and are subject to both atomization and
break-up models even if they are still located inside Lbu. As a consequence,
KH model can be considered as a model for atomization and break-up, and
RT only a break-up model
(a) KH model[Kon+99] (b) RT instability on a liquid drop
decelerating[Bau06]
Figure 2.14: Schematic illustration of the KH and RT models
On the contrary, RT model is based the instability of the interface between
two fluids of different densities in the case of an acceleration (or deceleration)
normal to this interface. From figure 2.14(b), taking the droplet as a reference,
the instabilities grow in the same direction as the acceleration (a) so instabil-
ities grow at the back or the front of the droplet depending on the liquid-gas
relative velocity. If Λ (remember, the fastest growing wave) is smaller than
the droplet diameter new parcels are created with a similar diameter than Λ
every characteristic rupture time.
50Experimental results set the constant B0 ≈ 0.6.
51Blobs are parcels with the same diameter as the nozzle exit. This way to discretize the
liquid core was introduced by Reitz and Diwakar [RD87]
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The combination of KH and RT model has shown a better prediction of
experimental distribution than KH model by itself [Su+96]. Diesel sprays are
injected at high pressures, showing high velocity near the nozzle as well as a
great deceleration. As it has been said, after Lbu (figure 2.15)there is a compe-
tition between the growth of instabilities from KH and RT (dominated by RT
for the most part). Hence, by controlling Lbu controls droplet size distribu-
tion and related processes (e.g. the shorter Lbu, greater RT influence leading
to smaller droplets and the consequent reduction in penetration, increase of
evaporation, etc.)
Figure 2.15: Combined blob-KH/RT model [Bau06]
Finally, the turbulent model has a direct influence influence on the atom-
ization and break-up performance due to their use of relative velocity. As
a consequence recent studies have revisited the historical combinations used
for RANS, assessing their suitability combined with LES models [Apt+03;
Hor+06; JL10; BR10a; Vit+12; Sen+13c; Xue+13; Sen+13a] and improving
their performance [Koj+12]. One of the conclusions of this latter work is that
as LES provide a better description of the physics and the turbulence, the
modeling is improved in a global way.
2.5.3 Collision and coalescence
Coalescence is an antagonistic process to atomization [Arr97] where droplets
join together making bigger ones. The probability of the process depends on
the relative velocity of the droplets and the fuel concentration. Hence, collision
frequency is higher in the vicinity of the nozzle (dense zone) and at the spray
axis.
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(a) Drop-drop interaction
[Bau06]
(b) Map of coalescence modes [QL97]
Figure 2.16: Coalescence regimes.
Collision mechanisms are complex. As seen in figure 2.16(a) several types
of droplet-droplet interaction are possible and they may not end up in per-
manent coalescence. In this regard, researchers agree on the difficulty to mea-
sure droplet-air relative velocity and coalescence rate inside the dense region.
There, spatial resolution is limited and the flow is opaque to optic diagnos-
tic [Arr97; Fae87]. However, collision has a direct influence on the average
diameter, dispersion and velocity of the droplets[PA02].
Regarding collision modeling, O’Rourke and Bracco [OB80], and Gavaises
et al. [Gav+96] are the most used models. They are based on the experiments
by Brazier-Smith et al. [BS+72] on water jets. Also, Post y Abraham [PA02]
considered near nozzle conditions by including fuel density to the model pro-
posed by O’Rourke.
Temporal and permanent collision are the only outcomes modeled by O’Rourke.
For collision to happen two conditions must be fulfilled: parcels located at the
same computational cell and collision probability been over a certain thresh-
old. As pictured at figure 2.17(a) this model disregards parcel direction. This
methodology has a strong mesh and time step dependence which can be re-
solved with adaptive mesh refinements52 [HS06] or simplifying characteristics
length and time criteria 53 [PA02; GC97; MR07].
52Refinements based on the parcel local density.
53Distance between droplets subject to collision and and average collision time.
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(a) Both droplets may collide with
O’Rourke’s model
(b) Trajectory based models
Figure 2.17: Collision requirements
2.5.4 Momentum transfer
Momentum transfer between droplets and surrounding gas can be described
by Newton’s law and aerodynamic drag:
Fd =
∂mpup
∂t
. (2.50)
Note drag force is due to variations on velocity mp∂up/∂t. However parcels
may change mass (mn 6= mn+1) under evaporative conditions, which affect the
amount of momentum transferred. Although, eq. 2.50 compact formulation
include both effects, only the change of velocity is covered at the present
section. The change of mass due to evaporation is addressed at the following
section (section 2.5.5). Behind the dense part of the spray, drag force (Fd)
prevails over other forces such as the pressure gradient, Basset, Magnus, etc
[Arc+97]. Air entrainment is related to the momentum transfer between liquid
and gas phase. As a consequence, its simulation is very important, due to the
fact that fuel-air mixture is key on the combustion process.
Basic fluid mechanics establish drag force over a sphere as a function of
the shape and surface friction. The first is related to the pressure drop around
the droplet, where the second is related to the shear stress generated by the
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flow on the surface. In this regard, the sphere Reynolds number, Rep, helps
determine which effect controls drag force.
Rep =
ρg|Urel|2dp
2µg
. (2.51)
When Rep is low, the drag coefficient (CD) of a single solid sphere depends
on the surface friction and can be modeled with Stokes’ law. However, droplets
at diesel sprays experience a high relative velocity (↑ Rep) in which he flow is
detached and the shape effect is greater than surface friction.
In addition, liquid droplets are far from behave like perfect solid spheres
[Ton+06]. Hence, several corrections must be applied to account for deviation
from sphericity [HF92a; Liu+93], fuel density, the presence of other droplets
[OB80; RI00], acceleration [Ing56], evaporation [Eis+67; Sir99], etc.
Regarding drag force modeling applied to L-E approach, the effect on the
gas-liquid relative velocity affects break-up and coalescence models as well.
Hence, drag force has an impact on both droplet size and distribution [Liu+93].
Drag force as seen by a single parcel can be modeled as
Fi,p =
3
4
ρ
ρl
md|Urel|
dp
UrelCD, (2.52)
where Urel has to be consistent with the definition provided at eq. 2.48.
54 In
this way, liquid-gas interaction is included in the transfer between the energy
related to the filtered velocity of the gas phase and the sub-grid scales.
Regarding CD, there are several empiric correlations. As already men-
tioned, CD varies as a function of Rep so two regimes can be distinguished
under high or low relative velocities (i.e. defined by whether the flow is de-
tached from the droplet or not). From studies on a solid sphere with steady
movement [Liu+93; Ams+89] 55:
54In fact, as explained at eq. 2.44 the spray source term Sk at the sub-grid TKE is the
dot product of the filtered drag and the gas phase sub-grid velocity.
55A very similar expression was proposed by Reitz [Rei87]. Other interesting correlations
may be found at Chen[YC76], Feng and Michaelides [FM01] and Clift et al. [Cli+78]
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CD =

24
Rep
(
1 + 16Re
2/3
p
)
, Rep ≤ 1000
0.44, Rep > 1000
(2.53)
Several investigations proof how a droplet surrounded by others shows a
lower CD than a single one. In this regard O’Rourke and Bracco [OB80] and
Rusche and Isssa [RI00] propose expressions to include this behavior. Also,
the correlation to account for spherical deviation of liquid droplets is based on
the TAB break-up model [Liu+93]:
CD,dev = CD(1 + 2.632ydev), (2.54)
where ydev is the deviation parameter. The final drag coefficient CD,dev is
around 3.6 times greater than CD when Re is high. Other researchers correct
the drag following Hsiang y Faeth [HF92b] expressions56.
Regarding the effect of evaporation on the droplet drag, Lefevbre [Lef89]
mentions two factors: mass transfer, and the concentration and temperature
gradients on the droplet surface57.
Mass transfer reduces CD as shown by Eisenklam et al. [Eis+67] on single
droplets under vaporizing conditions58. However, Yuen and Chen [YC76] state
that the main difference on drag between evaporative and non evaporative
conditions is produced by the changes of gas properties on the droplet surface
(and transfer mass is reduced to a lesser extent). They suggest the use of
previous correlations (eq. 2.53 and 2.54) with a correction on the viscosity
used to calculate Rep [Lef89].
Based on eq. 2.52, the actual implementation of the momentum source
term, SM˙,i in OpenFOAM (as well as in most of similar codes) is as follows
SM˙,i =
∑
p
mnunp,i −mn+1un+1p,i
∆tVcell
. (2.55)
56As a function of Weber number and expressions for the characteristic time required to
achieve the maximum deformation
57Affects the relation between CD and Re
58 Abramzon y Sirignano [AS89] suggest similar corrections to CD.
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Here, the change of velocity is based on a characteristic time ratio
℘ =
dt
τmom
(2.56)
were dt is the Lagrangian time step59 and τmom has a distinct formulation
depending on the Re:
τmom =

ρld
2
18ρµ(1+2.632ydev)
, Rep ≤ 0.1
4ρld
3ρCD|Urel| , Rep > 0.1
(2.57)
un+1p =
unp + ℘ugas + gdt
1 + ℘
, (2.58)
where g is the gravity, and the Lagrangian time step, dt, is defined as the
minimum of the characteristic times modeling a given change of the parcel
(i.e. velocity, mass, and temperature)
dt = min(τmom, τevap, τboil, τheat), (2.59)
and gas velocity, ugas includes filtered and dispersion components as specified
at eq. 2.48. As already mentioned, changes in mass are explained at the
following section. However, it is common practice to transfer to the gas phase,
those parcels with a droplet radius lower than a certain threshold60. The
contribution to the gas phase momentum of this parcels is the total mass of
the parcel multiplied by its velocity.
2.5.5 Evaporation
Once the fuel is atomized into droplets evaporation produces the air-fuel mix-
ture that leads to the combustion process. Lefebvre [Lef89] explains how
59At least half of the time step for the gas phase
60A parcel can reach the critical size due to evaporation or after suffering an atomization
event.
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conduction and convection transfer vaporization enthalpy to the droplet sur-
face increasing vapor pressure. Then, fuel vapor is transfer from the droplet
boundary layer to the gas flow by means of convection and diffusion61.
Vaporization rate depends on gas properties (i.e. pressure, temperature
and transport properties), liquid properties (i.e. temperature, volatility, droplet
diameter), and the relative velocity between the gas and the droplet.
The study of vaporization at a droplet scale requires a multidisciplinary
approach since involves mass and heat transport, fluid dynamics and chemical
kinetics [Sir99]. A macroscopic point of view applied to diesel sprays under
engine conditions simplifies the problem. In this regard, LL62 has become
one of the most analyzed and useful parameters. For example, the fact that
diesel spray is controlled by mixture was inferred from the LL dependence on
injection conditions and fuel-gas thermodynamic characteristics.
Siebers [Sie99] shows how turbulent mixture has a greater influence than
the diffusion of mass, momentum and energy between phases. Also, he il-
lustrates the thermal equilibrium between species at a certain location under
vaporizing conditions. In particular, the enthalpy required to evaporate the
fuel comes from the entrained air. The liquid evaporates once a certain equiva-
lence ratio is reached. This hypothesis allows researchers to study diesel spray
under evaporative conditions as a gas jet [Sie99; GO06; Arc+89; Hir91].
The standard model of spray evaporation for a single droplet63 involves
the simultaneous resolution of both mass and heat transfer. The evaporation
occurs in contact with an ideal gas, under quasi-stationary conditions (i.e.
mass and heat transfer are slower for the gas than for the liquid phase)
The changes in mass are subject to a characteristic relaxation time (τevap)
64
so that the parcel mass at the next time step can be calculated as follows:
mn+1p =
mnp
1 + fr
, (2.60)
where fr accounts for the fraction of mass transferred within a specific period
61Usually, heat transfer due to radiation is negligible when compared with convection
62Already introduced as part of spray characterization (section 2.2)
63Single component, internal properties homogeneous and solely dependent with time
64Boiling time is implemented following Rutland’s flash boiling model [Zuo+00]
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of time
fr =
dt
τEvaporation
. (2.61)
The calculation of the relaxation time follows the formulation proposed by
Kralj [Kra95]:
τevap =
ρdd
2
p
6DkShρvln
(
P−Pv,∞
P−Pv,s
) , (2.62)
whereDk is the mass diffusivity, Sh the Sherwood number, P the total pressure
of gas mixture, and Pv,s and Pv,∞ stand for the partial fuel vapor pressure at
the droplet surface and far from it, respectively. The fuel vapor density, ρv is
evaluated from the ideal gas law. Note, τevap takes as a reference the droplet
conditions but it is applicable to either a single droplet or a parcel.
The Sherwood number is calculated from the following correlation [RM52]:
Sh = 2 + 0.6
√
Rep
3
√
Sc. (2.63)
Hence, the source term with which the spray locally contributes to the gas
phase (eq. 2.1), changing the total mass and composition of the mixture is
given by:
Sm =
∑
p
m˙p
∆tVcell
, (2.64)
where m˙p = m
n
p −mn+1p . As seen in the previous section, the momentum of
the evaporated fuel contributes to the momentum content of the gas phase.
In the case of a multicomponent fuel the previous set of equations is solved
for each component, leaving the source term of eq. 2.4 as follows:
SY,k =
∑
p
m˙p,k
∆tVcell
. (2.65)
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In addition to the modeling of mass loss, droplet change of temperature
due to convection with surrounding air, and phase change has to be taken into
account. Following previous methodology, a characteristic time controls the
variations on temperature for a given time-frame [RM52]:
τheat =
ρld
2
pcl
6κNu
, (2.66)
where κ is thermal conductivity, and Nu is the Nusselt number as defined in
[RM52] for convection
Nu = 2 + 0.6
√
Rep
3
√
Pr. (2.67)
Note how eq. 2.63 are exactly the same but substituting Sc by the Prandtl
number, Pr. The characteristic time τheat appears at the correction factor,
fcorr that controls the change of droplet temperature
Tn+1p =
Tnp + dt
(
fcorrTg −
(
hv
clτevap
))
1 + dtfcorr
, (2.68)
fcorr =
f(z)
τheat
(2.69)
where Tp is the parcel temperature, Tg is the gas phase temperature, hv is
the vaporization latent heat, and f(z) a factor that corrects the effect of mass
transfer on the heat transfer. The empiric correlation for f(z) was proposed
by El Wakil et al. [EW+54] as follows:
fz =
z
ez − 1; z =
Cp,vτheat
clτevap
, (2.70)
where Cp,v is the specific heat capacity of the vapor fuel.
Regarding the spray source term for the equation 2.3, Sh gathers the energy
exchanged with the gas phase (hp) due to changes in the spray temperature,
the evaporation, and work.
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Sh =
∑
p
hp
∆tVcell
, (2.71)
hp = m
n
p
((
hns,p − hnv,p
)
+
(
p− pv
ρl
)n)
(2.72)
− mn+1p
((
hn+1s,p − hn+1v,p
)
+
(
p− pv
ρl
)n+1)
, (2.73)
where hs,p is the sensible enthalpy of the fuel. Note, if fuel has different
components, hs,p stands for the combined sensible enthalpies of the liquid
species. If that is the case, previous properties of the parcel related with the
chemical composition are calculated based on the mass fraction of the different
species in the liquid.
2.5.6 Turbulent dispersion
Under engine conditions, fuel air mixture occurs within a turbulent flow. This
turbulence is often enhanced by piston or intake valves design. The constant
volume vessel does not model such turbulence levels but provides a more con-
trolled environment.
Regarding spray injection and combustion, large turbulent scales allow the
chamber air to entrain till the spray core. Large scales are limited by the
physical boundaries and the characteristic length of the flow, also known as
the macro scale (L) [Tur00]. In the case of a spray, L can be taken as the spray
diameter for a given axial distance.
The present section deals with the modeling of the interaction between the
particles65 and the turbulent structures of the continuous phase. In particular,
It considers the possible generation or attenuation of the turbulence as a result
of such interaction.
65Generally speaking: solid or liquid particles and their representation into parcels or
single droplets
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Previous experiments include diversity of injected particles66 as well as the
background flow (e.g. water, air, SF6). In this regard, Faeth [Fae87; Fae+95]
review the three type of droplet-turbulence interaction:
1. Droplet dispersion, which is an effect of the turbulence on droplet prop-
erties.
Particles and eddies follow different trajectories and their interaction is
limited in time. Hence the studies are focus on the variables controlling
the characteristic interaction time: the eddy life time or the time needed
to cross the eddy.
Turbulent dispersion and relative velocities are function of the droplet
diameter. Turbulent dispersion has a reduced influence on big droplets.
This may cause the higher average diameter of the spray axis, although
some researches relate this trend with coalescence . As expected, turbu-
lent dispersion effects have a lower impact under evaporation conditions.
2. Turbulent content alteration, as a consequence of the droplet movement.
This mechanism is a consequence of the direct action of particles on
the turbulent properties of the gas phase, which may either increase or
decrease turbulent levels as explained below.
One of the investigations referred by Faeth was carried by Gore and
Crowe [GC89]. They conclude that small particles reduce turbulence
levels and big particles increase their values. The transition between
small and big particles occur at a 10% of the eddy characteristic length
(dp/L ≈ 0.1). Faeth comments, this behavior is possible because small
particles rapidly get the eddies local velocities, increasing the effects of
turbulent modulation. In addition, small eddies have weak perturbations
and particles lower the generation of turbulence. Both reasons apply the
other way round in the case of big particles.
Recent studies referred by Bharadwaj and Rutland [BR10a], use Stokes
number, St as a reference. This number is defined as Stk = τ Ud , where
τ is the relaxation time of the particle and d a characteristic length of
the problem. Higher St reduce the turbulence of big eddies, increasing
the energetic content of the smaller scales. However an increase of St
can invert this behavior.
66Monodisperse either small or big; high or low mass, different materials and phases (i.e.
solid, liquid and gas bubbles).
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Compared with single phase gas jets, turbulence modulation on sprays
can be easily identified on the lower levels of anisotropy found at the
velocity fluctuations. Regarding the turbulence on dense sprays, Faeth
points out the role of the droplets to generate turbulence and its dissi-
pation at the gas phase. Consequently, the turbulent patterns generated
at the spray differ from thous found on single phase gas jets ,
3. Change on the interphase transport rate, due to a combination of previ-
ous interactions.
This mechanism considers the increase on transport rate on sprays under
evaporating conditions (i.e. mass transfer, heat and drag coefficients) as
well as the enhance of combustion.
Unlike DNS, where any representative turbulent scale is simulated, RANS
and LES model turbulent scales that are missed by the particles unless a spe-
cific interaction model is applied. For instance, in Figure 2.18 if the main flow
direction happens to meet with the big parcel (St 1) trajectory, any parti-
cle under a RANS calculation will follow their initial trajectory67. Regarding
LES, depending on the mesh resolution, vortex structure, le can be simulated
and the turbulent dispersion for large and intermediate drops (St ≥ 1) is car-
ried out by momentum transfer. However, modeled scales affecting smaller
droplets (St 1) still need an interaction sub-model to achieve realistic par-
ticle distributions.
Figure 2.18: Possible drop trajectories in a turbulent flow field [Cro+88]
The three mechanisms described above68 had been implemented for RANS
turbulence models and naturally inherit by LES. A popular stochastic sub-
model was suggested by Dukowicz [Duk80]. The version outlined by Gosman
67Only a difference in velocity magnitude due to momentum transfer
68Droplet dispersion, Eulerian turbulent content alteration and interphase transport rate
enhancement
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and Ioannides [GI83] is used in codes like Star-CD where the O’Rourke et al.
[Ams+89] version is the one implemented in KIVA and OpenFOAM.
As shown in eq. 2.48, the gas turbulence velocity was included in the cal-
culation of relative velocity between the parcels and the gas phase (Urel(ud))
[Ams+89]. Remember, for both RANS and LES follows the same formulation,
and turbulence dispersion velocity ud, is either the sub-grid velocity in LES
or the fluctuating velocity in RANS. As proposed by Amsden et al.[Ams+89]
turbulence velocity is directly proportional to turbulent kinetic energy within
the cell
ud = Cturb
√
2
3
k, (2.74)
where each component of the gas phase turbulence velocity is chosen randomly
from a Gaussian distribution (i.e. Cturb). Note, k states for turbulent kinetic
energy for RANS calculation, but only sub-grid scale turbulent kinetic energy
for LES. Therefore, a smaller value of turbulent velocity is expected in LES.
At this point a clarification needs to be done. Although, OpenFOAM has
the turbulence velocity field already implemented for RANS calculations, it
had to be adapted by the authors for LES. Also, the addition of turbulence
velocity is subject to a correlation time for RANS69 that was not taken into
account for LES due to the different nature of turbulent modeling (i.e. filtered
VS ensemble averaged). As a consequence a new value of ud was modelled
every Lagrangian time step (dt) for LES. The study of a correlation time in
order to include ud to the calculation of relative velocity and the different
types of Gaussian distributions to be used are out of the scope of the present
study.
In our calculations, this relative gas velocity seen by a ’droplet’ is used in
the Lagrangian calculations of all the spray processes (i.e. drag, both primary
and secondary break-up) and for k at the DS turbulent model.
69The minimum value between the eddy life time and the parcel stay time.
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3.1 Introduction
n the previous chapter we have reviewed the state-of-the art of the
numerical simulation of sprays. Once the different ways of simulating
sprays are stated, in this chapter we are going to focus in the set-up of
a Diesel spray simulation. Using the configuration described here, we have
performed all the simulations showed in the next chapter.
3.2 Diesel-like gas jet
The CFD code for E-E simulations used in this thesis is based on the rhoRe-
actingFoam solver. Since there is no parcel-gas liquid interaction, only the
part of the DS turbulent model published in 2002 was implemented [PR02].
Note the interface tracking is based on the VOF method.
Payri et al. [Pay+08a] (M¯0 = 1.11N)
Spray simulation Gasjet simulation
Fuel C13H28 N2
Chamber N2 N2
pinj (MPa) 73.995 -
pa (MPa) 3.5 3.5
Tf = Tch (k) 307.58 307.58
ρf/ρch 21.26 1
u¯0 (m/s) 373.27 373.27
dinlet (µm) 112 516
deq (µm) 516 516
Table 3.1: Physical conditions of non-evaporative spray and gas jet simulations
3.2.1 Injection rate
Velocity profile can be explicitly calculated from the momentum flux or the
mass flow rate. Figure 3.1 depicts the measurements from Gimeno [Gim08]
used for the gas jet and the non-evaporative spray calculations. Momentum
flux is achieved by measuring the impact force of the spray in a surface with
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a piezo-electric sensor [Pay+05]. The improved methodology to get mass flow
rate known as Bosch method (log tube)1 is described by Payri et al. [Pay+08a].
Figure 3.1: Injection rate measurements. Nozzle 634 (pinj − pa ≈ (800− 35)bar)
[Gim08].
In accordance with ECN recommendations, the inlet BC is calculated from
the mass flow rate measurements [Pay+08a]. Note a further improvement on
the methodology has been recently reported by Pickett et al. [Pic+13]. This
improved injection profile is used for the evaporative spray case2. Bear in
mind, mass flow rate is the average of a set of experiments. Therefore, turbu-
lent fluctuations are erased by the average process and the fluctuations shown
by the injection rate are due to the flow dynamics inside the nozzle. Since
LES require a certain level of turbulence at the inlet BC different strategies
have been tested.
3.2.2 Mesh domain
Two similar computational domains have been meshed with different ap-
proaches to study the influence of the cells shape and distribution on low-cost
computational meshes: locally refined mesh and grading mesh.
1From the pressure signal on an anechoic volume filled with the fuel injected.
2A virtual injection rate generator can be found at http://www.cmt.upv.es/ECN03.aspx.
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Locally refined mesh
The first computational domain is a cylindrical constant volume vessel
(D = 40mm, L = 100mm) that represents the shape of an injection test
rig chamber. The meshing methodology is fairly the same for the gas jet and
diesel spray calculations, with the same grid densities for both RANS and LES
calculations. In the spray calculations there is no specific surface dedicated to
the inlet BC (nozzle exit) and any external surface is defined as a wall.
Figure 3.2: Meshing procedure for gas jet calculations. From top to bottom. Right
column: Original mesh cells=(1× 1× 1)mm, first refinement step (Z direction.),
second refinement step (XY direcc.) Left column: Detail of refinements.
The refinement process (Figure 3.2) is as follows: given the spray exper-
imental angle (21.6◦) [Pay+08a] and based on the (1 × 1 × 1)mm cell mesh
(coarse grid), the region within a 20◦solid angle is refined. In a first step, cells
are split in Z direction only. Afterwards, the same region but the core cells,
is refined in XY direction. Core cells are not refined in XY direction because
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inlet BC sides of the square have a length l=457 µm according to the hydraulic
equivalent diameter. Thus a (0.5× 0.5× 0.5)mm cell mesh is confined to the
region where the gas jet will develop (standard grid). Following refinements
were performed in one step (i.e. X, Y, and Z directions at once) to get a
finer grid (0.25 × 0.25 × 0.25 mm). Note, 4z = 0.25mm refinement step is
performed only for the first 60mm, were penetration is expected by the end of
the simulation.
Following refinements were done with the objective of keeping the max CFL
number at the nozzle exit and improve there the physical description with
the minimum increment in total cell number. In this way, 4z = 0.125mm
cells are located within the first 10mm, 4z = 0.0625mm refinement goes
until Z = 7.5mm and 4z = 0.03125mm refinement was applied for the first
Z = 5mm (table 3.2). Hence, up to five different meshes were tested at the
mesh independency study were the difference between the most refined and
the previous one is concentrated within the first 5mm. As explained in full
refinements following 4z = 0.25mm do not make a significative difference
on RANS calculations, which sets the limit criteria for our engineering LES
meshes. In addition, this methodology provides a mesh topology comparable
to the grading mesh (Figure 3.5).
A biased shape of the gas jet case was detected which can be a consequence
of mesh shape affecting resolved or sub-grid scales or the filter operation. In
order to discern which one dominates, the study considers two different filter
definitions (section 2.3.3.5) as well as variations on the morphology of the cells.
First, vanDriest is the filter delta used for reference cases which calculates the
characteristic length as the cube root of the cell volume. In this way, neighbor
cells with half volume (i.e. the ones shown near the nozzle at Figure 3.3(a))
have half of the filter length.
In order to overcome the differences in filter length due to volume hetero-
geneity of neighbor cells, the so called maxDelta filter was used. This filter
uses the maximum length between the cell centre and its faces as the filter
length. Note, for a given perfect hexahedral cell, maxDelta filter length is half
of the vanDriest one.
Regarding cells shape, three meshing procedures lead to the configurations
shown at Figure 3.3. The reference mesh has a square inlet BC and both
hanging nodes and a notable axial heterogeneity. For the improved mesh,
inlet BC and hanging nodes are the same as the references but the cells are
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(a) reference mesh (b) improved mesh
(c) round inlet
Figure 3.3: Mesh shape effect on E-E DS spray evolution (4z = 0.25mm).
perfectly cubic, two hydraulic diameters from the inlet in the radial direction.
Finally, a circular like inlet characterize the third mesh, were hanging nodes
between axis and surrounding cells have been eliminated by means of a onetime
refinement step. As a consequence, inlet and core cells in axial direction are
smaller than the two previous meshes. In order to quantify, the improvement
in roundness achieve by the circular like inlet boundary the ratio between the
inlet perimeter an actual circle is provided:
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φ =
circle perimeter
inlet perimeter
∣∣∣∣
same area
. (3.1)
In the case of the square φ ≈ 0.44 where, for the octagon φ ≈ 0.97 being
more than a 100% closer to a perfect circular inlet BC In addition, note how
every cell surrounding inlet BC share a face with inlet cells in contrast to
previous meshes where corner cells have no connection.
Grading mesh
The second cylindrical domain (Figure 3.4) also represents the injection
test rig chamber (D = 40mm, L = 70mm) but with two main differences:
the mesh methodology and the beginning of the inlet BC In this case, there
is no local refinement, instead a growth ratio progressively increases the size
of the cells downstream the inlet BC avoiding hanging nodes, filter size dis-
continuities and providing axial homogeneity (Figure 3.5). In addition, this
mesh methodology is optimized for a cylinder shape. As a consequence, it
offers a fine physical discretization at the inlet with a lower number of cells
(i.e. 4.0 · 105 cells instead of 2.0 · 106 for ∆z ≈ 0.0625mm ) (table 3.2). The
square on Figure 3.5(a) depicts the extension and position of Figure 3.5(b).
Figure 3.4: Structured 3D growth rate meshing procedure. Left image: detail of
inlet BC
Regarding the location of the inlet BC, it is not located at the nozzle exit
but at the average position of the non-perturbed zone for a stabilized gas jet.
In order to determine the position as well as the fields to be set, the turbulent
gas jet theory [Des+07] of a fully developed equivalent gas jet is applied as
briefly presented below.
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#cells #cells
∆z inlet (fully refined) (partially refined) dt(CFL0.5)[s]
1mm 128100 128100 1.2 · 10−6
0.5mm(gasjet) 1024800 610997 6.4 · 10−7
0.5mm(spray) 897000 567160 5.0 · 10−7
0.25mm 8198400 1560617 3 · 10−7
0.125mm 65587200 1756743 1.4 · 10−7
0.0625mm − 2072219 7.7 · 10−8
0.03125mm − 2072219 7.7 · 10−8
Table 3.2: Mesh refinement
(a) Local refined mesh (b) 3D growth rate mesh
Figure 3.5: Axial cut plane colored by cell volume (∆z ≈ 0.0625mm at inlet).
Some studies referred at chapter 2 show how under certain conditions, mo-
mentum flux is conservative for any section perpendicular to the spray axis in
the steady region of the gas jet or diesel spray, and thus equal to that existing
at the nozzle exit [Des+03][Pay+05]. Therefore, a proper implementation of
the inlet boundary condition would perform the same spray development in-
dependent of where it would be placed. Hence, the inlet boundary condition
must be perpendicular to the spray axis, it has to contain the whole spray
and -in order to ensure a more realistic development of the flow- the boundary
inlet has to reproduce the same profile of the fields as in a steady spray. Since
momentum flux can be obtained from experimental data, the unknown factors
to set up the boundary condition can be identified by integrating momentum
over the whole spray section:
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M˙0 = M˙(x) =
∫ R
0
2pi(x, r)u(x, r)ru(x, r) dr, (3.2)
where subindex 0 identifies the fields at the inlet location, the x-coordinates
coincides with the spray axis and the r is the radial coordinate, ρ is the local
density in the diesel spray and once u is integrated only the axial component
(uaxis) is considered. Writing the density at an internal point of the spray in
terms of local concentration and assuming a Gaussian radial profile [Cor98]
for fuel concentration and axial velocity, Desantes et al, obtained the following
expression for the spray momentum:
M˙0 =
pi
2α
ρ tan2 (θu)x
2u2axis
∞∑
i=0
1(
1 + iSc2
) [(uaxis
u0
)(
1 + Sc
2
)(
ρf − ρa
ρf
)]i
,
(3.3)
here the Schmidt number (Sc) represents the relative rate of momentum and
mass transport and θu is the spray cone angle. Note, theoretical velocity decay
derived from eq. 3.3 will be used as a reference in future graphs. The inlet
location is defined when uaxis = u0. The gas jet injected under the physical
conditions shown in Table 3.1 fixes the end of the non-perturbed zone for the
isodense case at 4.073mm (∼ 8deq)3 from the nozzle exit. At this location, the
gas jet diameter is 2.07mm which is set as the inlet BC diameter. Here, the
velocity and concentration reference profiles follow equations 2.12 and 2.13.
Since LES calculation requires perturbed inlet boundary conditions, the refer-
ence Gaussian profiles are randomly perturbed with a 10% turbulent intensity,
as a first approximation (openFOAM’s default turbulentInlet BC). In a further
step, the fields from the locally refined mesh (Figure 3.5(a)) calculations are
mapped at the inlet BC so the results from an average perturbed profile can
be compared with the ones with actual simulated eddies.
3.2.3 Turbulent modelling
Turbulent models described in sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. Regarding LES models,
the no model turbulent treatment was not utilized due to the mesh coarseness
imposed by the thesis approach.
3Equivalent diameter, deq, was defined in 2.10.
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Spalart-Allmaras and OEE turbulent coefficients can be found at related
sections. Smagorinsky coefficient can be obtained as a combination of Ck and
Cε consistent with [YH85] (eq. 2.25). By default coefficients for incompressible
flow are Ck = 0.094 and Cε = 1.048 which provides the default constant
recommended by Pope4 (CS = 0.167). In the case of compressible flows,
default values are Ck = 0.02 and Cε = 1.048 because the formulation is slightly
different5. Finally, DS turbulent coefficients are Ck = 0.05 and Cε = 0.3
6.
3.3 Non-evaporative case
For L-E spray simulations dieselFoam solver was modified by including the
fully developed DS turbulent model. The detailed derivation of the model as
well as the source term for parcel-gas phase sub-grid interaction can be found
at the previous chapter (section 2.3.3.5) as well as at Bharadwaj’s PhD thesis
[BR10b].
As a result of the previous study of turbulent models, the study is focused
on the effect of OEE and DS models on the L-E spray calculations under both
evaporative and non-evaporative conditions. Mesh size effect is addressed
with 0.5mm and 0.25mm cell size, and the topology used is the one known as
improved mesh (Figure 3.3(b)). Following, the use of the phenomenological
spray models described at section 2.5.
3.3.1 Injection
In contrast with E-E gas jet calculations, injection profile is defined by the mass
flow rate instead of the velocity. In particular, the constInjector sub-model
randomly distribute parcels in a solid cone7 where parcels injected within the
same time step have the same mass. Additional parameters such total in-
jected mass (8.88 · 10−6kg), nozzle diameter (112µm), discharge coefficient
(Cd = 0.98), temperature, number of parcels and the injection temporal evo-
4This constant can be 0.1 0.2 and using 0.2 can be cause of high diffusivity.
5In both cases formulation as well as turbulent coefficients were not modified.
6Note coefficients reported at Bharadwaj’s thesis seems to be swapped by mistake.
7Experimental angle from [Pay+08a] (21.6◦).
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lution8 must be provided to the injection sub-model. Hence the experimental
mass flow rate shown in figure 3.1 is directly used for this calculations. For
statistical purposes a extended range of injection is obtained by concatenating
the stabilized part of the signal (i.e. limited by vertical lines).
Regarding the number of parcels injected, this thesis follows a study pub-
lished on a recent thesis of our department [Cha13]. In her work, Dr. Chavez
concluded that, under actual conditions, the number of parcels injected can
vary between 0.5 · 107 and 5 · 107. The number of parcels injected is within
this range (i.e. 35.000 parcels).
Finally, injected parcels follow the blow method [RD87] where the detailed
simulation is replaced by the injection of big spherical droplets with uniform
size. The diameter of these blobs equals the nozzle hole diameter as depicted in
Figure 3.6 which generates a region of large discrete liquid particles equivalent
to a dense core. Right after injection, blobs are subject to KH atomization
(section 2.5.2).
Figure 3.6: Injection blob-method (adapted from [Bau06])
3.3.2 Atomization
Advance recent models that account for cavitation KH-ACT [SA10] have
proven its efficiency on LES of diesel spray. However, the injection is carried
out by means of a non-cavitating nozzle which invites to select well-known
KH-RT model.
Small modifications on KH-RT breakup model (including primary breakup)
[BR99] were implemented. Standard KH-RT breakup model available in Open-
FOAM limits child parcel’s mass to a certain percentage of the average injected
8OpenFOAM automatically non-dimensionalize the profile in order to inject the total
mass by the end of the injection event.
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mass9. This limit was modified to take into account the actual mass of the
parent parcel instead. For the atomization model, the condition of the liquid
core was added to the modified break up model [RD87]:
Lcore = CBUd
√
ρl
ρg
, (3.4)
where Lcore is the core length, CBU is a constant between 7 and 15 (by default
CBU=7), d is the diameter of the nozzle exit and ρl and ρg are the density of
the liquid and the gas respectively. Note, the liquid core length defined for
L-E calculations has an equivalent portrayal to the non-perturbed zone of the
gas jet analogy [Des+07] where local velocity of injected phase is not affected
by the chamber gas, remaining at its injected velocity value a given times
(i.e. CBU times) the equivalent diameter. Consequently parcels belonging to
the initial stream are not affected by drag (i.e. no momentum transfer with
surrounding gas phase), within Lcore. Note, this drag-free condition does not
affect child parcels stripped from the injected ones as a consequence of the KH
instability. Note, Weber number is limited to 6 instead of 12 as recommended
by OpenFOAM.
3.3.3 Collision
Collision and coalescence in the diesel spray are not taken into account in
this study due to numerical instabilities. Also, O’Rourke’s collision model is
inherently grid dependent [SR00] and its use may disguise the influence of the
turbulent model within the refinement process.
3.3.4 Momentum transfer
Regarding drag calculation, the effect of droplet distortion on the parcel drag
is taken into account by OpenFOAM’s default formulation (section 2.5.4). In
particular, since there is no evaporation, no corrections on the drag coefficients
are needed.
9This reference is suitable for injected blobs but once the parent parcel has suffer previous
atomization, the reference must look at its actual mass.
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(a)
∂ρΓij
∂xj
− ∂ρτij∂xj (b)
∂p
∂xi
(c) SM˙,i
Figure 3.7: Momentum terms contribution [kg/(m2s2)] (RANS k-ε, ∆z ≈ 0.5mm,
t = 0.0015s ASOI, red dots are parcels).
In order to asses the particular contribution of the spray source term,
Figure 3.7 displays the contour plots of the terms of the eq. 2.2. For a
quantitative comparison, Figure 3.8 collects the values at the spray axis. Note,
the logarithmic scale at both the contour plot and the graph. In the case of
the contour plot, each change in color depicts a significative variation (i.e. an
order of magnitude). From now on, we will use ASOI as acronym for After
Start Of Injection to indicate an starting point for the time axis.
The contribution of the turbulent term and the spray source are in the
same order of magnitude at the spray axis. As expected, the spray source
term only provides values located at the cells where parcels are present.
It is worthy to mention how the contribution of viscous stress tensor (Γij)
is, at least, three orders of magnitude lower than Reynolds stresses (τij). In the
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Figure 3.8: Momentum contribution along the spray axis (RANS k-ε, ∆z ≈ 0.5mm,
t = 0.0015s ASOI
Figure 3.9: Momentum contribution along the spray axis (LES, ∆z ≈ 0.5mm,
t = 0.0015s ASOI).
case of our LES cases, when the viscous stress is compared with the modeled
sub-grid stresses, the same trend is observed. In addition the values of RANS
Reynolds stresses and LES sub-grid stresses are in the same order of magnitude
at the spray axis.
In this regard, few considerations from chapter 2 explain this behavior.
First, resolved terms of LES represent locally filtered values which are not
mean or ensemble averaged values. Although we are using the same notation
for RANS and LES, the properties of LES terms are different. In addition
to that, flow structures do not come from the turbulence model but from
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non-linear terms (i.e.
∂ρuiuj
∂xj
). Generally speaking, these flow structures are
likely to develop under dense grids and low dissipative turbulence models. On
the contrary, the meshes proposed are selected under RANS criteria (coarse
meshes) and LES spatial filtering increases sub-grid dissipation as the number
of cells in the grid decreases. As stated at the introduction, the challenge is to
find the minimum space discretization that allows non-linear terms to function
sufficiently.
Consistent with Figure 3.9, results at chapter 4 show how RANS-like cell
sizes allow non-linear interactions and a sufficient range of length scales even
though the dissipation modeled has the same levels as RANS calculations.
3.3.5 Turbulent dispersion
Regarding turbulence dispersion velocity (ud), OpenFOAM has that term al-
ready implemented for RANS calculations but it had to be adapted by the
author for LES. Also, the addition of turbulence velocity to the relative ve-
locity (eq. 2.48) is subject to a correlation time for RANS that was not taken
into account for LES due to the different nature of turbulent modeling (i.e.
filtered VS ensemble averaged).
Figure 3.10 shows the simulated relative velocity and the sigma field set
apart. Consistent with eq. 2.74, dispersion velocity is calculated as a function
of sigma field (i.e. ud = Cturbσ). Note as well the differences on the color
scales. On one hand, the linear scale for σ contour plot and on the other the
logarithmic scale used for the parcels. The range of values of the logarithmic
scale was selected to depict a ∼100% increase on the field with every color
change.
As clearly depicted, within the first third of the spray, the values of dis-
persion velocity may be10 in the same order of magnitude than the simulated
relative velocity seen by the parcels. Hence, it is specially critic to account for
its influence in this part of the spray.
A new value of ud is modeled every Lagrangian time step (dt) for LES.
The study of a correlation time in order to include ud to the calculation of
relative velocity and the different types of Gaussian distributions to be used
10Remember between dispersion velocity and sigma field there is a random number in the
range of 0-1.
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(a) Sigma field (σ =
√
2
3k) (m/s)
(b) Simulated relative velocity (up,i − u˜) (m/s)
Figure 3.10: Turbulent dispersion magnitude compared to relative velocity (DS,
∆z ≈ 0.5mm, Ck = 0.3 and Cε = 0.05, t = 0.003s ASOI).
are out of the scope of the present study, but some .
Finally, keep in mind that the relative gas velocity seen by a ’droplet’ (ud
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included) is used in the Lagrangian calculations of all the spray processes (i.e.
drag, both primary and secondary break-up, evaporation) and for k at the DS
turbulent model.
3.4 Evaporative case (Spray-A)
For the evaporative conditions, the experimental data comes from Spray-A.
Details of the experiments and related scientific publications can be found at
the ECN website11. In particular, boundary conditions set up have been taken
from Spray-A experiment series performed by CMT12.
Pickett et al. [Pic+13] (M¯0 = 1.5N)
Fuel C12H26
Chamber N2
Pinj / Pa (MPa) 150 / 6
Tf / Tch (k) 363 / 900
ρf/ρch 713.13/22.8
u¯0 (m/s) ∼ 600
dinlet (µm) 89.4
deq (µm) 500
Table 3.3: Physical conditions of spray-A
Note, following equation 2.10, Spray-A is equivalent to both the simulated
under non-evaporative conditions and the diesel-like gas jet (deq = 516 µm).
3.4.1 Injection rate
As shown by Pickett et al. [Pic+13], the accuracy of CFD model predictions
used to optimize the combustion process depends upon the accuracy of the
rate of injection (ROI). Figure 3.11 shows the improved rate used as the in-
let boundary condition. Note the smoothness when compared with the ROI
imposed to the non-evaporative case (Figure 3.1).
11http://www.sandia.gov/ecn/
12Available as well at: http://www.cmt.upv.es/ECN.aspx
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Figure 3.11: Spray-A injection rate.
Finally, atomization, break-up, collision and momentum transfer sub-models
are exactly the same as those used under non evaporative conditions. In this
regard, there is no correction applied on the CD calculation to model the
evaporation effects on the droplet drag 2.5.4 as suggested by referred studies.
Finally, Table 3.4 summarizes the numerical schemes used for the different
terms in Navier-Stokes equations as well as turbulent models for both RANS
and LES approaches.
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Operator/term Variable field Setup
∂φ
∂t All Euler and backward
∂φ
∂xi
Pressure Gauss linear
∂(φ·ui)
∂xi
ρ, ε, k, ksgs Gauss limitedLinear
u Gauss limitedLinearV
h Upwind
µ∂2φ
∂x2i
All Gauss linear corrected
Table 3.4: numerical schemes
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4.1 Introduction
nce we have described the state of the art in Diesel spray simulation and
the numerical set-up needed to perform one simulation. This chapter
is devoted to show the strengths of our approach and to validate the
results coming from the aforementioned configuration. As we will show a
correct set-up is a must for an adequate result, but BC are critical for obtain
the right solution.
4.2 LES of diesel-like gas jets
In the previous sections (section 2.3.3) we have described several LES models.
In order to understand the differences between these viscous and non- viscous
models, simulations injecting gas into a constant volume chamber have been
performed. First, mesh size dependency of macroscopic behavior has been
explored, maintaining the value of turbulent coefficients. First and second
order temporal schemes as well as the inlet boundary condition (both temporal
and spatial set up) are analyzed in an attempt to asses their effect on the
transient evolution of the gas phase.
4.2.1 Mesh size and temporal schemes independency
Locally refined mesh
Figure 4.1 shows the comparison of penetration for the different turbulent
models for two different levels of mesh refinement. Here the location of the
gas jet tip is placed for the isosurface depicted at Figure 4.2 (Yfuel = 0.01).
Also, note experimental results include both average and standard deviation.
Besides the match in experimental trend for all the turbulent models with
0.25 mm mesh, the way mesh refinement affects DS turbulent model is clearly
different to the rest of explored models. The refinement gradually changes the
temporal evolution of penetration whereas DS concentrates them on the early
stages of the gas jet evolution. It is also noticeable how DS maintains fairly
the same penetration by the end of the injection process. For the so called
viscous models, this temporal behavior can be explained by the isotropic way
to model turbulence already mentioned 2.3.3.5 where, in the case of DS, the
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Figure 4.1: Turbulent model penetration comparison (vanDriest filter, improved
mesh. >⊥ Experimental results, –·– Sm, – – – SA, –+– OEE, –×– DS, ––– k − ε (RANS)
dynamic formulation (i.e. Leonard tensor) is suffering from a lack of spatial
resolution near the nozzle exit. The fact that the DS matches experimental
trend right after initial discrepancy is an evidence of the performance of dy-
namic formulation under non-isotropic flow conditions. Note, both Figure 4.1
and Figure 4.2 show results calculated with first order temporal scheme and
the improved mesh for DS.
As mentioned above, Figure 4.2 depicts the Yfuel = 0.01 iso-surface colored
by velocity magnitude by the end of the injection event. The range of the
velocity magnitude has been modified to turn the contrast up but the value
at the inlet BC fluctuates around ∼ 373m/s. Although symmetric shape is
expected in RANS calculations, turbulent inlet boundary condition generates
asymmetry at the outer region of the jet and a fluctuating distribution for
gas velocity over that surface and the first part of the gas jet.Regarding gas
jets simulated by LES, the viscous models requires a physical length to fully
develop turbulence, given that the BC only applies a random perturbation on
the reference field value U¯ = (0, 0, 373.27)m/s. In this case, the fluctuation
scale is (0.05, 0.05, 0.1), α = 0.0001 (an actual temporal evolution of the
inlet can be seen at Figure 4.17). Note this is not a synthetic boundary
condition, where consistent eddies are introduced in the domain, being able
to naturally travel and evolve from the very beginning. From Figure 4.2,
the length for turbulence to develop is a function of cell size, time step, and
temporal scheme (Figure 4.6) and it has a significant impact on the penetration
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Figure 4.2: Iso-surface of Yfuel = 0.01 colored by velocity magnitude (t = 3ms ASOI
)
(Figure 4.8). Also, the laminar-like initial region is dependent on the temporal
scheme (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6)
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Figure 4.3: Mesh size independence study. >⊥ Experimental results, –·–4z = 1mm,
– – –4z = 0.5mm, –––4z = 0.25mm, –o–4z = 0.125mm
Among compressible viscous models available in OpenFOAM, it has been
already discuss the completeness and simplicity of OEE over the rest of the
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models. Regardless of the loss of accuracy in the prediction of penetration1
(Figure 4.3(b)) OEE includes an extra transport equation for ksgs. Besides
associated advantages to this transport equation, DS comparable formulation
helps further analysis and result comparison. Therefore, from now on the
study focuses on the differences between OEE and DS.
Unlike viscous models, where DS was used, this lack of turbulent con-
sistency at the inlet boundary condition did not require an extra length to
develop turbulence (once the plume has grown), showing a greater indepen-
dence from the inlet boundary condition (Figures 4.1, 4.3(c), 4.17). Hence the
dynamic formulation shows a higher capacity to generate consistent eddies
from a non-consistent input randomness. This unique performance of DS does
not prevent from the use of a turbulent BC. Like the others turbulent models,
the gas jet did not generate any turbulent motion in the calculated domain
when simulated with a non-perturbed constant value (Figure 4.20). As ex-
pected, a minimum level of perturbation is required for LES simulations2. In
addition, cell size and time step have a lower impact on penetration, regardless
of the increase of turbulent scales seen with smaller cell size mesh. Compare
with viscous models, this independence includes the increase of the temporal
schemes (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.4: Gas jet axis velocity decay (U¯0 = 373.27m/s, t = 3ms ASOI, first ddt).
––– Theoretical decay, –––k − ε (RANS), – – –OEE, · · · DS, – · – k − ε (RANS
4z = 0.0625mm)
1Penetration trend can be fixed by tuning OEE turbulent coefficients.
2Discussed in greater detail at the following section.
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Results about axis velocity decay are shown in Figure 4.4 for different mesh
sizes. The abscissa has been defined as velocity divided by a constant value
(i.e. the average inlet velocity). Note how inlet velocity has been randomly
modified (Iz=10% at Z = 0) by the boundary condition and it can be higher
or lower than the average (1 ≤ U(0) ≤ 1). Each marker on the DS result
gives the value at the axis cell center so that the increase on mesh resolution
can be appreciated. An increment in frequency content on the instantaneous
axis velocity as a consequence of the increase of simulated eddies was found
as we refined the mesh from 4z = 1mm to 4z = 0.25mm. Remember
4z = 0.125mm refinement step is performed only for the first 10mm and no
significant changes can be appreciated after this point for DS velocity decay
results. . Regarding the 4z = 0.125mm refined area, DS turbulent model
matches better the end of the averaged non-perturbed zone than RANS and
OEE approaches. It is worthy to note that, for the4z = 0.125mm refinement,
there are 4 cell elements in X and Y coordinate directions at the nozzle surface,
which is the minimum suggested for RANS transient jets [Abr97]. However,
0.25mm is the refinement chosen for the improved hexaedral mesh following
penetration results. In addition 4z = 0.25mm mesh provides a consistent
mesh size and topology to compare with the L-E cases.
Grid-dependence of diesel-like gas jets using RANS (Figure 4.3(a)) follows
the common CFD rule of decreasing as the number of cells is increased. In
the case of LES the same trend must be found although the asymptotic limit
for the cell size would be set by the DNS requirements under the specific flow
simulation. Since the goal is to keep the same computational cost of RANS
calculations the mesh will be set by the RANS grid-independent cell size. From
this point LES should approach the most realistic behavior possible by means
of improved turbulent models. As shown by Figure 4.3(a) no change in pene-
tration is appreciated between 0.25 mm and 0.125 mm mesh. Therefore, 0.25
mm cell size fixes the threshold for OEE and DS results to match experimental
trends in order to set a comparable computational performance.
As previously mentioned Euler temporal schemes (first order) calculations
were run with an adjustable time step based on a CFL = 0.5. In contrast, cases
calculated with backward temporal scheme (second order) needed a smaller
CFL (i.e. CFL=0.125) to avoid instabilities. As it can be seen, for OEE (figure
4.5(a)) not only the reduction of time step required by the temporal scheme
affects the penetration evolution, but the temporal scheme itself. In contrast,
there is no substantial improvement when DS is used with 4z = 0.25mm
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Figure 4.5: Time step and temporal scheme effect on penetration (4z = 0.25mm,
reference mesh). >⊥ Experimental results, –––k − ε (RANS), – – –1stddt CFL = 0.5,
––1stddt CFL = 0.125, –+– 2ndddt CFL = 0.125
mesh (Figure 4.5(b)). Also both parameters have a smaller impact on the
DS than the OEE by the end of the calculation. This argument supports
the superiority of DS formulation based on the fact that Leonard tensor may
need initial time to generate consistent anisotropic turbulence, but have no
further macroscopic consequences on jet development after that (Figure 4.7).
Regarding OEE, initial penetration is the same independently on numerical
scheme or dt (Figure 4.5(a)) as a consequence of the required physical length
to generate turbulence (i.e. not because of a better or a more robust turbulent
modelling). Afterwards changes in penetration appear
As explained at section 3.2 variations on the morphology of the cells com-
bined with different filter definitions were performed to analyze their impact
on LES models. Figure 4.8 shows the penetration of different mesh topology
calculated with maxDelta filter size. The percentage differences of penetration
based on the filter utilized is included.
As mention in section 3.2.2, vanDriest is the by default filter used for
previous results (Figures 4.1 - 4.7) For instance, the penetration difference in
dash dotted blue, compares penetration curves with 4z = 0.25mm results of
Figure 4.3. In particular, a negative percentage means a lower penetration for
the case with vanDriest filter.
Regarding DS results, when compared with square inlet meshes, roundInlet
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(a) Reference (first order ddt, CFL = 0.5)
(b) First order ddt, CLF = 0.125
(c) Second order ddt
Figure 4.6: Contour plots of velocity magnitude (Reference mesh, 4z = 0.25mm;
t=0.003s ASOI). Left column: One equation eddy. Right column: Dynamic
structure.
reduces the first part discrepancy with experimental measurements of pene-
tration. Also, vanDriest filter initially worsens3 jet inception (i.e. before the
slope changes) but it has very little impact afterwards.
3Although is a small percentage (≤ 5%) over a small magnitude.
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(a) First order ddt (CFL = 0.5) (b) Second order ddt
Figure 4.7: Gas jet first instants. Isosurface Yfuel = 0.01 colored by velocity (DS,
4z = 0.25 mm, reference mesh)
In order to analyze velocity decay evolution, bear in mind that same axial
mesh resolution is applied to all topologies. The only difference between square
and round- like inlet is the discretization within the nozzle diameter in XY
direction (i.e. along the axis). Compared with square inlet meshes, roundInlet
mesh better displays the theoretical non perturbed zone (i.e. a constant axis
magnitude within this region). In this regard, the fact of having a greater axial
velocity close to the nozzle does not increase penetration significantly4 (Figure
4.14(b)). In the same sense, the initial evolution of penetration (i.e. t ≤
0.0005s) is lower than the square inlet. The increase of turbulent description
enhances mixture and compensates for the actual values of axial velocity.
In the case of OEE, it may seem that the worst mesh leads to the better
jet evolution. However, Initial separation between simulated and experimental
penetration responds to the initial length required to develop turbulence5. In
the same sense the decrease on the slope produced by vanDriest filter can not
be considered an improvement, even if it means a match with the experimental
penetration by the end of the injection event. In this regard, OEE turbulent
model has a higher dependency on the inlet boundary condition and the filter
effect may be assessed afterwards . Regarding the change in slope for round
inlet after 60mm, remember the mesh refinement limits.
4Contrary to what one would expect.
5This idea will be further explained in following sections. As a provisional prove check
velocity decay, as well as, Figures 4.2 and 4.17.
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(a) OEE penetration
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(b) DS penetration
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Figure 4.8: Mesh shape and filter effect on gas jet (4z = 0.25mm, filter maxDelta).
–––Round inlet, – · – Improved mesh, – – – Reference mesh
Axis velocity decay (Figure 4.8(c)) shows the initial length required to
develop turbulence. Note the extended delay on the generation of turbulence
depicted by roundInlet mesh. Also, once turbulent behavior appears (0.025-
0.04s) it further increases the velocity decay (seen also at Figure 4.10(a)).
Figure 4.9 shows the temporal evolution of axial velocity decay for the
three topologies. As used in Figure 4.9(c) lines from 0.5ms (light gray) to 3ms
(black) are drawn each 0.5ms. Note how for the first time the penetration for
the three topologies coincide (Figure 4.14(b)). However, the velocity decay
varies and only the round inlet mesh consistently shows a realistic evolution of
the non perturbed zone. Macroscopic parameters such penetration are clearly
insufficient to assess LES. Also, round inlet mesh achieves a higher turbu-
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Figure 4.9: Temporal evolution of velocity decay (DS, 4z = 0.25mm, filter
maxDelta) – – –Theoretical decay.
lent amplitude. Notice, filter can not be blamed since the longest distance
(i.e. in Z direction) at the axis is the same for all three configurations (same
physical discretization). Hence, it has to be related with the radial improved
discretization. Since the solution obtained with OEE is not realistic (Figure
4.14(a) and 4.8(c)) there is no need to analyze temporal evolution. In fol-
lowing sections improved inlet boundary conditions will reproduce reasonable
macroscopic evolution of the gas jet simulated with OEE turbulent model.
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Figure 4.10: Average velocity decay (4z = 0.25mm). >⊥ Round inlet, >⊥ Reference
mesh.
Velocity field shown in Figure 4.10 have been time averaged from 0.003s to
0.009s. In interest of clarity, only two mesh results are included in each graph:
reference mesh and roundInlet mesh. Note, the bars show both average and
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standard deviation. Also, the blue and red line at the bottom of the graph
depicts the actual value of the standard deviation. The black line represents
the velocity decay at t=0.003s.
(a) reference mesh (b) vanDriest filter (c) maxDelta filter
(d) improved mesh (e) vanDriest filter (f) maxDelta filter
(g) round inlet (h) vanDriest filter (i) maxDelta filter
Figure 4.11: Mesh shape effect on E-E gas jet (DS, 4z = 0.25mm).
As seen at the DS velocity decay temporal evolution (Figure 4.9), turbulent
amplitude is greater for round inlet than for the square inlet meshes. Note as
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well, the averaged inlet is greater than 1. TurbulentInlet randomly modifies
the reference value (i.e. ~u = (0, 0, 373)) but does not take into account that
for the magnitude, X and Y components always add their values, no matter
what their sign is. Hence, the average of vector fields magnitude is always
greater than the reference value imposed at the boundary condition6.
In the case of OEE, besides necessary improvements in the inlet BC, mesh
inhomogeneity is a turbulent precursor. For this particular case it is greater
than the random inlet Itself. As explained in the following section, this is not
the case when consistent turbulence is introduce by means of mapped inlet.
In summary there is a less overall effect on DS, from mesh topology and
the type of filter for the range of cell sizes studied. The main differences are
limited to the penetration first instants, for both parameters.
The last isosurfaces at Figure 4.7 (i.e. reference mesh) show a lack of axial
symmetry. The biased shape of the gas jet case can be a consequence of mesh
shape affecting resolved or sub-grid scales. There are two different inlet B.C
(i.e. square and octagon) and two mesh procedures within the square shaped
inlet B.C as shown at Figure 4.11 (gas jet as seen from the inlet). In this way
we should be able to analyze the effect of inlet shape, cells morphology and
the lack of hanging nodes.
Following filter definitions7 neighbor cells with half volume (i.e. the ones
shown near the nozzle at Figure 4.11(a)) have half of the vanDriest filter
length. Whereas maxDelta has an homogeneous filter length since 4z =
0.25mm is a constant in the region of interest. Consequently the same biased
shape for both filter with the reference mesh dismiss the filter as the cause of
asymmetry. In addition, the fact that the improved mesh and round inlet mesh
partially recover the symmetry supports the previous statement. Therefore,
the asymmetry is a consequence of the effect of the mesh on the resolved
scales. Keep in mind that the shape of Leonard stress tensor is based on the
simulated scales. Hence the effect on resolved scales is transferred to sub-grid
scales magnifying the tendency.
Figure 4.12 shows a X plane contour plot of jets from Figure 4.11. Note the
apparent increase in spread angle of reference mesh due to cell shaped pref-
6This circumstance does not apply to scalar fields.
7vanDriest is the cube root of the cell volume, and maxDelta uses the maximum length
between the cell centre and its faces as the filter length.
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(a) Reference mesh
(b) Improved mesh
(c) Round inlet
Figure 4.12: Mesh shape and filter effect on gas jet spreading angle (4z = 0.25mm,
t=0.003s ASOI). Left column: vanDriest filter. Right column: maxDelta filter.
erential spread directions. Also, images confirm the extended non-perturbed
zone at the round inlet meshes (i.e.high velocity region limited by white shape
triangle from nozzle exit). Hence, at the end of the injection event, the small
differences in penetration come from an artificially enhanced spreading rate.
In order to categorically state the effect of mesh topology on the DS tur-
bulent model, time or ensemble averaged results must be analyzed. In this
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(a) Reference mesh (Yfuel = 0.01, colored by U)
(b) Round inlet (Yfuel = 0.01, colored by U)
(c) Round inlet (U = 0.01 · U0, colored by Yfuel)
Figure 4.13: Mesh topology effect on averaged gas jet (DS, 4z = 0.25mm).
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regard average velocity decay graphs have been already discussed (Figure 4.10
). Figure 4.13 shows the average surface of the first 40mm. Left and center
images represent the jet at 0.003s as seen from the inlet and the side. The
white cuts on the jet side view are placed as a reference8. The same cuts
appear at the averaged surface. The averaging process begins at the end of
the injection event (t=0.003s) when the flow has already passed twice by the
further section of study (i.e. Z=40mm). The average is run for 0.006s. Hence
by the end of the averaging the pass flow time (pft) at Z=40mm is ∼ 5.
Although instant images of roundInlet iso-surfaces may look axisymmetric,
the average of the field reveals a preferential spread direction. As expected,
this behavior is not only related to the transport scalar of injected fuel, but
applies to velocity field as well. Figure 4.13(c) displays the iso-surface of 1% of
U0. Note this surface should be equivalent to the Yfuel = 0.01 iso-surface if the
rate of momentum equals mass transport (Sc =1). Also the range of velocity
magnitude (0-15m/s) and Yfuel (0-0.04) are equivalents under this hypothesis.
Velocity and Yfuel snapshots at 0.003s are not very similar but the surfaces
for the averaged fields are very close9. Non-axisymmetric isosurface of average
velocity advises against the analysis of radial profiles. Instead they will be
displayed at the following section with the improved inlet BC.
As already mentioned, OEE results are pending on a proper inlet BC. As
a qualitative reference, following graphs and figures are consistent with the
analysis performed for DS . First, the effect of mesh topology and filter on the
velocity decay is displayed at Figure 4.14. Consistent with Figure 4.14(a) the
greater differences appear for both filters with the round inlet mesh. Also, the
difference in initial length to develop turbulence clearly appears at the contour
plots. The closer to the nozzle the lower penetration is achieved by the jet.
Surfaces and lines at Figure 4.15 are colored with a range of magnitude
velocity within (0-15[m/s]). Apparently there are not marked preferential
directions and Iso-surface images does not offer a clear view (i.e. too much
information). In order to distinguish the shape of the jet, several cuts along
the axis have been performed (i.e. 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40mm).
The isosurface of the average field for the reference mesh and the roundIn-
let mesh can be found at Figure 4.16. When compared with Figure 4.13 OEE
calculations need a longer period of time to average results. Since the only
8Figure 4.15 displays only the cuts at the same locations.
9For this particular case, the averaged Sc ¿ 1.
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Figure 4.14: Mesh topology and filter effect on OEE gas jet (4z = 0.25mm,
t=0.003s ASOI).
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(a) vanDriest filter (Isosurface)
(b) vanDriest filter, cuts
(c) maxDelta filter (Isosurface)
(d) maxDelta filter, cuts
Figure 4.15: Mesh shape effect on E-E OEE spray evolution (DS, 4z = 0.25mm,
t=0.003s ASOI). From left to right: reference mesh, improved mesh and round inlet.
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variable changing here is the mesh topology. One may state that cells inhomo-
geneity is a turbulent precursor. As analyzed at following sections, its weight
becomes significant when non consistent eddies are introduce in the domain
.In any case, the fact that inlet BC is key for OEE sets any further comment
to the following section.
(a) Reference mesh (Yfuel = 0.01, colored by U)
(b) Round inlet (Yfuel = 0.01, colored by U)
Figure 4.16: Mesh topology effect on averaged OEE gas jet (4z = 0.25mm,
maxDelta).
Finally, turbulent content of the flow can be seen at Figure 4.17. Note
the inlet signal has exactly the same turbulent content for both DS and OEE.
Inside the zoom region of DS graph we can appreciate the differences on the
amplitude of the flow imposed and the amplitude of the closest signal to the
nozzle (5mm). Bear in mind that this probe is right at the end of the non-
perturbed zone, where the axis velocity should be very close to the injected
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one and the interaction with the surrounding low velocity flow increases the
turbulence. DS allows such patterns where OEE axis velocity decays (with
∼ 1/x) and keeps the same turbulent content as the injection 2cm downstream
the nozzle.
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Figure 4.17: Axis velocity probes (4z = 0.25mm, roundInlet, maxDelta filter)
Ordinate range in zoom region is the same as the originating graph.
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Grading mesh
As stated at section 3.2.2 the domain covers the first 0.07m after the end of
the non-perturbed zone (Figure 3.4). At this location, the average radial profile
of velocity and mass fraction follows the Gaussian distributions described in
section 2.2 (eq. 2.12 and 2.13). Hence, both profiles are imposed as the
reference for the turbulentInlet BC.
Figure 4.18 compares the penetration temporal evolution of both locally
refined10 and grading mesh. Note the penetration of the locally refined mesh
starts at (0,0) where the grading mesh penetration starts at ∼ 0.004m. Also,
a delay time is applied to account for the time needed by the spray to reach
that location (∼ 2.5 · 10−5s)
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Figure 4.18: Penetration (4z = 0.0625mm). >⊥ Experimental data, ––– Improved
mesh, – – – Grading mesh.
In agreement with the previous section, results of penetration for OEE ask
for an improvement on the injection temporal evolution (i.e. the inlet BC).
On one side, there is very little difference between the penetration of Figure
4.3(b) (4z = 0.125mm, improved mesh) and the following refinement iteration
depicted at Figure 4.18(a). On the other, OEE is unable to generate any
turbulent structure on the gradMesh domain(Figure 4.19(a)) nor to approach
the theoretical velocity decay.
From Figure 4.19(a) it is worthy to mention the improvement of the hex-
10Remember local refinement to achieve 4z = 0.0625mm cell size is applied within the
first 7.5mm.
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aedral mesh on the velocity decay. A local refinement on the first 7.5mm
improves, not only the match of the non-perturbed zone but the rest of the
∼ 1/x axial decay.
Regarding DS, the local refinement reduces the initial deviation with pen-
etration seen at Figure 4.3(c) (4z = 0.125mm, improved mesh). Although
grading mesh penetration shows a shift from the experimental data, it repro-
duces the characteristic change of slope and the second stretch has the same
gradient as the experimental penetration.
As expected the relevance of the BC increases with spatial discretization.
Both OEE and DS require a better inlet BC to further analyze jet behavior
as simulated on grading mesh.
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Figure 4.19: Gas jet axis velocity decay (U¯0 = 373.27m/s, 4z = 0.0625mm,
t = 3ms ASOI). ––– Theoretical decay, –––k − ε (RANS), · · · Improved mesh,
– – –Grading mesh.
4.2.2 Boundary conditions sensitivity
This sections offers the record of successive improved inlet fields to simulate
the reference case for both the locally refined mesh and the grading mesh.
Locally refined mesh
Besides turbulentInlet BC already described, there are basically two proce-
dures to improve the turbulence of the imposed inlet fields. On one hand, fields
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from previous simulations or experiments can be mapped on the inlet BC. In
this way, by assuring sufficient temporal and spatial discretization, consistent
turbulence is introduced on the domain. On the other, consistent eddies can
be artificially generated (i.e. synthesize ) at the BC. Synthetic BC has been
developed for OpenFOAM and applied to exhaust LES by Montorfano et al
[Mon+11]. However, the lack of resolution of the inlet BC in the present study
(i.e. up to 4 elements for 0.25 mm cell) reduces its impact on the solution (re-
lated to the increase of complexity associated) and therefore advised against
the use of this BC. Nevertheless, in light of the present results the study of
this synthetic BC on the simulation of diesel-like gas jets is proposed as future
works.
(a) 4z = 1mm (b) 4z = 0.5mm
Figure 4.20: Gas jet shape as a function of inlet BC type (OEE, t=3ms ASOI)
On a first approach, both constant and turbulent BC were tested. As
already mentioned, the behavior displayed at Figure 4.20 is consistent with
any of the turbulent models previously used. Once confirmed a minimum
level of perturbation is required for LES simulations, the goal is to delimit
that minimum in terms of inlet quality.
Figure 4.21 shows the experimental injection rate and the temporal evolu-
tion of the inlet velocity. As already mentioned, the signal of a probe from one
of the calculations is used to reproduce consistent turbulence. The case se-
lected is calculated with DS on a roundInlet domain. As Figure 4.8(d) shows,
this case reproduces the behavior of the non-perturbed zone, and it has the
closer trend to the theoretical velocity decay.. .
It is worthy to note the 1mm difference between the probe of Figure 4.21(b)
and 4.21(c). Although there are only four cells between them, conceptually
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Figure 4.21: Evolution of the inlet BC
they belong to two different regions of the gas jet (i.e. right before and after
the end of the non-perturbed zone). The difference in turbulent content is
clear and it has already been analyzed11 .
Finally, experimental injection rate (Figure 4.21(a)) is an averaged profile
from mass flow rate measurements. Therefore, turbulence is removed by the
average process and the fluctuations shown by the injection rate are due to the
flow dynamics inside the nozzle. Hence, by adding a consistent turbulent sig-
nal to the experimental velocity profile we are reproducing a singular injection
event (Figure 4.21(d)). With this strategy we try to to improve the simulation
11The increase in turbulence of 0.005mm probe is due to the interaction of the injected
gas (high velocity) with the surrounding gas (low velocity).
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of the jet first instants (e.g. the first part of the penetration). . Note from now
on the term turbulent experimental rate will refer to the combination of the
experimental rate with the 4mm probe signal (i.e. red line at Figure 4.21(d)).
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Figure 4.22: Penetration. Effect of consistent turbulence. (vanDriest, roundInlet
mesh). –––turbulentInlet, – · – mapped (5mm probe), – – – OEE cε = 0.916,
ck = 0.067 (mapped from 5mm probe),
Figure 4.22 shows the effect of the improvement in the physical description
of the turbulence at the inlet. By including consistent eddies OEE penetra-
tion experiences a drastic reduction. The main improvement is located at the
initial penetration due to a reduction of the initial length required to develop
turbulence. Afterwards, the second slope of both turbulentInlet and mapped
penetration are very similar. Hence, there is a limited influence on the sec-
ond penetration stretch. A OEE case with modified turbulent coefficients
is included to show the relative effect when compared with the inlet BC. In
contrast with the BC, the turbulent coefficients affect the second part of the
penetration.
We have verified as well how mapped roundInlet and improved mesh dif-
fer very little (even with slightly modified turbulent coefficients). Hence It
is clear how OEE needs consistent turbulent eddies even for poor physical
discretization.
Regarding the DS, imposed mapped fields have similar qualitative effect.
The inlet BC improves the initial penetration and has no influence on the
second part. However the BC has a lower impact on the DS which confirms
the robustness of the model.
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Figure 4.23: Velocity decay. Effect of consistent turbulence. (vanDriest, roundInlet
mesh). –––turbulentInlet, · · · mapped (5mm probe), – – – OEE cε = 0.916,
ck = 0.067 (mapped from 5mm probe).
Changes previously described can be seen reflected on the velocity decay
of the jets (Figure 4.23). In both cases (i.e. OEE and DS) the non-perturbed
zone is reduced moving the axis velocity field underneath the theoretical decay.
The explanation of this behavior can be found on the average fields shown at
Figure 4.24.
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Figure 4.24: Average velocity decay. Effect of consistent turbulence. (DS,
vanDriest, roundInlet mesh). >⊥ turbulentInlet, >⊥ mapped (5mm probe),
–––turbulentInlet (3ms ASOI), – · –mapped (3ms ASOI).
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Note how the end of the non-perturbed zone can be characterized by an in-
crease of velocity variance. Hence at the mapped BC case, the non-perturbed
zone nearly disappears. This behavior is consistent with the turbulent char-
acteristics of the inlet BC. The mapped values come from a probe at (0, 0,
0.00525)m where the flow is already a mixture of the injection and the sur-
rounding.
As expected, when averaged mapped velocity decay is shifted towards
Z=0.00525m (i.e. the position where inlet data was acquired) averaged in-
let velocity matches with turbulentInlet solution. In this regard, it is worthy
to mention how after the initial discrepancies (Figure 4.24(b)) both average
and standard deviation match (Z > 0.5 + 1.5cm)
In order to be consistent, the fields imposed should be mapped within the
non-perturbed zone (Z < 0.407m). In order to let turbulence develop, the
probe must be placed at the cell in front of the beginning of the theoretical
decay line. As we have seen, this happens to be the location where turbulent
inlet variance increases for the source case (i.e. DS, roundInlet) setting the
end of the non-perturbed zone.
Following results compare mapped inlet BC with different turbulent nature
(i.e. flow influenced by surrounding fluid or not). As it has already shown,
an inlet mapped from 5mm probe represents an upgrade with respect to the
openFOAM default turbulentInlet. However, there is a margin of improvement
as it can be deduced from Figures 4.21(b) and 4.21(c).
Regarding penetration, Figure 4.25 shows a minor change on OEE jet and
even smaller for DS. In the case of OEE, the increase of penetration when
mapped with the 4mm-probe signal is due to the lower turbulence and the
consequent mixing descent. In the case of DS, turbulent content has a lower
impact as it has been demonstrated.
Velocity decay graphs (Figure 4.25(b)) show a greater improvement than
penetration. Note how, besides the enhance simulation of the non-perturbed
zone, and despite the differences on the initial velocity decay, penetration is
almost the same for both DS and OEE. Instantaneous values of both OEE
and DS show a better evolution within the non-perturbed zone and a decay
closer to the theoretical trend.
As in the previous section, average velocity fields reveal a greater extent of
the improvement achieved. Note, the drastic difference between mapping with
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Figure 4.25: Effect of probe location (vanDriest, roundInlet mesh). Left column:
OEE, right column: DS. –––turbulentInlet, − – – mapped (4mm probe), – · –
mapped (5mm probe).
1mm of difference in the probes location. It is key to have the fields before
the injected flow mixes with the chamber gas.
In both cases, turbulentInlet and 4mm-mapped field cases increase the
variance towards the vicinity of the theoretical end of non-perturbed zone.
Also, the maximum variance happen to meet in magnitude and axial position.
Also, looking at the non-perturbed zone. turbulentInlet stochastic eddies
neutralizethemselves reducing both the effective velocity magnitude imposed
and the variance closer to the nozzle exit. On the contrary, when mapping
consistent turbulent fields velocity magnitude show a sustained initial value
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Figure 4.26: Average velocity decay. Effect of inlet turbulent content. (DS,
vanDriest, roundInlet mesh). >⊥ turbulentInlet, >⊥ mapped, –––turbulentInlet (3ms
ASOI), – · – mapped (3ms ASOI)
and a reduced growth on the variance.
Note, at the end of the signal acquired by the 4mm probe (Figure 4.21(c))
there are 2 eddies with similar turbulent content than the 5mm probe. They
can be easily identified since the inlet velocity magnitude suddenly drops under
300m/s. During that particular time the non-perturbed zone is momentarily
shorten leaving the 4mm probe exposed to the mixture flow where velocity
decays ∼ 100m/s. Note, the standard deviation previous to those eddies is
11m/s which makes the unexpected eddy an order of magnitude greater.
In all fairness with the data measured they were not tone down when the
signal was repeated for averaging process. As a consequence certain bump
before the maximum variance can be seen. Also, those eddies were kept when
the 4mm-probe signal was combined with the experimental average injection
rate.
Figure 4.27 compares the average velocity decay of OEE and DS. Note,
the eddies of unusual lower velocity introduced at the end of the injection rate
affects the initial increase of OEE variance as well.
Axis velocity is very similar until the theoretical start of velocity decay
(i.e. end of non-perturbed zone). At that very moment the variances over the
mean increase for both as well as the differences on the actual and average
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Figure 4.27: Average velocity decay. Effect of consistent turbulence on LES model.
(vanDriest, roundInlet mesh, mapped from 4mm probe). >⊥ DS, >⊥ OEE, –––DS
(3ms ASOI), – · – OEE (3ms ASOI)
velocity between them. In particular, OEE depicts greater eddies at the axis
(higher variance) . This, combined with the lower axis averaged velocity after
3cm, increases the residence time of eddies which require longer periods for
averaging . Consequently, OEE calculations require higher number of PFT
(pass flow time) than DS to get the same quality of averaged fields (.
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(a) 3ms AVG vs 6ms AVG (b) Instant velocity decay
Figure 4.28: Velocity decay. Extended averaging time and instant values. (OEE,
vanDriest, roundInlet mesh). >⊥ 6ms averaged, >⊥ 3ms averaged, −−− 3ms ASOI,
+ · + 5ms ASOI, · · · 6ms ASOI, – · – 7ms ASOI, ––×–– 9ms ASOI.
In order to check the adequacy of the average time used (i.e. 3ms) Figure
4.28 shows the averaged velocity profiles for both 3ms and 6ms time windows.
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A insignificant difference can be appreciated at the end of the range plotted
(i.e. from 0.04m in advance). Also, since the first 3ms are mimic in order
to get statistics, the instant velocity field imposed at 3ms, 6ms and 9ms, as
well as previous temporal evolution of the inlet are exactly the same. In this
regard it is interesting to notice how axis velocity profile matches right until
the end of the non-pert zone.
Fields shown at Figures 4.26, 4.27 and 4.28 have been time averaged by
OpenFOAM. In contrast, the velocity shown in Figure 4.29(a) has been acquire
with probes at the given locations (i.e. inlet, 5mm, 10mm, 20mm, 30mm,
40mm, 50mm, 60mm). The average time window is 3ms and the Average
consistency is the ratio between the average at a given time and the last value
(i.e. at 6ms).
Consistent with results seen at Figure 4.27 the DS shows a higher ampli-
tude for probes close to the nozzle (i.e. 5mm and 10mm) where OEE probes
> 20mm show a greater amplitude. In this regard, notice how the velocity field
5mm downstream the nozzle can be higher than the injected (DS at Figure
4.29(a)).
Also, the 20mm probe for OEE results clearly shows a lower frequency
associated with the highest eddies. As confirmed with further analysis on the
isosurfaces, velocity big fluctuations (i.e. big eddies) require longer averaging
periods, even if the average velocity is higher. Note as well, how 30mm down-
stream the inlet, the velocity field for OEE requires more time than DS to
reach a stationary state. This happens even if the initial increase in velocity
for this probe, happens before its counterpart at the DS case. As a conse-
quence, for a 3ms average window, OEE 60mmm probe can not be taken into
account. In the same sense,50mm does not show a well established field at
4.29(a) nor a steady average value at Figure 4.29(c).
Figure 4.30 shows the contour plots of the cases compared at Figure 4.25.
As already seen at the instantaneous velocity decay, turbulence is developed
closer to the nozzle when using a mapped inlet. In addition, the initial angle
for the 5mm probe is greater than the 4mm probe, for both OEE and DS. This
behavior concurs with the difference in variance of Figure 4.26. Note the field
plotted there is the velocity magnitude, but the increase of variance applies to
the components perpendicular to the axis direction (i.e. X and Y). Hence, the
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Figure 4.29: Axis probes. (3ms average window, vanDriest, roundInlet mesh). Left
column: OEE. Right column DS.
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(a) turbulentInlet
(b) Inlet mapped after non-perturbed zone (5mm probe)
(c) Inlet mapped within non-perturbed zone (4mm probe)
Figure 4.30: Inlet turbulent content effect on gas jet velocity field (4z = 0.25mm,
t=0.003s ASOI). Left column: OEE. Right column: DS.
solid angle covered by the 5mm probe signal12 is greater than the 4mm probe.
Note as well, the inlet mapped is the same for both turbulent models, but the
turbulence developed and the consequent jet shape is particular to each one.
Also, now that consistent turbulence is imposed both turbulent models
show similar robustness and the local differences (i.e. increased in the non-
perturbed zone, initial jet angle) have to be addressed by specific post-process
and compared with experimental measurements.
Figures 4.31 and 4.33 show the Yfuel = 0.01 isosurfaces, colored by velocity
12Inlet flow and chamber gas have been already mixed.
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(a) Inlet mapped after non-perturbed zone (5mm probe)
(b) Inlet mapped within non-perturbed zone (4mm probe)
Figure 4.31: Inlet turbulent content effect on averaged DS gas jet. Yfuel = 0.01,
colored by U (4z = 0.25mm, t=3ms ASOI).
magnitude for both instant and average fields. Considering eddies are trans-
ported at the average velocity. If the jet limit is defined by the 1% of U0
13
and around (Z ∼ 3cm) the average axis velocity is a 10% of U0, the surface
at this location may need 10 more times to achieve the same average quality
than the axis. In addition to that, there is the previous consideration of the
frequency associated to the biggest eddies. OEE turbulent model generates
bigger instabilities than DS, associated to lower transition times. Hence for
13Equivalent to Yfuel = 0.01.
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a given time window (i.e. 3ms) the quality of the average surface for DS is
greater than the one achieved by OEE (Figure 4.33.
Although there is no doubt of the improvement that the 4mm probe rep-
resents, Figures 4.31 still shows preferential directions from 30mm onward.
Since previous sections exhibit axisymmetric contours, the velocity field is not
biased and the only parameter left is the mesh topology.
For both OEE and DS, average images show not only an initial higher
angle but a greater overall spreading rate when inlet BC is mapped from 5mm
probe. This confirms the fact that when the jet is initialize from a given
section the rest tends to behave as a follow up from that point. In our case
the jet performs as if it had been displaced the difference in penetrations of
Figure 4.25(a) (∼ 3mm for the OEE case).
Figure 4.32: Temporal scheme effect on DS gas jet. Yfuel = 0.01, colored by U
(backward scheme, 4z = 0.25mm, t=3ms ASOI).
Now the inlet BC is proved to satisfy the basic requirements, the temporal
scheme issue can be resumed. Hence the question is whether a second order
scheme such backward may get rid of the preferential directions or enhances
the effect of the mesh topology. Figure 4.32 shows a clear deterioration and
no further average is needed.
As seen in Figure 4.34(b) experimental rate needs ∼ 0.2ms to reach aver-
age injection velocity. By that time simulated and experimental penetration
happen to reach their maximum difference. Consequently a combination of
the mapped inlet from 4mm prove and the experimental rate is expected to
improve the initial penetration slope. Since the rest of the experimental fluc-
tuation is a consequence of the flow dynamics inside the nozzle, the new inlet
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(a) Inlet mapped after non-perturbed zone (5mm probe)
(b) Inlet mapped within non-perturbed zone (4mm probe)
Figure 4.33: Inlet turbulent content effect on averaged OEE gas jet. Yfuel = 0.01,
colored by U (4z = 0.25mm, t=3ms ASOI).
BC should be reproduce the fluctuations of the experimental penetration.
Figure 4.35 compares the penetration and velocity decay obtained with
the mapped inlet and the combination with the experimental rate. Regarding
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(a) DS and OEE mapped penetration
from Figures 4.25(a).
(b) Combination of mapped and
experimental rate
Figure 4.34: Initial deviation from experimental results (vanDriest, roundInlet
mesh).
penetration (Figure 4.35(a)), the turbulent experimental rate14 suppose an
improvement during the first 0.15ms but does not have an impact on the
required length to develop turbulence (OEE) nor on the transition of the
slope between the first and the second stretch of penetration (DS).
At this stage of inlet BC development, the progress in simulated penetra-
tion comes by an increase in the initial physical discretization and the a fine
tune of turbulent coefficients.
Regarding velocity decay results (Figure 4.35(b)) OEE eddies for the turbu-
lent experimental rate match mapped ones beyond the first 20mm (∼ 39×deq).
Also, note this happens regardless of the difference in velocity magnitude at
the non-perturbed zone. In addition, the simulated decay develops within the
theoretical trend.
Similar patterns can be observed for the DS turbulent model. The eddies
for both inlet BC match but along a shorten distance than OEE (∼ 30× deq).
Consistent with previous simulations, the simulated decay develops slightly
below the theoretical trend towards the far field.
Finally, Figure 4.36 shows the final improvement between turbulentInlet
14The combination of the 4mm probe with the experimental rate is called in this way from
now on.
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(b) Velocity decay
Figure 4.35: Effect of experimental injection rate (vanDriest, roundInlet mesh). Left
column: OEE, right column: DS. >⊥ Experimental data, –––turbulentInlet, – · –
mapped (4mm probe), – – – turbulent experimental rate.
and the best inlet BC cases. As a reference, the red line marks the domain
midpoint (i.e. 50mm). In accordance with velocity decay trends (4.35(b))
OEE contours look alike within the first quarter of the domain. Also, the
similarity extends to the jet contours far from the nozzle (e.g. notice the way
jet curls at both sides of the red mark).
On the contrary, the characteristic smoothness of DS makes harder to
identify the resemblance. The treatment of DS tends to homogenize eddies
due to the way it models the eddies exchange momentum.
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(a) turbulentInlet
(b) Inlet mapped within non-perturbed zone (4mm probe)
(c) Previous inlet (4mm probe) combined with experimental rate
Figure 4.36: Inlet turbulent content effect on gas jet velocity field (4z = 0.25mm,
t=0.003s ASOI). Left column: OEE. Right column: DS.
Note both inlet BC produce similar results but the turbulent experimental
rate includes more physical description. Hence, the surface at Z=0.004m (e.g.
perpendicular to the jet axis) of this last case has been mapped in order to
imposed the inlet at the grading mesh cases. Also, it has already been proved
how, regardless of the turbulent model of the source case, each one (i.e. OEE or
DS) develops its own patterns. Therefore, only the DS case has been mapped
to both OEE ad DS grad-mesh cases.
Grading mesh
Fields from previous DS calculations have been mapped at the inlet in
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order to have similar conditions and reduce uncertainties when comparing
cases. Note, inlet BC now covers both the inlet and the wall from Figure 3.4.
Hence between the grading mesh and the source case there is no significant
difference on the velocity fields at 4mm. From that point the flow sees a more
refined domain within the area of interest15 and a slightly modified topology16
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Figure 4.37: Effect of experimental injection rate (vanDriest, grading mesh). Left
column: OEE, right column: DS. >⊥ Experimental data, ––– theoretical decay,
–––grading mesh (turbulentInlet), – · – grading mesh (turbulent experimental rate),
– – – roundInlet mesh (4z = 0.25mm, turbulent experimental rate).
Figure 4.37 displays both the penetration and the velocity decay when the
15And more coarse in the vicinities.
16Keep in mind the core of the grading mesh domain is not axis-symmetric.
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fields are mapped as explained (red line). As a reference, the evolution of local
refined mesh that share the same injection rate and cases of grading mesh with
a standard turbulentInlet. Also, both penetration and velocity decay are offset
by 4mm17 (i.e. the location of the mapped field).
Regarding penetration, the improvement of the last set up is evident. Both
turbulent models match the experimental trend for the most part of the curve
and the initial discrepancy is reduced. Since DS penetration oscillates within
the range of experimental deviation, the singular result has the same validity
for this macroscopic parameter. On the other hand, OEE penetration slopes
slightly differ from those experimental. The correction needed in terms of
turbulent coefficients is as fine.
As expected, the very first part of velocity decay coincide for DS ( Figure
4.37(b)). Note grading mesh with the turbulent injection rate mapped sud-
denly drops the axial velocity for both turbulent models. The characteristics
of the velocity field mapped behaves as the injected flow is already mixed
with the surroundings . Also, OEE generates greater eddies at the axis than
DS, confirming its particular turbulent development independently of injection
field.
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Figure 4.38: Average velocity decay (vanDriest). >⊥ 4mm mapped (roundInlet,
4z = 0.25mm), >⊥ turbulent experimental rate (gradMesh, 4z = 0.0625mm),
The differences between the two meshes in terms of average velocity decay
can be seen in Figure 4.38. In addition to the information given by instan-
17Consistent with the procedure followed for the previous studies of grading mesh.
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taneous fields, a greater decay is produced at the grading mesh for OEE and
DS. Also OEE eddies in the far field are smaller for the grading mesh than
the locally refined mesh. On the contrary, they keep the same amplitude for
DS. Finally, the average velocity in the far field is the same for OEE for both
meshes but slightly lower for DS (i.e. upper right zoom view).
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Figure 4.39: Average velocity decay (vanDriest, grading mesh). >⊥ OEE, >⊥ DS.
The more refined the mesh18 and the better the inlet BC the more similar-
ities appear between OEE and DS. Figure 4.39 depicts the degree of similarity
achieved at the present configuration of grad mesh and turbulent experimental
rate. Average velocity decay first slope is higher foe DS but far-field values
coincide (i.e. upper right zoom view). Note this happens in a region with no
influence of the BC and despite the jet morphology seen at following studies.
Also a close view on the eddies amplitude reveal a maximum value similar for
both turbulent models (i.e. they happen to meet in magnitude and location).
Afterwards, greater eddies are generated by OEE .
Extending the information to 2D images, Figure 4.40 shows contour plots
of velocity magnitude for locally refined round inlet mesh and the grading
mesh. Note the domain of grading images are moved to the end of the non-
perturbed zone. Hence the vertical red line sets 50mm from the nozzle exit
for both domains. It is clear how the steady state of the jets depicted has not
reach this position19.
As with average velocity decay graphs, OEE instantaneous jet outline looks
more like DS with a more refined mesh. In the process of generating turbulence
18See also Figure 4.2.
19See for instance definition given at Figure 2.3.
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(a) Round inlet mesh (4z = 0.25mm)
(b) Gradding mesh (4z = 0.0625mm)
Figure 4.40: Turbulent experimental rate impact on gas jet velocity contours
(t=0.003s ASOI). Left column: OEE. Right column: DS.
with coarse meshes, OEE creates greater eddies than those strictly imposed by
the physics. Hence by mesh convergence it is worthy to note the behavior of
the more refined mesh is more physical. Also DS already provides consistent
patterns with different cell sizes.
Remember both locally refined and grading mesh have a very restricted
area with the 4z = 0.0625mm cells (e.g. see Figure 3.5). Afterwards the cell
size increase gradually. Hence, the “new” turbulent characteristics found in
OEE are not due to the actual cell size where the fluid is located but to the
way turbulence is initialized. OEE requires a higher physical discretization to
initialize turbulence but not so much to transport the turbulent characteristics
of the flow.
As with previous comparisons is worthy to highlight the DS model is able
to consistently show similar trends within a wide range of cell sizes (e.g. as it
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is for mesh topology, filter and inlet BC).
(a) OEE
(b) DS
Figure 4.41: Turbulent model effect on averaged gas jet. Yfuel = 0.01, colored by U
(grading mesh, turbulent experimental rate, 4z = 0.0625mm, t=3ms ASOI).
Figure 4.41 shows the iso-surfaces of Yfuel = 0.01 for instantaneous values
at 3ms ASOI and the averaged surface for a 3ms window time. By now is
already clear that 3ms is enough averaging time for the axial velocity fields
(0-40mm) but not so much for the periphery of the OEE jet. However, the
time window is long enough to intuit no preferential directions on the OEE.
On the contrary, smaller eddies of DS on the jet outline allow a clear image in
order to see the biased shape. Although the construction of the grading mesh
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domain was partially intended to remove such behavior20 still an important
part of the mesh within the jet core (> 1/3) is not axis-symmetric.
Since these last calculations are the ones that better match experiments in
terms of macroscopic parameters, following a study on the radial profiles and
the energy content of simulated eddies is included.
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Figure 4.42: Radial profiles of axial velocity (DS, grading mesh, turbulent
experimental rate, 4z = 0.0625mm). Left column: 0◦ radius. Right column: 45◦
radius. >⊥ 50mm, >⊥ 40mm, >⊥ 35mm, >⊥ 30mm, >⊥ 25mm, symbols: experimental
measurements coincide with locations color code.
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Figure 4.43: Radial profiles of axial velocity (OEE, grading mesh, turbulent
experimental rate, 4z = 0.0625mm). >⊥ 50mm, >⊥ 40mm, >⊥ 35mm, >⊥ 30mm, >⊥
25mm, symbols: experimental measurements coincide with locations color code.
Regarding averaged velocity radial profiles, Figures 4.42 and 4.43 shows
20The principal motivation was to optimize the cell number and reduce the computational
cost as a consequence.
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dimensionless profiles of axial velocity. Axial velocity (i.e. Z coordinate) is
divided by the axis magnitude and radius by the axis location.
DS preferential directions can be seen at the radial profiles drawn for 0◦
and 45◦. A radial collapse of the velocity field will provide a profile halfway
between those depicted at Figures 4.42 but would mask the lack of symmetry.
In the case of OEE, simulated result behind r/x = 0.1 show lack of statis-
tics. Also 50mm is not included since that location belonged to the transient
part of the jet at 3ms. Even for the closer location plotted (z=25mm) the
shape achieved by DS is better.
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Figure 4.44: Energy content of inlet BC turbulent scales (roundInlet mesh, time
window 3-6ms ASOI). Left column: OEE. Right column: DS. ––– −5/3 slope.
As an introduction to the frequency study the signal acquired at the first
cell downstream the inlet BC is presented (Figure 4.44). The velocity field
imposed refers to the 4mm probe of Figure 4.21(c). Although the source signal
is exactly the same, the minimum dt imposed by the CFL condition is smaller
for DS than OEE and so the maximum frequency seen is higher. The energy
content is exactly the same for the significant scales but differ for the smaller
ones. Note, the calculations have been run under a cte CFL number. As a
consequence the dt varies slightly with iterations and so do change the probes
time acquisition. In order to perform the frequency study the acquisition
time must be constant. Hence the signal has been reconstructed using a cubic
interpolation (i.e. Hermite polynomials) and the smallest dt. The bigger (more
energetic) scales from the reconstructed signal are exactly the same. However,
the interpolation generates eddies with the highest frequency that are clearly
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visible at the following figures.
Figure 4.45 show the energy content of the axial component of the velocity
for different locations at the jet axis. As with previous images of averaged
fields the acquisition begins at 3ms and runs during the following 3ms.
In order to interpret the results the following keys are needed:
• Cell size: locations close to the inlet BC have a more refined cells for
grading mesh. Hence, the simulation dt is smaller (i.e. for a given CFL
number) and therefore the maximum frequency seen is higher. This
can be identify by looking at the first two rows of the figure. The first
row corresponds to locally refined mesh (4z = 0.25mm cells at 5mm
from the nozzle) and the data plotted ends at lower frequencies than the
second row (4z ∼ 0.0625mm) cells at 5mm from the nozzle)
• Cell size distribution: although grading mesh has a more refined mesh
close to the inlet BC, the growth rate increase the cell sizes towards the
end of the domain21. As a consequence the size of the smaller eddies
(i.e. with the highest frequency and lower energy) being filtered increase
towards the end of the domain for the grading mesh. This can be iden-
tified by the position of the lower peak at the graphs of the second and
the fourth column. This explains also the constant line from the end of
filtered eddies to the acquisition frequency.
• Velocity average and perturbation: as seen at Figure 4.29 inlet BC has a
higher average velocity but smaller eddies than the axis flow at 5mm22.
As a consequence, the energy of the very first frequency and the more en-
ergetic ones that follow are greater for 5mm probe than those imposed at
the inlet (Figure 4.44 and 4.45(a)). Something similar happens between
5mm and 10mm axis probes for both turbulent models. From that point
both averaged magnitude and eddies decay with distance which can be
seen reflected at the gradual separation from the reference line.
In agreement with the lat item, 20mm probes signal confirm the data
shown for the averaged axis velocity decay. OEE produce greater amplitude
21For instance, cell sizes past 35mm are already bigger than the equivalent location at the
locally refined mesh.
22In fact, the maximum velocity at 5mm is greater than the maximum imposed at the
inlet.
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Figure 4.45: Energy content of turbulent scales (time window 3-6ms ASOI). First
column: OEE roundInlet. Second column: OEE grading mesh. Third column: DS
roundInlet. Fourth column: DS grading mesh. ––– −5/3 slope.
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and therefore the trends are closer to the reference line (i.e. a greater energy
content)
Finally, Figure 4.46 shows the axis probes at 50mm and 60mm. Most of
the probes at 60mm and the 50mm probe for the OEE grading mesh case show
how the jet was at its transitory part when probe acquisition was initiated23.
Compared with previous images the limit of use of this parameter is clear.
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Figure 4.46: Energy content of turbulent scales (time window 3-6ms ASOI). First
column: OEE roundInlet. Second column: OEE grading mesh. Third column: DS
roundInlet. Fourth column: DS grading mesh. ––– −5/3 slope.
4.3 Non-evaporating diesel sprays
In this section spray cases are analyzed and compare with previous gas jets
results.
4.3.1 Mesh size and temporal schemes independency
Turbulent model dependency on mesh refinement shows differences for studied
turbulent models (Figure 4.47). For the same pair of turbulent constants,
23Remember the chamber is initialized with a constant zero velocity field.
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Figure 4.47: Turbulent model dependency on mesh refinement. >⊥ Experimental
data, –––k − ε (RANS), – · – 0.5 mm mesh, – – – 0.025 mm mesh.
OEE spray penetration progressively increases with time under a finer mesh.
Beside the initial increase on momentum transfer with smaller cells, keeping
the turbulent coefficients leads to a lower air entrainment.
Regarding the evolution for DS turbulent model, the initial difference in
penetration is consistent with the inception of turbulence observed for the gas
jet in the previous section. In both E-E and L-E cases the time required is
reduced with smaller cells near the nozzle. Also, the slope of the second part of
the penetration curve changes. In this sense, DS reduces air entrainment when
being used in a finer mesh as seen for OEE turbulent model. In both cases E-E
turbulent coefficients must be changed to correct the L-E coupling for finer
meshes. In this regard, this represents the first difference in procedure with
RANS calculations where a correct set of E-E turbulent coefficients provides
a experimental-alike L-E air entrainment (and penetration).
The number of parcels in the system at 3ms for the 0.5 mm mesh RANS
calculation is ∼1.5 million. Therefore, the calculation of the Lagrangian part
becomes the bottle neck compared with the number of cell elements (∼0.5
million) for this mesh. It is also worthy to note the differences in number
of parcels with LES (DS ∼0.4 million and OEE ∼0.2 million) at the end
of the calculation. As explained in the numerical setup (section 3.3), this
behavior is a consequence of the weight of turbulent velocity in the calculation
of the gas-parcel relative velocity. Regarding DS and OEE discrepancy in total
number of parcels, both gas-parcel interaction and the turbulent modelling of
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DS increases relative velocity seen by the parcels. A clear example will be
appreciated at the axis of the spray in figures 4.54(b) and 4.54(c) and can be
as well infer from Figure 4.55.
Generally speaking, the number of parcels increases with smaller cells and
so, for 0.25 mm mesh the parcels for DS raised up to ∼0.8 million and OEE
to ∼0.4 million. In regards to RANS calculations, parcel generation due to
KH had to be limited to 50 events in both atomization and breakup to avoid
instabilities. With this restriction, the smaller parcels have, at least, decreased
their mass 5 orders of magnitude (i.e. diameter reduced 2 orders of magnitude)
and sum a total of ∼1.2 million parcels by the end of the calculation.
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Figure 4.48: Effect of temporal scheme and δt on DS spray behavior (experimental
injection profile) >⊥ Experimental data, ––– k − ε (RANS), –––first order ddt, – · –
second order ddt, – – – 0.125 CFL.
The study of numerical scheme and ddt focus on the DS turbulent model
(Figure 4.48). The restriction on KH events had to be imposed as well to
avoid instabilities. The effect of numerical scheme on the first part of parcel
penetration was expected to be similar to E-E calculations. However, no
significant influence was found on the reduction of penetration as a result of
better turbulent generation. Consequently, there is no apparent advantage to
the increase of calculation time required. A possible explanation may be the
domination of the L-E coupling in the region close to the nozzle. In sum,
temporal scheme reduces the time needed for initial turbulent development
for E-E where in L-E calculation the initial turbulence is generated from the
parcels-gas interaction.
Finally, different turbulent coefficients leading to a better agreement with
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Figure 4.49: Improved turbulent coefficients for t=3ms ASOI (4z = 0.25mm) >⊥
Experimental data, ––– k − ε (RANS), – · – OEE (ck = 0.6, cε = 0.05), – – – DS
(ck = 0.05, cε = 0.3).
experiments are provided on Figure 4.57. The improved results at 3ms are
depicted at figures appearing from now on.
Figure 4.50 only shows parcels located between −0.5mm < x < 0.5mm.
Note the shadow does not take into account the parcel diameter (those changes
can be seen in Figure 4.55). For the same turbulent model, no significant
difference on parcel distribution was found between 0.5 mm and 0.25 mm
mesh. From these images, first 0.02m are fairly similar. It can be argued
that, depending on temperature (diesel vaporising conditions), spray liquid
penetration can be stabilized within this length. Although, no value would be
added on the L-E coupling once parcels are evaporated, the momentum trans-
fer within this initial region is key to the generation of turbulence downstream
(Figure 4.54). Moreover, it has been already shown the upgrade brought by
DS on the gas phase in the previous section.
4.3.2 Injection profile sensitivity
Figure 4.51 shows the effect of the injection profile on the penetrations as well
as to the SMD time evolution. In both figures RANS (k − ε) penetration
(calculated with the experimental injection profile) is placed as a reference. It
is worthy to note RANS penetration has proved negligible sensitivity on the
injection profiles imposed (Figure 4.21(a)). Therefore only results of experi-
mental profile are included here. Also, since the main changes are confined to
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(a) 4z = 0.5mm (b) 4z = 0.25mm
Figure 4.50: Parcels shadow (t=3ms ASOI)
the initial evolution of the spray only first instants of the calculation time is
shown (i.e. 1ms). However, all cases have been run until 3ms.
Regarding SMD temporal evolution, the initial effect of atomization and
breakup on the average diameter depends on the injection profile rather than
the type of turbulent modelling. in terms of penetration noticeable differences
are shown for DS (Figure 4.51(b)) compare with OEE.
In the early injection time the SMD evolution gives an idea of how fast the
parcels are been atomized. The average injection profile enforces a constant
injection velocity to the parcel (Uinj ≈ 373m/s) against the chamber gas ini-
tialized with zero velocity. That huge relative velocity at the beginning of the
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Figure 4.51: Penetration (4z = 0.25mm). >⊥ Experimental data, ––– k − ε (RANS),
– · – Experimental injection profile, – – – Average injection profile.
calculation time makes atomization and break up models to reduce the parcel
diameter. In a following step, those injected and stripped/atomized parcels
will transfer momentum to the gas phase, reducing the initial relative velocity.
On the contrary, experimental injection profile gradually increases the velocity
within the first 0.2ms ASOI so that relative velocity (and momentum transfer)
and related atomization and break up effects build up progressively. In both
cases, the SMD rapidly reaches an stable value, when the number of small
diameter stripped parcels exceeds the contribution to the mean of the few big
blobs (D = 112µm) been injected.
Regarding the differences in penetration, the greater initial velocities for
the average injection increases the initial penetration as well as the effect of
atomization and break up. Figure 4.51 shows this effect on both turbulent
models although it has a greater impact on the DS. From this point OEE
and DS penetration follows a different pattern. For DS turbulent model, the
low velocity surrounding gas stems the parcels with smaller diameter (higher
momentum transfer) and compensates the initial increase. After 0.2ms the
parcels are injected at similar velocities for both average and experimental
injection profiles. Once they reach the tip of the spray (∼0.3ms), they face
likely gas velocity conditions and consequently penetration matches. Regard-
ing OEE spray penetration, the subsequent adjustment does not lead to a shift
of the penetration curves but to a gradual reduction of the initial gap.
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4.3.3 Particle-gas phase interaction
Figure 4.52: Axis velocity decay. (U0=373.27m/s, t=3ms ASOI, first ddt). Top:
parcel scaled with droplet diameter. Bottom: fixed size.
Figure 4.52 resembles Figure 3.10 from previous chapter. Instead of the
sigma Eulerian field, this shows the actual component of dispersion velocity
for each parcel. The images confirm the hypothesis outlined based on sigma
fields values: dispersion velocity is in fact the same order of magnitude as the
simulated relative velocity even further than the first third of the spray.
Images at Figure 4.53 show the influence of turbulent dispersion velocity
on turbulent models. In both cases, OEE and DS jet penetration increases
when dispersion velocity is disconnected. in particular, OEE shows an arrow
head, common to the other viscous models (i.e. Smagorinsky).
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(a) OEE (4x = 0.1mm, parcel droplet
diameter, colored by relative velocity)
(b) DS (4x = 0.5mm, parcel droplet
diameter, colored by atomization stage)
Figure 4.53: Turbulent dispersion sensitivity. (t=3ms ASOI). Upper row: No
dispersion velocity. Lower row: Dispersion velocity.
4.3.4 Comparison with E-E equivalent gas jet.
Figure 4.54 shows the axis velocity decay for both Lagrangian and Eulerian
phase (from L-E calculations). As a reference, the theoretical velocity decay
of a fully developed equivalent gas jet ([Des+07]) has been added. In addition,
those results from equivalent E-E calculations from the previous section (only
4x = 0.25mm mesh results) are included.
The calculation of the mean axis velocity is restricted to those parcels
confined inside a 0.5 mm radius beam discretized every δz=0.5 mm. The range
graphed corresponds to the maximum and minimum parcel velocity. RANS
results (Figure 4.54(a)) is placed as a reference. Also the initial large parcels
velocity width can be explained by reentrained parcels. Since experimental
average velocity from PDA [Pay+08c] matches with the theoretical velocity
decay, they have not been added in here to make graphs more clear.
As in the gas jet section, axis velocity has been normalized with the average
injection velocity. Note how liquid core length restrains breakup to happen
after 7deq (user defined) when the creation of small diameter parcels increase
momentum transfer. Until then, only stripped droplets from the injected blobs
gradually lose their initial velocity by momentum transfer.There is a number
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Figure 4.54: Axis velocity decay. (U0=373.27m/s, t=3ms ASOI, first ddt). Left
column: 4x = 0.5mm. Right column: 4x = 0.25mm.
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of studies of more suitable atomization and break up models for LES. Here the
focus is on the pros and cons of the DS turbulent model implemented versus
the traditional OEE. Authors will carry a specific study of atomization and
breakup models to achieve a more gradual momentum transfer in the next
work.
The increase of axis velocity close to the nozzle (i.e. as we move away
from it) is caused by the experimental injection profile. As mentioned before,
injected parcels does not suffer from drag during the first 7deq and the injection
velocity imposed decreases towards 0.3ms at Figure 4.21(a). Also, it is worthy
to note the reduction on the dispersion of the parcels velocity as we move
downstream. It is clear how LES simulations bring parcels into an equilibrium
with the gas velocity closer to the nozzle than RANS calculations. Note how
the cells at the end of the liquid core length determine the CFL number (e.g.
for DS calculations, CFL ≈ 0.4 for 4z = 0.25mm mesh). Finally, authors
noted how the higher number of parcels at 0.25 mm mesh increases the width
of parcels velocity compared with 0.5 mm mesh results.
Now, focusing the analysis on the LES turbulent models. Compared with
E-E results, OEE turbulent model entails a high reduction of the axis velocity
perturbation (Figure 4.54(b)) till they are not noticeable anymore. In contrast,
DS keeps perturbations in the same order of magnitude as seen for E-E gas
jet . Note how initial axis velocity decay is better simulated by gas jet result
where L-E velocity decay shows better agreement ones the axis velocity has
crossed the theoretical line (Figure 4.54(c)). Also, between the maximum gas
velocity and this switching point there is a higher number of parcels been
dragged by the gas for DS.
It is worthy to mention the fact that mean parcel velocity is centered
within the min-max velocity range for RANS and OEE where the distribution
is moved towards faster parcels for DS. Take into account that the average
is over the total number of parcels and has not been weighted by mass or
any other factor. We have not find an explanation for such behavior and are
committed to keep analyzing the data to find one.
In Figure 4.55 parcels sized by droplet diameter are superimpose to con-
tour plots of Uy velocity within a range of (±5m/s). When switching from
atomization to breakup, parcel diameter suffers an abrupt reduction of an
order of magnitude. Besides the consideration of physical consistency, it is
interesting to note its independency of the turbulent model approach. There
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(a) E-E. Gas jet limit: Isosurface
Yfuel = 0.01.
(b) L-E. Parcel sized by diameter.
Isosurface 1% U.
Figure 4.55: Contour plot of Uy(±5m/s) (4z = 0.25mm; t=3ms ASOI))
is a distinct big zone of air been entrained at the end of the liquid core length
(i.e. velocity perpendicular to the main direction of the spray movement).
This region happens to meet gas higher total velocity.
As expected, the other common region of higher Uy velocity is located at
the tip. Here, OEE and RANS shows fairly similar portrayal despite of be-
ing different approaches where DS provides the turbulent description expected
from LES. Previous results [Fuj+09] showed that the breakup model is signif-
icantly affected on the calculated spray shape, because the droplet diameter
determined by breakup models affects on the transmittance of the droplet mo-
mentum into the ambient gas, the evolution of the vortex structure in the gas
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phase and the droplet dispersion by the vortex structure. However, for the
atomization and breakup models used here, DS clearly shows a much more
realistic behavior. In addition to that, Figure 4.56(b) leaves no doubt on DS
parcels distribution superiority at early stages of the spray evolution, even
without a perfectly tuned set of turbulent coefficients.
A final remark on Figure 4.55; Yfuel = 0.01 for E-E or 1% U for L-E are
supposed to be equivalent. However, there is a difference between this iso-
surface of 1% U and the penetration of the parcels (confined inside the white
square). Therefore, penetration definitions for E-E and L-E cases are very
close but not perfectly interchangeable.
(a) E-E. Isosurface Yfuel = 0.01 colored
by velocity
(b) L-E.
Figure 4.56: Comparison with shadowgraph pictures (t = 0.9 ms ASOI,
4z = 0.25mm)
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4.4 Evaporating diesel sprays
Under evaporating conditions, liquid penetration may stabilize around the
position were calculation still matches experimental measurement (∼ 10 −
15mm)
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Figure 4.57: Penetration and LL for LES of sprayA for t=3ms ASOI
(4z = 0.25mm), >⊥ Vapor penetration, ––– LL, –·– OEE (ck = 0.4, cε = 0.05), – – –
DS.
Figure 4.57 shows the vapor penetration and the LL for both OEE and
DS turbulent models. Experimental results from CMT in collaboration with
the ECN as well as the complete methodology can be consulted in [Pas+12].
Note, the coefficient of DS are kept the same where OEE have been modified
to achieve similar penetration by the end of injection event. Non-evaporating
OEE coefficients are (ck = 0.6, cε = 0.05) as seen at Figure 4.57. Note as well,
experimental results are averaged and no turbulent features appear at the
LL. Hence, although OEE presents macroscopic trends closer to experimental
measurements, there is a clear lack of turbulence. As expected from non-
evaporative results, DS shows a initial discrepancy (i.e. until vapor penetration
and LL separates. From that point, consistent with E-E calculations, there is
a initial space required to develop turbulence at the gas phase (see temporal
evolution at Figure 4.60(b)). This initialization of turbulence is more critical
due to the short injection time (i.e. half of the non-evaporating case).
Regarding the velocity decay Figure 4.58 shows the simulations at 1.4 and
1.5ms ASOI. Images at t=1.4ms are included to avoid the confusion that the
velocity of the parcels close to the nozzle may create at t=1.5ms. Also, it
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Figure 4.58: Axis velocity decay of evaporative cases (4x = 0.25mm). Left column:
OEE. Right column: DS. –––Theoretical decay, >⊥ liquid phase (parcels), – · – gas
phase.
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allows to see how the atomization model maintains parcel velocity until the
end of the theoretical non-perturbed zone. In this regard, there has been
no modifications on the coefficients of the atomization model from the non-
evaporating cases.
Besides the fact that parcels disappear at some point, the patterns shown
here are parallel to those shown at Figure 4.54 for both liquid and gas phase.
Hence, same comments may apply to evaporating cases. In addition to those,
it is interesting to confirm that, while there is injection of parcels, the gas
phase velocity is higher than the average for liquid parcels. However, the
difference is reduced after the end of the injection event so that they stay on
a buoyant state. This confirms that momentum transfer is sustained by the
injection event.
Figure 4.59 shows contour plots of velocity magnitude (gray scale) and the
tangential component (i.e. color plot of Uy(±5m/s)). In addition to the gas
phase, the region occupied by liquid parcels is depicted with a transparent
shade. In this way it is easy to identify the turbulence inception patterns at
the DS image (Figure 4.59(b)) and to differentiate them from the ones are
freely evolving downstream. Looking at the OEE image, parcels do imposed a
tangential component but no turbulence arises from that interaction. Hence,
very little (if any) difference with a classic RANS calculation is generated.
Finally, Figure 4.60 shows the temporal evolution of Yfuel = 0.01 iso-
surface, colored by velocity magnitude. As with previous image, the position
of the parcels is included by a shadow. Note the length required to initiate
the gas iso-surface is the same for both turbulent models. Due to the lack of
momentum transfer of the atomization model, the velocities of the parcels are
the same as well as the conditions of temperature drop between the parcels and
the gas chamber. Hence the evaporation time to reach a certain mass fraction
must be similar. The only difference may appear due to the contribution of the
turbulent dispersion velocity. This effect will be visible when the temperature
drop allows the evaporation to occur far from the non-perturbed zone artificial
limit.
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(a) Velocity magnitude
(b) Contour plot of Uy(±5m/s)
Figure 4.59: Turbulent development of evaporative cases (4x = 0.25mm, gas jet
limit: Yfuel = 0.01, t=1.4ms ASOI). Left column: OEE. Right column: DS.
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(a) OEE (4x = 0.1mm, parcel droplet
diameter, colored by relative velocity)
(b) DS (4x = 0.5mm, parcel droplet
diameter, colored by atomization stage)
Figure 4.60: Spray temporal evolution. (t=1-9ms). Left column: OEE. Right
column: DS.
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5.1 Conclusions
hree dimensional LES of diesel-like gas jets and liquid sprays under
diesel conditions are performed in a constant volume vessel using OpenFOAM R©.
Provided viscous turbulent models are compared with a non-viscous
model implemented in the code.
To limit computational cost, mesh independence study limits the cell size
to 0.25 mm for RANS cases. This size is enough to fulfill macroscopic evolution
(i.e. penetration), although local refinement near the nozzle is required to see
the non-perturbed zone and the following expected velocity decay. In terms
of LES, mesh convergence (instead of “independency”) is fulfilled for cell sizes
around 0.0625 mm near the nozzle (i.e. a local discretization near the nozzle).
However, the study assess the configuration, turbulent model and inlet BC
needed to get the more realistic results for LES with the 0.25 mm cell size.
From gas jet mesh studies, there is a less overall effect on DS, from mesh
topology and the type of filter for the range of cell sizes studied. The main
differences are limited to the penetration first instants, for both parameters.
In contrast, OEE is very sensible to an increase in the near nozzle resolution
when turbulentInlet is the inlet BC used. Under this configuration, the best
mesh leads to the worst results since the mesh discrepancies and inlet sharp
angles act as a precursors of turbulence that otherwise (i.e. for the roundInlet
mesh) needs more time and space to develop.
From temporal scheme and dt studies, a local mesh refinement seems to
have greater impact on the evolution of the gas jet with an equivalent (or less)
effect on computational cost.
When mapped inlet BC is applied to OEE cases with the roundInlet and
the improved mesh (i.e. homogeneous hexaedral cells close to the jet axis)
results differ very little (even with slightly modified turbulent coefficients).
Hence It is clear how OEE needs consistent turbulent eddies even for poor
physical discretization. Regarding the DS, imposed mapped fields have similar
qualitative effect. A proper inlet BC improves the initial penetration and has
no influence on the second part. However, the BC has a lower impact on the
DS which confirms the robustness of the model.
These behavior was confirmed with the optimized grading mesh. In fact,
the gas jet simulated with OEE and the more complex/realistic BC produced
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jet shape and field values (not only for macroscopic scales) closer to the DS.
Remember both locally refined and grading mesh have a very restricted area
with the 4z = 0.0625mm cells (e.g. see Figure 3.5). Afterwards the cell size
increase gradually. Hence, the “new” turbulent characteristics found in OEE
are not due to the actual cell size where the fluid is located but to the way
turbulence is initialized. OEE requires a higher physical discretization to ini-
tialize turbulence but not so much to transport the turbulent characteristics of
the flow. That said, the results of grading mesh and turbulent inlet for OEE
where completely un-physical, confirming that the greater physical discretiza-
tion of the inlet BC the more important/critical is the turbulent consistency
of the field imposed.
As with previous comparisons with local refined meshes, is worthy to high-
light the ability of DS model to consistently show similar trends within a wide
range of cell sizes (e.g. as it is for mesh topology, filter and inlet BC).
In summary, despite mesh shape dependency shown by DS turbulent model
for diesel-like gas jets, it shows: consistent simulated penetration at 3ms even
for coarser meshes (i.e. 1mm cell size), likewise isosurfaces at this time, a lower
dependency on inlet turbulent condition (restricted to initial turbulent incep-
tion) and more realistic portrayal on early stages (i.e. 0.9ms). Viscous models
did not show shape cell dependency but neither they depict the advantages
described by DS.
When no synthetic BC or experimental values are available DS provides
a better simulation due to its proven robustness over turbulence initialization
and the inlet BC. In the same sense, DS provides closer results with different
cell sizes, specially valuable at low resolution simulations. Attention has to be
payed to preferential directions specially when higher order temporal schemes
are employed.
Regarding L-E calculations, turbulent coefficients need to be calibrated for
a given mesh size for both viscous and non-viscous turbulent models. However,
DS is less sensitive to initial turbulent inception with consecutive mesh refine-
ments. Also, for this turbulent model no significant improvement is found for
parcel distribution and mesh refinements. Nevertheless, enhances momentum
transfer which happen to be key for downstream turbulent behavior. In re-
gards of OEE, L-E simulations lose gas turbulent features shown by equivalent
E-E calculations.
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Atomization and breakup have a higher intensity in RANS calculations
leading to a higher number of parcels. As a consequence, by the end of the
calculations RANS cases are more computational (and time) consuming than
LES. Also, atomization and breakup are enhanced by mesh refinement for any
turbulent approach which have a clear impact on parcel velocity distribution.
This effect is specially noticeable for DS calculations.
As expected from non-evaporating results, the lack of parcel turbulence
inception on the gas phase of the OEE case has similar effect under evapo-
rating conditions. Although macroscopic parameters such vapor penetration
and LL are closer to experiments for the best set of turbulent coefficients, in
terms of turbulent description there is no added value to RANS calculations.
In the contrary, the turbulence generated within the LL for DS generates con-
sistent eddies that evolve downstream. This is the important add on expected
from LES (key to further combustion modelling) and a fine tune of turbulent
coefficients will bring macroscopic features closer to experiments.
In the light of above non-viscous DS turbulent model seems a better choice
for Engineering LES of diesel sprays.
5.2 Future works
Several studies have been proposed within previous chapters. Some are very
specific, targeting a specific problem or question arisen from the analysis of the
data. Within this group, authors proposed1 a study of axisymmetric types of
mesh to overcome the biased shape shown by the E-E phase calculated under
DS turbulent model.
Also, the synthetic BC on the simulations of E-E seems compulsory for
OEE (or the other viscous) turbulent model even under low mesh refinement
levels. The DS shows an improvement on the jet first instants when coherent
turbulence is introduced, so it should be included as the default set up unless
temporal high fidelity fields are available to map at the inlet.
The interaction of atomization and break up model coefficients and the
turbulent model used can be analysed in greater depth. In particular, the
liquid core length coefficient is known to have a great impact on the initial
1Mainly to themselves.
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momentum transfer and on the spray evolution as a consequence. Moreover,
cavitating conditions may be studied and specific atomization models referred
at the literature review should be assessed.
The last of the “specific” improvements to be tested would be to implement
in OEE a source term for the gas-liquid interaction equivalent to the one
developed for DS
Finally, as shown in this thesis, E-E and L-E approach have both advan-
tages and disadvantages in the various regions of spray (i.e. the dense zone
close to the nozzle and the downstream dilute zone). Eulerian-Lagrangian
spray Atomization (ELSA) model is -on the contrary- an integrated model
for capturing the whole spray evolution, already tested in RANS calculations
[Des+10b; Des+10a; Hoy+13]. Consequently, LES of atomization by means of
ELSA model seems to be a necessary step forward.
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